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exercises [on the two great days of the fes- pressive study,—whether settling
gine’ extival, <Wednesday and Thursday,—look- pectant silence when Mr. Gilmore
took his
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by 300 feet, covering nearly three and a
half acres of ground, with a capacity for
va te comfortably seating from thirty thousandto
forty thousand persons, besides furnishing

eri com

standing room for many thousands more.
Its acoustic properties are excellent; the
arrangement of seats is thoroughly admir-
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‘Waiting
for us down the road,
If our lips could taste the wormwood,
If our back could feel the load,
‘Would we waste the day in wishing
For a time that ne’er can be;
‘Would we wait in such impatience
For our ships to come from sea?
Pressed against the window-pane,
Never trouble
us again—
‘Would
the bright eyes of our darling
Catch the frown upon our brow,
‘Would the print of rosy fingers
‘Vex
us then as they
do now?

Rosa

acd Miss

Adelaide

Phillips appear

more or less in the solos, several other dised vocalists occupy prominent positions, Ole Bull is here with his wonderful violin and his transcendent genius, and

’

Ah! these little ice-cold fingers,
.. How they point our memories back

the best individual talent which

To the hasty words and actions

be

summoned into service is employed

Strewn along our worldly track!
H-ow those little hands remind us,
As in" snowy grace they lie,
Not to scatter thorns—but roses—
For our reaping by and by.

to lend

its high art to the wondrous strength that

marks the general executiéh.
more,

Strange we never prize the music
Till the sweet-voiced
bird has flown;

the

projector,

Mr. Gil-|

generally

uses

the

baton as conductor of the exercises, though
now and then Mr. Carl Zerrahn takes the
_| post of honor. Mr. Tourjee iS prominent

that we should slight the violets,

Till the lovely flowers are gone ;

Strange that summer sky and sunshine
Never seem one halfso fair,
As when winter's snowy pitilons
Shake their white down in the air!
Lips from which
the seal of silence
None but God can roll away,
Never blossomed in such beauty
As adorns the mouth to-day :
And sweet words that freight our memory
‘With their beautiful perfume,
Come to us in sweeter accents
Through the portals of the tomb.
Let us gather up the sunbeams

ab director, and Dr. J. H. Willcox presides

at the organ. The pdlice force that manages
thétickets and keeps the entrances clear,
does its work in the ‘main with great credit
and efficiency, the ushers are remarkably

prompt and gentlemanly, the seats are so
classified and the tickets so marked that the
visitor is directed to the proper place with
equal readiness and quietude, the friction
and confusion are small, in spite of the

numbers, the good order and good nature
are both general and noticeable ; and, at the
end of the exercises, it is remarkable to
observe the ease and the rapidity with

which tens of thousands of people disappear from view and leave the vast struct-

Lying all around our path;

Let us keep the wheat and roses,
Casting out the thorns and chaff;
Let us find our sweetest comfort
In the blessings of to-day,
With a patient hand removing
All the briers from our way.

ure to comparative solitude and silence.
GENERAL VIEW OF THE INTERIOR.

Editorial Correspondence.

It is worth an hundred miles of travel to
look upon the interior of the Coliseum
when the b
ding is filled with its perform-

ers and its audience.
to stir the

Boston, June 17, 1869.

blood

The sight is enough
of

a

stoic,

and

few

thoughtful and sensitive observers could be-

Boston is just now sitting in state ina
great continental reception room, and her

hold it without great heart-throbs and
blinding tears.
The decorations of the

invitation is well responded to.

The Com-

room

mon is animated with crowds

from morn-

though

seem

at

having

first

somewhat

no garishness

lavish,

or barbaric

ing till night,
the streets are thronged, the

splendor.

Bunting

hotels boil over at every entrance, the
churches are used to afford temporary shel-

White and

Blue,” the ‘Star-Spangled Ban-

ter, and private residences are often packed

generally simple, fitting and significant,—
these at first catch the eye and arrest the at-

The festivities connected
Peace Jubilee are at their

Bostonians are to-day not only re-

ner,”

tention.

coats

of

arms,

abounds,
portraits,

the

‘Red

mottoes,

The huge drum rising out of the

orchestra, the unscreened pipes of the organ serried and glistening behind, the vast

lieved of anxiety, but satisfied, self-compla~
cent, and even quietly jubilant, though in proportions and general style of the buildthis their preéminent joy they do not for- ing, the happy distribution of light and the
get propriety and dignity. But they ap- ample means ' of ventilation,—these get
pear like men who are passing out from each a moment’s notice, but only one. The
struggle into victory, and have a right to mighty crowd ‘of human beings, especially

gladness and pride. The great center of
interestis of course the Coliseum. It at
tracts more strongly than the President.
All day long the stream of human life sets
obviously in that direction. Nearly every
visitor goes to look at the building, and
endeavors at least to catch some of the har-

monies that come pouring out at every
opening during the morning rehearsals and

- the set afternoon performance. And the
tides of humanity that sweep into its numerous entrances from 2 till after 3' o'clock,
seem at first view as though they would
first fill, then surge over,

and

lovers of this quality could not be. gratified.
The niceties and delicacies of execution
could be perceived by but a small fraction of

the audience.

The lighter passages were

only half reported to remote listeners, while

the heaviest choruses, aided by the military
bands, and especially by the roar and jar of
the organ, were sometimes a little unpleasant to those near the south balcony. The chorus was unprecedentedly large, its extreme

the bells
of the city are made
to play a part portions were perhaps four hundred feet
apart, and its members had rehearsed very
in the performance,—the operator, seated
little
in a body. On the first day, particunear the conductor, regulating the dislarly, it was possible to detect a little lack
charges and the chiming by meansof elec- |
of accuracyin the time of some of the intricity, so asto make the roar and the clang
strumental performers, yet this was steadkeep perfect time with the voices and inily lessened as the work went forward.
struments and anvils. Madame Parepa
But in spite of all these apparent draw-

‘Would be cold and stiff to-morrow—

hight.

come has been £155,194. It was stated in
the report that the success of the year had
been encouraging, and the fields of opera-

But this is not the place

for formal criticism, even if We Were

sisin the choruses, twelve pieces of artillery are stationed near the building, and

If we knew the baby fingers,

with visitors.
with the great

petentto the service. The verdict would
be greatly affected by the stand-point of the
critic. Certian styles of music would be
"wholly out of place in such a building, and

voice is distinctly heard even when the
chorus and orchestra
are bringing out their
full power. Besides these, an hundred anvils are now and then used to give empha-

If we know the woe and heartache

Strange

com-

teachers, native and country-born catechists, and sixteen thousand one “hundred

varieties,
besides an organ of such marvel‘ous volume and majesty of tone that its

*

two hundred and two European clergymen,

far as we listened, it is both easy, and dffi-

cultto speak.

one§ thousand instruments representing all

If we Knew.

and at last sub-

merge or sweep
‘The Jubilee is
fact. The most
dcism is forcedto

as one looks

upon it from

the north balco-

ny, is at first surprising,. then wonderful,
then impressive, and at length almost
overpowering.
No language can describe

that sight, no painter reproduce it, no imagination conjure it up in its actual effect-

backs, taking the Jubilee performances for
what they were intended, they are proving
an increasing, wonderful and splendid success, such as,

we

chorus.

to take the orchestra and

If he succeeded his picture will

be a treasure, but it will be a poor, dead,

partial semblance compared with the whole
living scene.
One would not care to look long at any
single personage. A moment sufficed for
Mr. Gilmore, Ole Bull was soon disposed

away the great structure.
unquestionably a mighty of, Parepa drew and ‘held the eyes and the
hostile and spiteful crit- opera glass a little longer, and there was
confess that, instead ofa a somewhat prolonged eagerness to gaze
failure, the triumph is imposing and mag- clearly upon Grant when he came in and
nificent.
Minor defects can: easily be took the sofa or stepped upon the platform
found. Some disappointments are undoubt- of the orchestra and bowed his acknowl-

them ; but, accepting the undertaking according to the intention of its projector

confident,

brings

surprise to many of the most hopeful.

a

The

majesty, harmony, expression and effect of
many of the great choruses were wonderful
and indescribable,—the volume of sound

never seeming too great for the best impression on more than two-thirds of the
audience. It was more suggestive of what

John describes as ‘‘ the voice of many
waters” than anything we are likely to

hear this side of the New Jerusalem, and
the movement, the sweetness and the skill
were not less noticeable than the strength.
And though we had never been able to
think of the hundred anvils poynded by
sledge-hammers, and the mixing in of artillery; without the sense of the ludicrous
and an inward smile, yet we confess

that the ludicrous gave place to the enthusiastic when the firemen in red j ackets and
white caps began to deliver. their blows,
and the operator commenced

to send “off

the lightning to explode the cattridges in the
cannon ; and when the kindled audience
encored the performance,and we had listened to it for the fourth time, it so far continued to appear admirable after it had ceased
to be novel, that we should not have protested, and might have joined in the de‘mand, if yet another. repetition had been
called for. Most of the music was selected
from the oratorios and other masterpieces of
the great composers, whose works are as
full of character and religious inspiration
as they are of genius.
In a word, the Jubilee is a great and genuine triumph, that will give Mr. Gilmore a
high and well-deserved reputation, inure to
the credit of Boston, be a source of pride
to all true Americans, cheer patriotism, ex-

alt peace,

promote

concord,

suggest

the

high utility of art, mark an era in the his-

tory of music, and inspire prayer and intensify effort for that other and greater triumph
which bringsin the reign of justice, binds
the peoples into brotherhood, and crowns

the Messiah as Prince of Peace.

Jd

visitor soon turned away from even these
personages to survey the compressed acres

forty-five

communicants.

Notone nation of antiquity

measures;

absurdity. The Egyptians with their acsunlatnd sores of lesrsitg ad Deseo

prehensiveof
DE
a
ioe Of the Clatidonrs
and Medes added 1 their own ‘the Chinese

wis hie Anowleage’ of pguiam. he
- gunpowder,

elegance, refinementaind attainments in the
fine arts; ‘the Arabians with their discover, geomeRomans

and he resolved to silence him,

English Correspondence.
—

:

OE

DerBY, ENGLAND,

The London Missionary Society gives this
year a most interesting and encouraging re-

port. It has one hundred and thirty principal
stations,one hundred and fifty native churches containing thirty-five thousand four hun-

sand seven hundred, of whom thirteen
thousand are in Polynesia, five thousand in

the West Indies, and the rest in South Afri
ca, India, China, &c. The converts under
the Society's care speak twenty-six lan-

guages. The native assistant ministers number twelve hundred, eighty-one of whom are

The

English missionaries are one hundred
and fifty, and there are in the fifteen insti-

tations for training native teachers and
preachers one hundred and seventy students. Eighteen young men in England
have offered their services to the Society
The funds of the Society

had been ample. The total income of the
year had reached £108,847, including

Cramfield

would.

So he

expected

and hoped

had him

brought

Outside of
hy
the Bible, the Jewish mind, as seen from the Talmud and othier writings,’ 'rioted and
reveled in the wildest fancies ‘and ‘most

he are the Jews

before

an association of six justices for trial. These
were mostly in the interest of the Gov-

ernor, and four of them gave

popularity waned; he was obliged to
leave the province and died in England.

it speaks of are God, angels, fallen
ings
spirits, men, and the lower animals. It
One of the Justices that condemned Mr. tellsof no monstrous births, of no ‘willows
and cheered allusions to Madagascar and
Moody repented and acknowledged his weeping blood, of no horrible prodigies
the London missionary society, and to Dr.
error and Mr. Moody frankly forgave him. and portents, but even its accounts of mirLivingstone. Bat it had also its narrow
Another fell into a languishing distemper. acles are simple, dignified, and truth-like.
¢¢ church” exclusiveness and did not murHis sufferings were terrible and he died. It tells not of the world being hatched from
mur but rather applauded to the echowhen
Another lived in Dover. Six years after his an egg, and describes not the earth as a flat
one speaker referred ‘‘ to the treachery of
judgment against Moody that is in 1689, circular plain, m
millions and
Gladstone and the malignity of Bright.”
the Indians came, burned his house and millions of miles in ¢
erence; but
The Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Soci- mill, and he just escaped with his life. This its accountof the creatio
is nat least simple
and they were assisted by colonial bishops.

Report says that the audience was liberal

ety tells a good story of work

in various

mill was

where the present factories

now

partsof the world, and hopes to keep its stand. The fourth of the Justices became inincome

at

about £150,000

&' year;

the

Primitive Methodists at their missionary anniversary have again poured into Mr. Spurgeon’s Tabernacle and have had a most exciting and jubilant time; the London City
Mission has three hundred and sixty-one

missionaries in those vast heathen jungles
in 6ur great Christian metropolis which
lie all about the half-filled churches and
chapels but which individual and church
effort strangly neglects, and it has bought

a block of buildings at the

Isle of Wight

to offer therein a sea-side home

to invalid

missionaries; the Religious Tract Society
has

issued two

hundred

new

tracts and

books during the year and five periodicals,
and received over £100,000 for its publications; the Peace Society reported the delivery of three hundred lectures and
tried to create an enthusiasm at its
public anniversary in favor of a settlement of the Alabama dispute and a reduction
of national armaments in Europe; the Na-

tional Temperance League, and the United
Kingdom Band of Hope, told a good story
of work, and seemed to sparkle with ex pectation and freshness of life like spring water; the Evangelical Alliance was full of
talk about its projected meeting in New York
in 1870 instead of 1869; the British and For-

temperate, - was rejected from the church,
died in disgrace and was buried privately

by his relations for fear his remains would
be injured by enemies.

Miall, their President, is now in Parliament ;

church-rates. are gone ; the Irish Church is
going; and the large liberal majority in the’
House of Commons includes several members of their council and supporters of the

principles.

But while the society reported

large gains and great progress, it urged
upon the members that there should be no
relaxation of energy as the most formidable
undertaken.

yet to be

The separation of Church and

State in England isa ** big job”

no doubt,

the coming events. The command *‘¢ to
set the'house in order” has evidently gone
forth,

‘and the bishops and clergy are not

heedless of the importance

of

obeying it.

The archbishops of Canterbury and of York
have summoned the whole body of Deans
to Lambeth
to consider the perilous position
of the church and the necessity of correcting existing anomalies, The deans with

one consent arose and declared that the
present decanal system was unimpeachable.
It distributes £160,000 a year to a number

of gentlemen in the church of England
whose duties are lighter far than the duti "|
of a vicar of a small village parish, and
there are therefore one hundred and sixty
thousand reasons why it should exist as it
is. Noone denies that the literary labors
of Dean Alford, Dean Stanley and others
are extremely valuable and useful, but it
is scarcely necessary to pay $160,000 a
year for a few able and book. writing deans.
Everybody admits that, with the exception
of 8t. Paul's deanery in London, the office

is a sinecure ;and the archbishops are acting

and reasonable—it contains the

only

cos-

mogony which a scientific or anjintelligent
man can believe. Many other illustrations
mightbe given, showing the contrast between the moderation, truth-like

simplicity

and good sense of the Scriptures, and the

Ancthér case will be given. Nearly 50 absurdities which abound in all the other
years ago, a young
female was found literary productions of antiquity. But withmurdered. Circumstantial evidence was out pursuing this subject farther we restrongly against one, who had made ad- mark:
dresses to her and who had evidently se1. That the Bible is the only book that
duced her. A lawyer was employed for isso reasonable, truth-like, consistent, and
his defence, who, for a large sum of money so free from blunders and absurdities as to
as was believed, managed to save a verdict be regarded by civilized and intelligent peoagainst the accused, to the. astonishment|. ple as inspired and infallible. The palpable
and regret of the public at large. The sup- blunders, ridiculous exaggerations, fabulous
posed murderer lived, but without friends, stories and conscious fabrications, which
indeed shunned by all.
after some years,

The lawyer died

On the approach of death

the agonies of his mind cannot be describ-

ed. His horrorsnone could assuage.

He

disclosed none of the sources of his distress,

but in misery left the world and went to his
dread accoutit.
‘* Justice and judgment are the habitation

of

God’s

throne.”

cannot succeed long.
the wicked cannot
or church,

who

Wrong

doers

If hand join in hand

escape.
connive

the guilty, willbe
judgment of God.

eign Bible Society has’ circulated two million copies of the sciptures during the year,
and
reports special subscriptions for print
ing Bibles at Madrid amounting to £4,000
or £5,000, and a network of depots throughout the country, by means of which a million gospels and large numbers of copies
of the whole Bible will be distributed.
The annual Conference and Soiree of the
Liberation Society were held .to_exult over
the progress of the year.
W. Edward

but every thing betokens that it is one of

May 26,1869.

ordained
as pastors and missionaries.

Its in-

less

judgmeng enormous lies. ©
against Mr. Moody, and he was imprisBut the sixty-six books of the Bible are
oned
on
Great
Island
now
New
Castle,
six
from absurdities. It contains no puerfree
tion were India, China, Japan, Africa, the
;
ilities, wild speculations; or monstrous
Holy Land, New Zealand and North-west months.
Now for the result. Mr. Moody lived, fables. It tellsof no one-éyed’ Cyclops, no
America. The Archbishop of Canterbury
“preached
to the church again, was holy
a hundred heads, no centaurs
with
(Dr. Tait) the Bishop
of Ripon (Dr. M'Neill)
| half-man
haf.
half-horse, no ‘gorgons turning
and Mr. Bateman were the chief speakers and exemplary, died at his post and left
the world in virtuous fame. Cramfield’s all beholderinto
s stone; but the only beat the anniversary meeting of the Society,

portion of their enterprise had

edly suffered, some positive faults will be edgments during the intermiséion; but the during the year.

discerned by those who are bent on finding

are

dred members, a nominal Christian commu1 saw a photographer with his nity of one hundred and ninety-one thou-

iveness.
camera trying

and blunders.

Baio n was made
do inIn the papers awhile has giyento the world a literatuve free from

likely to die out from any observer.
one hundred and eighteen native and coun-’ The Governor demanded of him that he
try-born, one thousand nine hundred and administer the ' sacrament of the Lord's
THE MUSICAL EXECUTION.
supper according to the forms of the church |
Of the character of the performances, so fifty-five European laymen, school-masters, of England. Mr. Moody refused, as doubt.
lay-agents, printers,
European
female

* THE COLISEUM AND THE PERFORMERS,
The Coliseum is a wooden building, 500

abe RE

4 which they

and beenbaptized
by |

a native pastor. The i received her first
one of the States, it was conknowledge of the gospel from one who
y a corrupt judge and jury to let
was afterwards burned,and
the Prime minis- | Mora
B
ter had found light and truth in a copyof
the a murderer escape the punishment due him
_seriptures
which one of the last of the mar- for his awful crime; and that by the end of
tyrs had given him. There have been twenty six years from that event, every juryman
thousands hearers added to the ocongrega- on that case had been either bereft of
tions during the year, and to the seven reason, met an unnatural death, or commit.
the judge ended his
thousand who were members of churches ted suicide; and that
previously it seems that
thousand new days in an Asylum for the Insane.
This narrative brought to mind a case in
converts must be added. Progress of this
the
early history of New Hampshire. The
kind is more startling than early apostolic
successes, and is unparalleled in the Rev. Joshua Moody, the first minister of
the Congregational’ church in Portsmouth,
history of modern missions.
was suspected by Cramfield, the Provincial
: The Church Missionary Society reports
this yearone hundred and fifty -six stations, Governor, of defeating some of his arbitrary

place and raised his baton, or answering

and then li

"| gtndral sounds in Rablen,

: Complicity with
wit Crime.

and the Prime minister

Those in State
at

the

overtaken

escape of

by the just
H. N.

LITERARY

Bl
EXCELLENCE

Of all the books that have come down to
us from remote antiquity, the
is characterized throughout

Bible alone
by reason,

dignity, and good sense.
All other ancient
books abound in fables, extravagance, and

need

scarcely.

be

reminded of the absurdities which characterize the
An

literature of the ancient Hindus.

eminent

Brahmaras,

scholar, in

says, ‘The

reference to

insipid

the

general charac

ter of these ‘works is marked

and

by

shallow

grandiloquence, by

priestly

conceit and antiquarian pedantry.” The
Zend Avesta is also characterized by childishness, insipidity, and absurdity, and is
almost entirely destitute of intellectual ‘and
moral beauty. The fable of the threelegged ass, standing in the sea‘of Vouru-

Kasha, may

gard to their human origin and their fallibility. But the Bible contains no blunder or

absurdity which such men as Bacon, Newton, Milton and Locke could detect, or

which the great majority of civilized and
intelligent people can detect.

2. Aside from the assumption that mira:
cles "are incredible, the main reliance of
infidels is physical science. Their appeal is
not to common sense. They hopa not so

much to convict the Bible of absurdity, as
and stand by the chemist as he pries into

AND FREEDOM

FROM ABSURDITY.
;
The following, cut from an exchange,is
worthy of the careful perusal of our readers:

puerilities.
The intelligent reader

in: re-

all doubt
and falseness, and prevent

of scientific inaccuracy. They scan the
heavens, dig into the bowels of the earth,

The Bible.
ITS

abound in all the ancient literatures, fasten
upon them at once the charge of absurdity .

serve as & specimen.

the secrets of nature, in order to find evidence that the Bible is not the book of

God.

write:

They

reviews,

books,

and

essays to prove that Moses and other
Biblical writers were ignorant of astrono-

my, geology,

and other sciences.

In all

this there is a virtual admission that the
Bible at least is free from absurdity and
consistent with common senso.
3. The reasonableness, common sense,
and truth-like simplicity of the Bible very
clearly appear in its accounts of miracles.
In all other writings such accounts are
characterized by monstrosity, exaggeration, or childishness.

But

it is ‘otherwise

with those of the Bible. The Wesiminsier
Review, which is a determined opponent of

divine inspiration, speaking of what it denominates

the miraculous ' stories ‘of the

Bible, declares

that

‘‘ with

hardly

an ex-

ception, whatever else they are, they are
certainly not childish. What for instance,
can be more sublime and well-sustained

The than that most incredible of Hebrew leg-

Jewish writings, except the books of the
Bible, abound

in still greater

absurdities.

The Talmud

contains the most(ridiculous

exaggerations and erormous lies,
unts
of men whose thigh-bones were
length, of cocks whose heads reached to

heaven, and of 4 fish so large that a ship's
crew landed on its back, and began to cook
their dinner, and only dicovered their mistake when the heat of their fire caused the
monster to dive. The Koran represents

gends—the account of the ascent of Elijah?
What imagination could be more powerful
and profound than that which produced the

story of the transfiguration P"
4,

The

consistency, reasonableness; and

general truthfulness of the Bible have also
been recognized by many skeptics. We
refer, as an example, to the testimony of
Humboldt, who among other things, says
that the epic narratives of the Bible are

marked by a griceful simplicity, and are
the sun as setting in black mud. The most true to nature,
Chinese literature abounds in tales and | 5. Lastly, there is a striking contrast befables. The writings and sajings of Con: tween the Bible and the other Jewish
fucius, the great, literary man of the writings, the one marked by good sense,

"Chinese, are. generally commonplace and
often puerilp. : An authority whichis not

likely to be regarded
clares that they

‘‘are

as prejudiced,
perfectly

de-

childish in

comparison of Greek ethics or Hebrew proverbs.”

Asa specimen of the literary

surdities of the Greeks,

and

ab-

also of the

literature,

reasonableness, and sobriety, the other by
exaggeration, childishnéss, and absurdity.

The difference between them has been admitted by skeptics.
In view of these things thus hinted at,
"rather than presented, we may very pro- .
perly ask the skeptic ‘to, consider whether
there was not somthing in the writers of
the Bible which sobered their judgment,

Romans who adopted the Grecian
side, suggeating how much greater is the and the new year began with a balance in wisely, however the deans may dislike it, we will refer oply to Aristotle, who mainworthy of Boston, of the great nation whose human race than any one of its eminent hand of nearly £2,000. But the story which in calling upon the whole body of them to tained that the stars are living and active cleared, their intellect, restrained their
idea it aims to embody, and of the glorions representatives, and making a great genius thie ‘report had to tell of
God's blessing consider the anomalies and abuses of the beings, and that they produce heat by fancy, and strengthened and chastened

and’ its chief’

it is every way

of humanity spreading and rising on every

event which it was meant to emphasize: and ‘seem little more fn the ocean of existence
exalt.

|

Aftet siting In the Coliseum thronigh the

than a drop of water in the sea.
ing muititade - wes ever
“

».

£13,358 for legacies and extraordinary gifts,

on the society during the year was bétter

That Jiv- than all the rest.

a rare and im-

The blood of martyrs in

Madagascar is shown to be the seed of the

church, and to begin at home in correcting
them.
ho)

TrOMAS

(GoaDBY.

rubbing against the air.
their imagination—something which lifted
to
them above all the writers
of their, qwn
serve
may
statements
and
These hints
remind the reader that ancient literature in ‘and other nations ?—Fantily Treasure

..:-

&
;

| |
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The Mystery of Conversion.

Ona calm summer's day one may often
* obgerve a breath of wind, a fitful, sportive

> gale, ‘Spring up;

Tasting the leaves of the

trees, stirring thetopsof the standing corn,
making & soft and gentle murmur and then
passing away. It comes and it goes as it
listeth, no doubt in obedience to law and
to us in such a way as to
order, but &fill

incomprehensible

and

mystery

suggest

ness, inability to trace it to its beginning:
and follow it to the end ¥it comes and goes

by some unexplained, and to us at present

undiscoverable, law of its own. So God's
Spirit in its ‘working is incomprehensible
and mysterious,
It'is not tobe wondered: at that it should
be. Everything about the mind is mysteri-

ous.

Who can tell what. it is—how united

with

the

=

think,

body?

reason,

Who

reflect,

knows

how

remember,

we

judge?

Who conjectures whence come those teeming fancies and bright and splendid imaginings that have their home in the sleepless, unresting soul? Who ventures to say

movements

of the

will?

‘The

far-

thest distance our recollection can follow
back the traces,” says Coleridge, ‘never

¥

¥

on

We"

{

q

that over which you can have no control;
but it is ney ertneléss true thata talent, of
some kind, is intrusted

concerning

to each one

of you,

the stewardship of which

will be called to acéount.

fore the great

Master

you

Your merit be-

is not derived from

the possession of brilliant gifts, nor from

an influential position in the church; but
from the faithful use of such talents as you
have whether ten, or only one, You per-

e1 ve, therefore, that you are called upon
by the divine law, to make every possible

deal

more

conversation,

light, frivolous,

and chaffy, fhan ofa” golly: sorts! outside’|

the particular hour of worship, and when
by chance, conversation takes a religious
turn it fixes upon topics not nearer than
fifteenth cousin toa warm-hearted Christian
whose

‘upon

theme

is

money,

to know what especial talent he may pos-

sess.

when? where?

Before the death of the'la-

mented

he ‘mourned the terrible

forts for good,

each Christian should study

The apostle Paul exhorted the

Ro-

mans to be wise according as. God had devided to every one, and so should each one
be particular to know what portion has

been bestowed upon him, in order that he

dolence

and

uselessness.

There

as much wrong in neglecting

the

may

declare that ‘God
forsake him.

we possess, and so putting the candle un-

will
§

forsake

those

How far
‘Not very

Loose

an

unknown

distance

from

the

ground.” So when God's Spirit moves and
influences
the mind, sanctifies the heart,
gives power to the will, we may be quite
content to say we know not how. Itis
through belief of the tiuth,that it has blessed

formed

exhort

to command,

we

you

to

obey. If you cannot guide, be contentto
follow; and if you cannot invent, be diligent to execute.
You must in some way,

be useful in Christ’s cause. You

some place in the hive of the church, and
that without being drones; for the church

Everytliing about the growth of character is mysterious,
Two young men,

is composed of different members, each one

gracious effects,

but the

mode

eration is more than we can fathom.

children of the same parents, born under
the same roof, brought up in the same atmosphere of home example, trained by the
same tutors, surrounded by the same religious influences yet develop totally different characters:

One

from his:

earliest life

is bent mpon breaking away from the restraints of virtue and. diseipline, is rash,
reckless, ' headstrong, and he at length
becomes’ a wreck; ithe other is tractable;

gentle,

well-disposed,

and

inclines

from the first to a thoughtful, self-governed
life, How
is it? To attribute everything
to organization isto make the flesh ' the determining power of mind and character, to
bring all things to a rigid materialism

member,

however

to

responsibility,

time

only

ous, much

and

at

the

same

place, earnestly active, without proud officiousness on the one hand, or timid indo-

lence on the other.
“Edch individual, being conscious of his
gift and proper sphere, must earnestly la-

bor.

Bach person for himself, must render

an account of his stewardship.

to shift the difficulty from

more-are sudden and

extraordi-

nary changes of character. It is not surprising then that there should be a similar
mystery attending the mode and process by
which the Spirit of God changes the whole
‘character and being of man.
All life is a mystery. The first throb of

else the curse of the barren fig-tree .will be
pronounced against you.
It is evident

that

apastor,

even

of the

greatest ability and piety, cannot without
the prayerful and earnest co-operation of
the members of his church, make full proof
of his ministry, any more than the general
life begins in mystery ; in mystery the pulse of an army can win a victory without the
of our life continues to beat; and in mys- assistance of his soldiers. We therefore
tery it ceases and is still. The seed that is earnestly advise all the members of our
sown in the field grows up, we know not churches, and especially those who have
how.
Soil, rain,sunshine are conditions of recently made a profession of religion, not
its growth, but the principle of life in it- to be satisfied with the mere relation of
self is the cause; how, we know not.
As church membership; but that each indiin nature so in grace, and as in’ grgce so in: vidual, in some chosen and particular way
nature there is a central mystery we cannot appropriate to his capacity, make vigorous,
penetrate ; and it is the mystery of life and personal efforts for the conversion of souls,
death. Always in our researches do we and the up-building of the church. So doget at last to the province of the divine, and ing you shall receive the greater reward in
over the gateway of this sanctnary is writ- the kingdom of heaven ; for, he that is here
ten, “Thus far shalt thou go, but no far- faithful over a few things, shall there be
ther.”
‘Secret things belong to God.” made ruler over many.
‘As thou knowest not the way of the wind,
G. H. CHAPPELL.
* * so thou knowest not the works of God

that maketh all.”

LE

Then

Yet mysterious though the Divine life in
man may be, we

are called upon

toseek it

and receive it. Weare always active in the
. presence of mystery. No exercise of limb,
eye, hand, foot, no act of will, thought,
fancy, no indulgence of feeling or pagsion,
. but we

we

find ourselves in the midst of what

neither

Philosophy

understand
explores: the

nor

can

fathom.

causes of things,

and

Jt was my happy privilege, just. before
the’ death of one of our aged- fathers who
had heen very successful in “winning souls

to God, to spend a half day with him at
his home. He, in*'reply to my inquiries,
told me many things too good to be forgotten. Aniong other things he spoke of the
Quarterly and Yearly Meetings where the

the harp of our being, by the winter of
death changed to spring and summer joyand fruitfulness,
but we know not how,
.
2.6...

Christian Duty.
3

Pe

Chiristiant slimber not.

God

has

estab-

.

it, and

nothing

stops except
_

fended ! But if he does it wrong, those who
wish to have “it dore right are offended.
a mistake, hence what is not well done is
attributed to badness of heart. He soon |
finds himself held responsible for the safe
management of all the affairs of the church,

and utterly powerless to do any thing.
this sort of thing goes
church is inevitable.

If"

on, a split in the
A large per cent.

-.

| useful

of

these idlers, for the peace and safety of the

church, and the love of souls, pause and
consider what they are undoing by doing so
much ; let the burdens be distributed among

all the members of the church, let each be
taught how to perform a part, and then le
him perform it.

ferent positions and duties are’ assigned
to men. Some ranks are superior, and

some inférior;~some are exalted, and others’ obseure;~dome
exercise power, and
others yi
Sas yet all orders dre

‘arranged for hattmoy,
and for nec se, and one
condition‘is not"in itself

peaceful, or more happy than
another.
True, all men, of every olor or creed, are,

Ld

ho d,

dnd thie Sao essential rights ; yet, as

think that that is* the
back in his chair and has
and exp
ise
such a Josgal time,as I

Tam not instituting a comparison as to
Michie the betigpad which is'the worse.
merely say that one is intemperance just
as

—

Bible is, to

teach the

The success of the officers of a church

isknown as the “igneous” or ‘* Plutonic”

much

as

the

other,

though

one

is

grosser than the other, and is more disastrous in undoing the very structure of the

transmutation is nothing of thé kind, and

it is not desirable. If it is not going to be
transmuted into anything but emotion, it is

theory of thé formation of the primary
rocks. Tt hasbeen, until quité recently,
the current theory among
geologists. not only an undesirable thing, but
Some of them, indeed, upon
the strength of dangerous thing.
this theory—for it was only a theory—have |
tried to prove that the Bible is untrustvw
“Are We Heathen?”

worthy, because its description of- creation
does not favor the idea of a molten globe,

but on’ the contrary, seems to
it. Geology, said they, deals
what reliance can be placed in
brew myths?” Science can

bear against
in facts; but
these ¢¢ Hespeak with

itis a

|.

A Father's Letters. No,

21.

and

down

comes

the Roman

god,

Mercury, held

hand in a vase of water, and to be

revelation,

But lo, a change has come to pass. The
so-called *“ facts” of geology have, some of
them, been shown to be the purest fiction:
A pracess of investigation, carried on for
some years past, has demonstrated that

at

the

crowned

with & wreath of flowers, and to wear a
golden harp upon the breast. Such was the
order of the evening, and the rooms were
nearly full of guests thus adorned, There

We went to that meeting as clouds filled
with rain, and our souls were burdened with
the work of God like carts groaning beneath
the weight of sheaves. We called at a pubTic house for rest and refreshments,

liberty to disregard

back, were going along thé way to that

meeting, singing praises to God as we went,

and conversing freely upon the one great
theme of those days, the salvation of souls.

and a

large room was occupied and well filled
The

conversafion of

the group was upon the one” great theme;
and kneeling down together

many

fervent

sponsibilities upon:

intrusted

to you

you that you are not at

and put off.

He has

the ministration of his

word, by . which he proposes the salvation
of immortal souls.

On

the, faithful. dis-

prayers

‘were offered that

one of the most profitable’ séasons of wor-. ty you can command, lead them to ‘Christ
ship; ‘and when they called for their bills for salyation., Yeu are to feed the ‘flock
their host rémarked thatke and his family of God,” givingto every man. his portion of

meat in due season.

we wonder that their meetings were attend-

God. ' ‘‘ Paul may plant, and Apollos wat-

Fe

such displays of Divine power?

doctriie of the cross, and

expose thesoph-

istries with which Christianity has been assailed, You are set for the defenseof the
gospel.

But your success must come from

Confess

ist.

Some

years ago I'met

ne

twenty

thé Hebrews themselyés intepreted the ac-

count

of '‘ereation in the

first’

chapter

of |

no
the vs

«Inthe,
n
and the thin

the chaotie period,

Bp

indefinite

od

in

created
followed

extent,

when this primal substance grew ito form

under the wings of the brooding Spirit,
Then came the arrangement of the earth’s

er,but
God giveth the increase.” Tohim you surface
in the six
days’ work. Last of al
Does
it seem strange that multitudes Were. must look assistance;
for
on him
you must cums the eroation of wii ‘ for to or
tarned
to God iu such meetings
by the efforts | depend; ‘in him you must trust, and to him bro
al the face of the earth.” Now does rot
of such’ men? According" t¢
verse of this chapter not only
give all the glory. . Jo. bringing, these let- | secohd
rally. but exactly bear out what these
‘wi ‘their success. They
ters
to a close let, me repeat what I have aldiscoveries 8 have have demonstrated, naname6
ready said,~no, whatan inspired ‘apostle Ty, that. aftor the oreation. of the ork
to think that the ‘times said; ‘Take heed to thyself, and tothe matter, the earth was develoner sy a proAre any
rp
imlar
results ues doctrine.” You cannot ‘watch your own "cess of what wouldbe termed
are80
milar
efforts?” Quarterly and heart and life too closely. The eye of God language * sedimentary formations?”
it was the ** water process,” not the * fire
Yearly Meetings were then mighty agencies is upon you, and the eyes of all men are
8sP"
¢« And the earth was without
in turning men to God. Are we superior to upon you, some ‘watching with hope and orm, and void; and darkness was upon the

to theif faith
SOG that,

he

.

gods on’ one day, and worshiping in the
name of Jesus Christon the next day! Inthe
silly performances, of such clerical dignita-

ries as Dr. Osgood and Dr. Dix, is'fulfilled
the prediction of Paul to Timothy (2 Tim.
844), which says; “The time will come
when they will not endure sound doetrine;

but according to their own. lusts they

shall

heap fo themselves teachers, having itching
and ey

shall

turn

away their

ears

from the ‘trath, and shall be tarned to fables. ¥—~Rel. Herald.
:
A

Soul Anxiety:
Many persons neglect their souls alto-

ether, and feel no concern for their wel-

are. But the following reflections may
convince all careless ones that the chambers of the soul need at least equal care
]
bers of a house
:
;
Ah! if'one could a ro h all hie soul
hall
by hall,
chamber
ber by chamber,
a be story
by ’

is, low
how wast
pop
gets aiid
out. wea
of repair
on thie
everymansion
side, seeking
bo make
in it, he, methinks, might
| for to lodgment
have as much
anxiety for that soul
a8 #
work

housewife has for her house, whose
ns with every day and never

ends; and who, with brush and broom, and
with servant following, incessantly searches,

searches, searches.

the

who

As,

she saw on ap-

roaching the house, that flames were burst- Pping
forth from the doors and windows. ‘She

hurried to the house and found from the oystanders that
her infant child was yet with-

in.

She immediately

started to

enter; but

the persons standing near prevented her,
telling her that certain death would be the
consequence. But she
hands and rushed into the

d ‘from their
, ‘and soon

found her ¢hild
on the bed where she had
placed it. She wounditup in & ‘covering
and in a few moments the little one was
safe, but the mother was most shockingly
burned. For many months she vibrated between life and death,
and at last

her

power overcame the effects of her
and she was restorad, but an

vital

injuries

objeet terrible

to look upon. Twenty years
this, the
infant, then a young woman, was asked one
day by a stranger, who that
person was
who was so terribly deformed? but the

daughter was ashamed
was her mother.

to

.to confess that it

‘Was.

confess, nothing?

her unwillingness

Was

it not a

erime

against her mother and her mother’s love ?
There is something Similar to this in the
manner in which men are disposed to treat

Jesus Christ: the Saviour of the world.

Thousands who confess that beis the great
benefactor of man, and .that there is nothing that has so blessed the world as his re-

ligion are unwilling to enroll themselves
among his followers, and acknowledge him

as one whom they are bound to hono and
adore. As the young womanfo whom we
have referred was un
to say, ‘This

is my mother,” so they are unwilling

to say

of him who hung upon the cross,

whose

“visage was so marred more than any man,”
“This is my Redeemer and my king, and I
will serve and adore him forever,” —Cheis-

tian at Work,

Way

to Make

a Poor Pastor.

—

Er

1. Be careless and irregular in attending

church. Never go, except when you can
manufacture no good exeuse to stay at
'

mon.
3. When

you go

home,

the sermon as light and

And yet, some shingle

complain of

chafly, or

dry and

uninteresting.
‘
4. Treat your pastor with a cold and
uninviting civility, and then complain of
‘him because he does not visit you.
5. Neglectto pray fora blessing
upon

him and his labors, and then complain of
him because the church does not prosper.
6. Be always finding fault with your pastor, and yet regret that he is not more pop-

ular with the people.
7. Be very luke-warm and worldly min-

ded, and yet complain of him for want of
zeal.
8. Neglect to ‘provide for his necessary
wants, and then. complain of him because

he wants his salary,

Do all these things, and
fail to have a poor pastor.

you

:

:

will never

Home Life.
ly
TI

We lead so re,
a life thatit is scarcepossible to be ill. We rise at eight, and
often walk till nine, when the bell gings

for mass, to breathe the fresh air in tl

servant who follows me.

than

Dies

oc!
to leave
she Welk 10 ber

she returned,

case, The ‘‘igneous” theory hasbeen completely. pset. The Bible thus incidentally,
ut only so much the more strongly, shows

More

4

18 for some Beossemty purpose.

however,

dine, and work

tions.”

somewhere

was obliged on
a certain
ih eh) ae ot homewhile

flowers;

ears;

hy

was unwilling to confess that her mother was
her mother,
which is in point here. When
the daughter was
the mother

scribe the progess of creation as a making work, ' Just think of orthodox clergymen
of a mass of liquid ‘fire, and then of its participating in the symposium of mythical

| assumpcenturies ago

——

statementof the case of a daughter

after

cooling and hardening, for the very
d
reason that such was not the fact of the

also

|| + Balto

PER WL
RT pe
iF \
Not to confess Christis in itself asin.

woods;

‘as teaching, first an instantaneous
You-are to defend the ‘Genesis
Sreation of the sabatugn ol the Nord out of

had been sufficiently compensated in their
godly conversation and he would accept 'of
no othér payment. Thus from different directions went up to the Lord's temple the
‘godly worshipers of those ‘days, and do

wh

2. When at church, be either asleep, or
staring about. Do-not listen to the ser-

The American Christian Review asks this
significant question in view of the festival

of

perhaps

home.

depends more upon what they can get othhouse of a wealthy citizen in New York, and
ers to do than upon what they do themselves. ‘‘ authority,” for it founds on fact. What in which several ministers participated.
Trust your brethren: set them all at ‘work, authority ean attach to these merely “ spec- The Rev. Dr. Osgood, one ‘of the guests,
states
the Liberal Christian that on enterand church dissensions will sensibly abate. ulative opinions” of the writers of the ing thein apartments
devoted to the rites of
Seriptures ? - So, to their view, and to the
ANDROSCOGG IN. {view of those they lead astray, up goes the evening,he was requested “to dip his
science,

from the

than. merely

the great truth of redemption. It. does body itself. And men ought to be made
not aim fo teach the facts of science. Tt is to understand that there is such a thing as
of our church troubles arisesunder circum- the most utter folly, therefore, to speak of moral intoxication, and that a man cai take
the inspired record as contradicting the a religious feeling, and that he can—what
stances similar to those I have sketched.
discoveries of science. There is no contra- shall T'say —imbibe, and imbibe, and imWhat is to be done? All the members diction
between them; they do not need to bibe, for no other reason than because it
of the church must be set at work.
If a be reconciled.
There is consequently no feels so good. It isa self-indulgence. Tt
brother has time to find fault, it is because ground, on the one hand, for the student isa laxury—a_ higher luxury, to be sure.
he has not been put at work sufliciently hard of nature fo attemptto disparage the Bi- And he'imbibes, and imbibes, and is more
to engage all his time and strength. Pat ble for not agreeing with his scientific facts; joyful. He is not a better man ; but he isa
nor, on the other hand, for the Christian to muclr happier man.
And he imbibes, and
him at hard labor. Get him into his place, fear the investigations
imbibés until by and by he swigs, and
of science as bein
and screw him in well.
Distribute the of- damaging to the truth of God holy word.
swigs, and swigs; and the man is besotted.
fices of the church, and do not allow any
And yet it is interesting to notice how ex- Lhave seen men that were literally .debauched at the top of their brain, and who
actly, and sometimes
une
ectedly, the
man to hold two offices or act on two comhad gone into a systematic self-indulgence.
Bible
fallsin
with
and
corroborate
s
what
mittees, if you can possible find other perThey never were’ happy except under cirdemonstrates
tobe fact: — It
‘sons who can do the work. Better have | science
some way towards evidenving the divine cumstances where they had this peculiar
the work ‘poorly done by twenty men, than origin of) the Scriptures, to find thatac- form of enjoying themselves.
If I found that the whole form of this enhave it” well done by one, and nineteen left counts yfltten thousands of years ago are
that was
yet
strictly in accord with what the latest joyment. was a mighty spring
idle to growl about it,
pressing them toward self-denial for the
and
best
investigations
show
to
be
the
exFirst of all, pastors destroy their influences
facts in the natural world. A very sake of their fellow-men; if I found that it
by doing*things that other brethren should act
striking illustrationof this has been recent- was scouring their morals as white as snow: ;
if I found that it was mulliplying
the avebe encouraged to do. The pastors who do ly brought to public attention.
nues of their usefulness; if I found that
It has been supposed ever since geolo
the most, often fare the hardest, and they
they were gentle and meek in following
are served right, for what right has a came into existence as a science, that the Christ,
then I should say that there was no deearth
was
originally
‘
a
globe
of
liguid
pastor to do another’s work and so deprive
fire ;” thatit gradually cooled and harden- bauch there, thatthere was no moral intemhim of his blessing. Next come the dea- ed on the surface, forming thus the so-called perance there. Feeling which, beginnin
cons, good souls, bearing the burdens of ten ‘¢ primary strata” of the earth’s crust; and as feeling, has transmuted itself inté life
men each, and the nine following after are that it still is, in its interior,a sea of fire, and conduct, and has become wholesome—
complaining of the manner in which the confined only by this comparatively thin that is genuine piety; that is true Christian
character; but
the mere feeling without the
deacon does their work. Let these burden- shell upon which man lives. This is what
ed men for their own sake, for the sake

‘the

steam than you want is

tone of his moral. and emotive feelingsis
just as dissipated as if he raised the tone of
is physical Es by physical stimulants.

charge of your duties, depends not. only
‘the power of your own highest good, but, the salyation that it speaks correctly, that it states only
him each rank is subordinate, ‘and ‘each God unto salvation might attend the antici- of those who hear you. You are toiin- facts: concerning the process of creation,
deals inno mere
‘‘ myths,” or * gpecuindividual responsible.
* By this law, dif- pated meeting. The hour of rest thus became struct, and warn them, and by all;the abili- and
lative opinions,” or, ‘t dogmatic

- Over all states, God rulés ‘supreme, and to

;

better whether it is'a genuine Christian experience or not, “UT
:
A man that takes his’ éxcess of moral,
social, and religious excitement;,to raise the

Genesis and Geology.
of the

An engl

have had !” a man says... Well; let me see
him a day or two afterward, and I can tell

goin;
him live.

Waitand he’ll all things give.

The object

‘of

@

But that is not the current im-

Jracsion: People
ristian who lies
glorious visions
sucha good time,

Be not, and he will be;

est

surplusage.

and practical result

emotion.

Tis hour by hour to
gain
A: better
life thereby.

i

vorsl sw

five pounds against you—not five
pounds
for you. Some men are so coristitatad that
the least touch of feeling sets’ them all
a-flight. They are unfortunate
until by training they can reduce emotion to some more

— Angelus’ Silesins.

-

fu

Five pounds more

O, shame!
A silk-worm works
And spins till it can fly,
And thou, my soul, wilt still
On thine old earth<clod He!

It is taken for granted that he cannot make

timepreserve the perfume, but he loses all.

but he knows very
well that if he has so truth.”
much that he is obliged to'throw it off af the ‘God's me
whistle, at the 'safety-valve, at the smokestack, he is racking the engine uselessly.

thy heart but be

Go out—God will
Die thou and let

v1

volition is so much

1 dont believe in Death.
If hour by hour I die

moves except

i

neer wants to have head of steam enough

A child upon this earth.

bi

ok gs

Set aside the "ins

My DEAR S0N.:—In the preceding letters,
were generals, admirals, poets, editors,
I bave called your attention to a few promlawyers, ‘merchants, divines, all in that |
inent matters of interest, connected with the graniteand its kindred rocks ofthe ** primary strata”
not been formed by the strange rig. The rites consisted in thesinggreat work in.which you are engaged. igneous processhave
of priests; the lustration,
but by the aqueous process. ing, procession
But I feel conscious, that, what I have writ- “Ina word, granite: is'a mortar, not a sacrifice, veiling of the statue, speeches,
ten fails to give any very just conception of metal.” Sir Charles Lyell has asserted that poems, banquet,
libations, sentiments, rehg, magnitude of the ‘work before ‘you. -¢‘ various experiments have led to the con- citations,” etc. “Two of our preachers,”
, “were there, and both
clusion thatthe minerals’ which enter most adds Dr.
I
e only, in this familiar way, givon a largely
"The Reinto the composition of the meta~ £poke a good word for M
few hints which may suggest to you re- morphic rocks have not been formed by view says of this silly imitation of the follies
flections, that will lead you ina safe and crystallizing from a state of fusion, or in of heathenism: ‘If ever New. York city
faithfal discharge of the responsibilities you the dry way, but that they have been de- was deemed an emporium of gospel light
have assumed, or more correctly, God has rived from liquid solutions, or in the wet and Christian civilization, surely the above
palpable evidence of
laid upon you ; “for if God has called you to way-—a process requiring a far less degree proceedings present
the necessity of classing that: city among
;
;
of heat,
the work of the ministry, he has laid reheathen mi onary |
It turns out, then, that Moses did not de- the Joreign fields. of

lished different conditions of life. Upon each ‘with our: company.
condition also, whatever its sphere, he has
imposed the performance of * certain duties.

he is

he stops it. Ifhe does his work well, those
who wished to haveft done badly are of-|

Now.

but it is born in wonder and in wonder it
preaching of White shook the congregation
pursues its investigations and in wonder it
as a forest is ‘shaken by a mighty wind.
ends. We know God's Spirit bfeathes upon
Said he, ** A large company of us on horseus by its effects in our ehanged nature, by
the music, sweet and heavenly, it wakes on

as he moves

réfuse to perform its particular function.

Whatever
the | your attainments, or position, you must trumoral to the physical world. It is a com- ly work, or you violate the divine common, trickto give a name, use a hard word mand. God will allow mone in his vineand suppose thereby that everything is ex- yardto be idle. ‘The Master of the vineplained. The formation of individual-char-- “yard will not be satisfied with a show of
acter in a regular normal way is mysteri- leaves and blossoms, but must have fruit;
fatal

teacher;

and treasurer; chair-

EE SSE

Seeing i a. man.
man’ rej reject
the inspiration
ofo malialied
hi e.

. Every particle of feeling: that you baxe
more than you can reduce to conduct
ar

A manger
for the birth!
God would once more become

member of the ministerial committee, Ke. &e.

humble,

Any situation in the churchis honorable
that is useful ; and any part that is mot useful is to be cut off, like a cancer from the
mortal body. So has Christ taught that he
will prune his vine of dead branches. Let
each member, then be content in his right

some.

His face thow’lt never see.

man of the board of trustees, and the active

having his particular duty and office. We
form one body of which Christ is the head;
and the hand may not be proud over the
foot, nor any

wife principal

the church,

can fill It so happens that nothing

of op-

and

school, his
clerk. of

FAD IC

Hwee ¥

to courses of government-<that is unwhole:

Hold there! where runnest thou?
now Heaven isin thee
Seek’st thou for God elsewhere,

the Sunduy

a
~ which

ing, do not change themselves into intellect |
ual conditions, do fot: change themselves
into volitions,do not change themselves in-

Alone can make thee whole.

appointed superintendent of

Saw

die in you as emotions, but prodmge noth-

from here to heaven?
far, my friend,

Ah, would

Mr, Beecher on

emotions for any considerable time, which

Will never save thy soul,
The cross in thine own heart

ls

Iam satisfied that one great cause of dis- |
sensions in our churches is idleness. Men

y

i

HER

|

* In Bethlehem be born,
If be’s not boew-in thee,
Thy foul is still forlorn.
*.

Screws,

of Christ ls

LT
gr]

dn

-

still

If you are not

and
with

which we make this extract: . ..
| the
Scripture, whileh
i?
4
ption,
Momentary experiences of. strong feeling lief in Jesus
are. not unwholesome, On the’ contrary, had pompatel him to some ous a
they are frequently cleansing and inspira- costly perfume in a glas vessel; he break
Jens
tional. “Bat
to “be “under
thé dominion “of the hin thinking that @can a

Though Christ a thousand times
«

di

“ Conduct the Index of Feeling,” from

“A single hearty step
Will all thy journey end.

who

TOT Cu ojadet

excellent sermon from

Of heavenly majesty.

|:

keep
but by

Plymouth Pulpit.for, April 3d, gives an

The soul wherein God dwells—
‘What church tan holier bé!

to ourselves .are not put into their places and screwed |’
leads us to the nearest footmark ; the lowest ‘der a bushel, as in attributing
powers
which
we
do
not
possess.
Such tal- in there, Bro. A. is appointed deacon, his
depth
- that the light of our consciousness
can visit even with a doubtful glimmering,is ent a3 we may have, should be used ear- wife president of the sewing circle; he is
nestly and to advantage.

co

The cross on Golgotha

More

glass is

the wi
are webs

8,

Feeling not Religion: °°

up

Becomes a walking tent

HERMON.

Ed

a Saar

God “and” the “Soul.
|

apostasy among us, and as our past ‘and
present show, so will our future history

be

abilities

Marks

, some

moral heavens, *¢ a light that shineth in'a.
at? And every work that a man is called
dark place."— American Messenger.
. toasa
ane shat .
should

oo Selections,

going up to our Quarterly Meetings; burdened in spirit for souls, zedlous for ‘their
ery at heart ¢ O Lord ‘revive thy work,”or
making effort worthy of comparison with the
incident of the olden times just nientioned,;
I would thank him to let me know ‘who?

individuals, to make the most successful ef-

i

church apparatus. If any reader has within
a number of years seen ministers or laymen

In order, as

kingdom of our Redeemer.

prayers, of an affectionate father.

politics; schools “or other

immediate conversion, with the agonizing

whém@ieh

bme

yous

¢ Here am. Land the children thou hast giv,
enme.” Then will be realized and accomplished the most ardent hopes, and earnest

salvation, butit ‘dwells

of the

individual effort for the extension

hus seience and revelation,

J

J Hg
erpreted, go han
img
on
‘dust and dirt are
‘| Having Very different aims, they Still, so
ere.
ot - keep even a
secure the r
far from contsadicting, exactly corroborate
ouse in order
when that house is
Do your‘whole duty faithfully, and ¢ show | each other. Let then the men of science this wondrous Mouse of the soul, with a
€nce for the Divine word.
Let population such ‘as no city ever had, and
thyself a man” for God. And when the |
more fearlessly to trust
in with trooping lionghis “and fee!
“that
Chief Shepherd shall appear, may you then Christians-learn
ively
gracles.” Let all men learn no:
|)
or nui
:
appear with Bim, adhe, propiod to may, fin vos of truth is set as a sun in the 30 Steady ‘.
nifon.
a
ar

Spise

U

and whither are we “driftin P
ion, wealth,
ry.
1
1h
e att
1 quite a number of Quaryou are not responsible for thatiwhich you
do not possess, ror-to«blafie for lack of terly Meetings'and I have heard a great

may use his ability to the best advantage.
To be ignorant of our opportunities for
how feeling and passion delight or shake
so as to entertain a false humilithe whole being and framework of our na- usefulness,
ty
in
regard
to our talent, leads only to inture? Who can understand the first acts

and

bg pon Woop.
And the Spink.
the face of the waters.”

mass

we

dress,

bid

each

other good-day, retumi and: gather orangeor

till five,

Sincemy son's absence, I read to save his
little wife's lungs ; 1 leave her at five, and
return to those" delightful groves, with a
I take books with

me, change my. route, and vary my walks ;

from
a book of devotion I turn io one of
history, this areatos a little change; I think
of God, and his over-ruling
sespesmy soul, and

rgd

‘providence

reflect on

fut

oot eight o'clock
I bear 4

:

This is the summons. to supper. I
r
this life infinitely to that of Rennes; is it
not a fit solitude for 'a person who should

think of her salvation, and who
¥
either is or
would bea Christian? In short, my ‘dear-

est child, there is nothing ‘but you thatI
prefer to the trauquil
repose I enjoy here;
for I own with p susie : oH would
willingly pass some
mort time With
you if
it pleased
ters,

God.—Madaime de Sevigne's Let-

yr

/
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In three months all the. members o
class were Delievers ‘in Christ.

solemnly, teacher ; “I will have all my class
for Jesus, God helping me. ”
4
-
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of Crusaders

Moslem by a woman. It has been purchased by the Princess de 1a Tour d@Auvergne,
a lady of one of the four princely families
of France, whose unappeasable piety has
induced her to undertake, in the Holy Land

“Tho Myrtle,

idle.

Never be

§ your hands cannot be usefully em-

ployed, attend

to

mind,

speak thetruth.

Luck liesin

bed, and

Labor warns out

at six

man would

the cultivatigm= of your

Make few

wishes

the

post-

and,

with

a

This work is offered for sale, cash

livery, without the privilege

busy pen or ringing hammer, lays the foundation of a eompetence.
;
_ KxowrEDGE is not wisdom; itis only
the raw material from which the beautiful
fabric of wisdom is produced. Therefore
let us not spend our days in gathering ma-

promises. Live up to your engagements.
Keep your own
» if you have any.

When you speak to a person look him in the
face. “Good company and good conversation are the v
sinews of virtue. Good
character is above all else. Your character

with’ tranquillity of mind.

Never

play at

it. Neverrun into debt, unlessyou see a

way to get out again, Never borrow if
you can possibly avoid it. Never speak evil
of any ones: Be just before you are generous. . Keep

yourself innocent, if you would

behappy.
Save when you are young
spend when youn are old.

to

Some people only exist—they do not live:
No high and noble purposes animate their
opirits and energize their conduct. Their
es and powers, instead of being cultivated and stelifthened, languish and die.
And thus stupidity and inertness, by degrees become -an inheréht part of their constitutions. Others who are engaged. in the
pursuit of daty yet feel but inadequately
the importance of Jutting forth their most
active exertions.
They pass through life,
and accomplish some Food,

but yet fall far

remit thé

Dr. CuALMERs beautifully says: ‘The
littlethat I have-seen in the world, and
known of the history of mankind, teaches
me to look upon their errors in sorrow, not

in anger.
hen I take the history of one
poor heart that has sinned and suffered and
Topfugen to myself the struggles and tempations it passed through—the brief pulsations of joy, the tears of regret, the feeble-

Ai

the scorn of the world that

“fight the good fight of faith!” The body
now bears the spirit down; wait till the
dawn of day, and the spirit will bear the
body up. A few breathings more in this dull
and oppressing element—then all. will be
health and buoyancy, strength and gladness,
purity and peace—the body changed, the
heart all holy. Even now the Lord is with
you ; but you cannotsgee him for the darknessof night.

You walk

by

faith, not

amount

of postage

by

sight.
Yet -you can say, ‘Iknow that
my Redeemer liveth.” He lives—He thinks
upon you—He is with you—He is a Friend,

Tae SKEPTIC

most

ified; some Christian grace needs to be
cultivated ; and some dutyto be more faith-

fully discharged.

Oh! boty lean’ and bar-

ren does ‘the heart hecome which is not
thas employed. —Chgistian Qbserver.

“The

Question

of the Age.”

hrist, if you please, make me a Christian !

And

he was

so

kind

that

he

came down

from heaven and has lived in my heart
ever since” How simple and how tonehine !
Lord

Jesus

Christ,

it you

plense,

make

me a Christian I” Can you say that Jou
have made a similar appeal in your spirit as
this poor Hindoo bo ?. And can you say,
my young friends, that Jesus Christ has

It is wiceto. listen to those who are at come down from heaven to live in your
points of observation where they can write hearts ?
as to the designs of Romanism upon our |. A SKEPTICAL. young collegian confronted
country, 80 as to convinee us that we must an old Quaker with the statement, that he
Said the
prepare for a struggle that will be a, hard did not believe in the Bible.
i“.
one in wy event, because conducted on Quaker—
the part of the Papal

hierarchy

‘“ experienced rowers of

Peter," the Jesuits.
.

y

i

the

by those

bark

of

;

St.

‘* Does thee believe in France ?”
“Yes; for though I have not seen it,1
have seen others wi 0 have; besides, there

manner.

Price

amount can be “made.
Address
PI ISBURGH, PA., or BOSTON,

those which

were

sent

to

the

Sabbath Sehool ;—or, we

month
twice

SECOM
MASS.,

8. For three

we will send the

be

We have received by recent

for Januarys:

of our Spring
therefore,

or Licensed

confidently

the

Carpetings,
LACE

Minister, |

At

ed free,

JY

Perfumers

Wig

; and

properly

No,

16 Bond

SORE

THROAT,

WHOOPING

that old. and reliable remedy,

Wistar’s

y

For

$15,00,

The

Drag

Rake.

BELCHER

‘Works like magle on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS
Cuts, Wounds,
Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, &e. Itis prompt in action, soothes the
pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
[1
loo
swellings and inflammations; thus affording relief
and a complete cure.
SETH W., FOWLE & SON. Proprietors. Boston, 89

{T DOES NOT = or

for a new

domestic

article

BUT

of

MEDICIVE,

KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,
Dandelim, Dock, Wild Ch
. Golden, Seal, Prick:
ley Ash, &o. Elght
ars’
trial proves these the
hast bitters for Pvaneai, Liver troubles, Jaundice,
Headache, Disordered
Stomach, Bilivusness, and to
relieve tnat 8prin
ing. Sold by Druggists. in

large bottler, at 50 ota, C, B. Kingsier, Northam ton,
& Co., M.

8. Burr & Co.,

Bos

1720

do

Embossed

CANCERS.

EVE!

THE

LIOUS, DY
.

Cosy PTC

Ky
Cc

SPE REFUNDED. Ct oe |
For

2
war

Sale.

A Good Chance for Investmens.
CITY OF DOVER BONDS for sale,
quire of the
Office, Dover N. H.

1,10

History,

8. M.PETTENGILL &

In:

L.R BURLINGAME.

0 ., Newspaper

do
Thoughts upon Thought,

Advertis-

87 Park Row,
for advertising

Wors!

1,00

Snle, 10,56
Sn:
S5

do

The r Book
ofof
do _ do

Price. P:

dozen,
lozen, 9,60
9,

do

Butler's Theology,
do
do

dozen,

GHT'S

new

treatment

for

ton Street,

13w16

°

Boston.

and

SWAMSOCOT

Machine

AMOS
PAUL,
AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,
MANUFACTURERS

8,18

single,

1,20

Portable

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
, Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
51)
Gas Works,

,16

1

1258
98
914

188
18,62

dozen, 11,52
single,
25
dozen, 2,40
eingle,
,15
dozen, 14
single, 1,00
dozen, 9,60
single,
,80
dozen, a

2,40
04
48
028
28
20
240
08
. or

13.9
20
2.88
17
17
1,20
12,00
38
hy

38
04

9,7
20

20

single,
100°K
dozen, 9,60

for FARMERS

2,98 he,88
1,56
08
B86

240
25

and

AND

1

,~
3,26

dozen,
single,

Worshi0p,

-

140

04
28
oe

a
,14
1,85
,08
,77°
No

1
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04
20
08
20
22
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Botso and
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ater proof,)
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COMMENCED IN 1817.

ALWAYS NOTED FOR IT§

HARD AND TOUGH ‘METAL,

eral Paint.

far r
farme

ae

for

Pearl 8t., New York.

BOOK

JOB

AND

TYPE,

And lately for ite unrivalled

NEWSPAPER FACES.
Address orders0
JOHN KE. ROGERS, Agent,
55 Weater Street, Boston,

Aa The Morning Star type 1a from this Foundry,
:

BhOY Se.

mark, {
Perrons oan order the
. Address
of the
receipt

nt) DANIELBIDWELL, 94

And ite large varieties of

Grafton

past year,»

a

:

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRI,

Shingle

,
oh will supply
Wesranted in all ©

for Circular which gives full
{Shuine unless branded in a tr

Books Hay ve

First Letter Foundry in New England.

Rr
18
158
16
MN
Ps

a

‘
:
Joana" Some.

IN BOSTON.

advertisement in another column,

Floor Oil Cloths, (one
bbls. the

BOOKS

found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass. They furnish our books to all par.
ties desiring them, at our published rates, See thei

Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well mt on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will
last 10 or 1
itis of a tight ‘brown or beautiful
chocolate
celor, and can be shanged to
y lead,
y tO 8
the taste of the
stone, drab, ollve or cre
sumer.
It is valuable
louses, Barns, Fences,
and Car makers, Pails and Wooden

tural

Engines,

A full supply of Freewill Baptist

.
!
,9
20
9
Minutes by the

others.—The

Steam

CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE.
First class and fully licensed. Every Machine Warranted for five years. Exclusive
‘given.
AGENTS WANTED everywhere to introduce
them. Address CHICOPEE 8.
M. CO,, 41 Summer St., Boston,
Mass,
[13t156

30 130
216 re

,15
1,44
2

OF

STATIONARY

. Total.

K)

Company,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Braas and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

single, 160
dozen, 15,36

8
of Jesus, (Ques, Book.)single,
0
do
dozed,
Keston for ev: ; Sunday - ing
ear,
. Book) single,
do
0
do
dozen,
Appeal to Conscience,
pingle,
do
do
do
dozen,
Communionist,
single,
do.
dozen,
Choralist,
single,
3
ozen,
Minutes of General Confer
ence,
pingle,
& Thereis no discount on the
dozen.

Ships’

subscriber at the Morning

ing
Agents. 10 State street,
Boston,
New
York, are authorized to contract
in the Star,

DR.

Cancers su asses all others now in use, It cures
‘e, plaster or pain, and heals without a
without
scar. CONSULTATION FREE. Office, 31 East Can~

(Transportation to
Price $85,00.

single;

Morocco,

do
82mo,

AINTS

1»

*

ay

18mo.
in Sheep,

CAN BE CURED

& CO,

1

G. C. Goodwin

Psalmody,

do

GRAOE’S SALVE

3
;
+ der, Wine, Molassesor Sor:
ghum, in ten hours, without using drugs. For termes,
circulars &o., aadress F, I. SAGE, Vinegar Maker,
Cromyvell, Conn.
4122
RUM

;

by SETH W. FOWLE & SON, BosTON, |”

YAT,

The Eye.

is curing
some of the worst cases of Blindness and Deafness ever known, without instruments or ain,

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

do
do

and sold by dealers generally.

THING

Eye.

Proprietors,
4
4122

and $150,-

VIII.
:
eighty-five new . subscribers

do
Chistian Buplism, Bound,
do
0
0
do
do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
By a timely resortto this standard remedy, as is
do
proved by hundreds of testimonials received
by the Church Member's Book,
Proprietors.
’
do
do
do

DISCOUNT

DE GRAFF & CO,

DR. EB. KNIGHT has discovered the new treatment for the EXE and EAR, by which he

(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to* churches and ‘large Westries.
Price $240.00.

do

OF WILD CHERRY.

CONSUMPTION

ALL DRUGGISTS.

odors, and its sure and magical effects. Sold every."

seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.

Balsam

This well-known Jrepaasion does not dry up a
Cough and leave
the cause behind, as is the case
with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs and allays irritation; thus removing the cause
of the complaint,

:

BY

1y9

COUGH

Croup, Liver Complamt, Bronchitis, Difficulty
of Breathing,
Asthma, Bleeding of the
. _-Lungs, and every affection
a
of he
yaa Lungs aod Chest,
e speedily
permanently cur
the use of

great utility ; meets a universal want: sells at sight;
no competition, Send
stamp for circular,
LITTLE:
FIELD hy DAME, No, 102 Washington St., Boston, Mass,

NOT

INFLUENZA,

SOLD

De Graff’s ¢ Crystal Hair Remewer.”
NEY and the best Hair Preparation in the World.
Nothing like it for Restoring Grey and Faded Hair
to its youthful color and beauty. As a Hair Invigorator and Dressing it has no equal. It is pure as water,
leaving no'discoloration on tne scalp. It is delight
fulto use, from its neatness, freedom from offensive

Lin Black Walnut Case. .* (Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price 125,00.
IX.
For one hundred and fifty new subscribers and $375,00, we will give one of
Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having

DYE.

Factory,
Fg
J

economy

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

Prices.

T.F. WOOD, Vernon, N, J.
QBs

ton Agents.

and

applied at Batchelor’s
street,
New York.

be used one with the other,

and $27,-

subscribers

and

$212,50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall’s Five Octave double Reed Organs,

X

SONGS, Arts and five Love Secrets mail-

ARTE

Masa.

SHADES,

BOSTON

HAIR

lis great superiority

as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades is
acknowledged by cll nol only in this country but in
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum
not

OOUGHS, OOLDS, HOARSENESS.

HITTEMORE,

1821

WINDOW

sixty new

clear and lransparent,

It is very simple and often
en froduces

where at 75 cents.
Milford, N. H,

subscribers

in Black Walnut Case.
be paid by thereceiver.)

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.,—

acknowl
4 to be far fhe
that was ever
market as hundreds of fi
i testify.
and =ee them and satisfy yourselvis,
Merchants Row.

102EY

For

116 Tremont Street,

Sold by all Druggists

A

Whittemore's
It is
in this
Call
84

AND

new

Hair; to. its

00, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world,
" the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in
stantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints:
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and

”

Wholesale

we,

of pur

Cloths, Draperies:

BATCHELOR’S

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
Gi qe

attention

CHILDS, CROSBY & LANE,

done

:

Oil

CURTAINS

8t,

by placing the name a little higher up, in
quite small letters, and the P. O. address on

the line.

the

Neatly opposite Park Street Church,

as the case may be, in the same blank
space in which they put the name of the
easily be

invite

with

complete;

As was ever offered in this market. All of which
will be oflered at our usually low prices.

put the P. O. address of either of the above,

The latter can

nearly

eleven

Gray

the Hair}

without sediment,

wonderful results.

and $7,50,

and

RESTORER

HAIR is immediately checked.

Preparation for

at Home,” for

subscribers

.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, anofker

Price $2,00.
new

Nature's Crown,

promote luxuriant growth,

FALLING

50, (with $1,836 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
VII.

chasers to as fine a line of

as the case may be. Q. M. Clerks will please |

Pastor, &c.

acts
are

It will

$7,50,

with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
e first volume of Strong and -McClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopzdia.
Price $5,00.
vi

a large part

importations

‘American manufacturers”
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BEAUTIFUL, HAT]

Natural Life, Color
and Beauty.
It is a most delightful: Nair Droneing.

¥.
For

TEL

Important Change.

HAIR

will send the new

* Sabbdth

Style.

Will Kestore

the current year, commencing with the No.

For

arrivals

New

400 pages, written in

new subscribers

ih

A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combinedin One Bottle,

rence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last mentioned Price-$1,50. Or,
:

& CO.,
or ST.

Re. A TLL

@) -

“Isa certain indication

competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
«Shining Hours,” which, in literary excel-

an
that

nd

Ld

¢ You Must Cultivateit

additional to pay postage

volume of more than

CARPETINGS

lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordained Ministers and Licensed Ministers have
sufficient length in which to give the address of each ; and church Clerks are hereby requested to give the P. O. address of
the Pastor, Ordained

“1

we will send a copy of the new $500,
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled ‘ Andy Luttrell,” andy pronounced
to be a superb
for the Family and the

wily $18.

RIE Odi

OF,

ry
subscribers and

Vill

P

SENG

fans

new

(with 16 cents

any partof
the system,

®

Herbert and Meggy,”

Price $1,20.-

2. For three

aE

FERS
FA

four Gospels,” . Price $2,00.

CURTAINS.

latter,

|

Be 8
:
Iv.
*{." For three new subscribers and $7,50, (with 80 cents additional to pay post
age) we will send ¢ Life Sounds from the

—Do.not
be imposed upon by other par:
ties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, und
the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only: gen
uine and really practical cheap machine manna

~ Adberfisements,

throughly subdued ; some lust is to be mod-

superior

it. We pay Agents from $75 to - $200 per
expenses, Or a commission from which

filled to aid in making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were sent to all the
Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were
enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk. In

holiness of Christianity, when he ‘demands
of its professor ‘a purity that he does not ces we make
being zealously employed in the pursuit of think of exacting from the servant of any
A LIBERAL
religion.
holy ends, he 4s not an approving ooh
soience to make him happy.
A vacant,
I WELL RECOLLECT in the course of my la- to Sunday schools.
aimless life is full of wretchedness.
Unbors,
a poor Hindoo
youth who followed
happy moments and dreary hours follow
me about the garden of the school, asking |
each other in constant succession.
to make him a Christian, said, ¢“ Itis
A life of ease and inactivity is inconsist- me
impossible, my dear bog. If it is possible to
ent with true 1ehigion, Plety infuses spir- do
so at all, it is possible only through the
itual energy into
the soul, and engages it in
,
THE BEST
the service of the Master. The truly pious Lord Jesus Christ to make you a Christian.

heart.” I asked, *‘ How is that?" He relied, ¢¢ 1 prayed and said, ¢ O, Lord Jesus

pages.

Fully warranted for five
years.
We will
pay $1000 for any machine
that will sew a
stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic
seam than ours.
It makes the ‘Elastic
Lock Stitch.” Every.
second stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere in ‘New England.
In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books
of their class. In another column, see
really allows the peculiar list, and retail prices. From these pri-

Pray to him.” How well I recollect the
heart. realizes that eyery moment brin
voice and face of that boy, when he
with it some important duty. *¢ There is sweet
goon after came to me, and said, *‘ The
not a minute to spare,” Every one may Lord
Jesus Christ has taken his placein my
find something to do in his own heart.

2, “Bright Days ; or

957 pages. Price of each book $1,50.

NE

ANTED—-AGENTS—875
to
$200
per
‘|' month, everywhere, male and female, to introduce the GEN!
E IMPROVED COMMONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a

will

to

ory

e book entitled ‘¢ Sunny. Skies; or Adveny
turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,
;

THE MAGIC COMB.—Teeth are coated with
solid dye. ‘You wet your hair and use the comb, and
it produces a permanent black or brown
OxE|
comb sent by mail for $1,25. Address
13614
WM. PATTON, Springfield, Mass.

addi-

blanks

amily,

pages; or,

2. “Good Little Mitty,” 178

Forl1870.
On March 23, the requisite

ih

“qk "Phe

Price by mail $2,560. - Half price to Missio naries and
Pastors... Address BLACK VALLEY CHECK Co., Box
224, Boston.
:
a
SLLT60

Statistics for the Register,

Eder. a Lord; a Friend, to: guidé you
by his counsel; a Brother, to sympathize

ness and future bliss, pass unheeded by.
He fails to catch passing blessings. Not

Some sinful propensityis yet to be more

sourm NEWMARKET,

on de-

in

{5% the Sabbath S

th
School
by1ed, Mi, I’ : Maria
Child.
vir.
Christ Child,” 190 pages

know of nothing comparable with it,”’—J. B. GOUGH.

with you in all your sorrow; a Lord, tode+
fend you from all evil, and make all things
No safety
many evils,
The world owes hut little work together for your good.
itude to such a character. The help- but at his side; no comfort but in his bosess, the simple, the ignorant receive but om ; no strength but inhis arm ; no holiness
:
little assistance at his hands. He brings no but in his steps.—Hewitson.
happiness to other hearts.
And were it
Have I within me the spring of livin
not for the bad impression which his exam- waters that does not become exhauste
plo makes on the community his life would when there is dearth in the church? Can
a blank,
I go right on patiently doing Christian du* Such an individual injures himself. He ty, when the state of religion runs low ?
murders time. Precious moments, which

might be improved to his presert happi-

Cm A HEATH
& 0,
for the United States,

Sole Manufacturers

8. For two new’ subscribers and $5,00,
20 NEW RECEIPTS—ARTS AND TEN Bal (with 20 cents additional ‘to. pay postige)
lads sent free. T. F. WOOD, Vernon, New
we will send a eopy.of the. new ¢¢ Book .of
Jersey.
13617
Worship.” . Price $1,00. Or, . .
Fouts
A VALUABLE
GIFT.
pages,
Dr,
8S. 8.
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
|DIFCH'S UDOMESTIC FAMITY® PHYSICIAN
describes all Diseases and their. Remedies. Sent by (with 28 cents additional to poy postage)
mail, free, Address DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
we will send ‘one ‘copy of '** Butler's’ The9m10
i
714 Broadway, New York.
ology,” 456 pages. Price $1,60. Or,
INTEMPERANCE CURED and prevented by a
b..For the Same, and. (30 Sani additional
view of its consequences, as shown inthe new Chro- to pay
postage) we will send one copy. ol
mo, 20x24, of the Black Valley Railroad, ataitin
“The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
Dr.Sewall’s diagrams. ‘Asan exhibition of truth

of returning,

or $7,00 per hundred.
Persons wishing . it. sent by mail,

Now the bed of languishing—tomorrow the
throne of Jesus. What encouragement to

below the standard of their ability.
It is sin which has thus ruined the human
heart. It is inward corruption which stupifies and debases the better part of human
nature, and which paralyzes useful activity. And itis only by divine grace that we
can become animated with an intense and
abiding desire to accomplish the great ends
of our existence.
ile
A life which is Rot devoted to, the earnest
discharge of life's
ies, is beset ‘with

Premiumsfor New Subscribers.

- We offer the following premiums for new,

SWAMSCOT MACHINE CO.;
16tf

at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,

has little charity, the desolation of the soul’s
sanctuary, and threatening voices within
health gone, happiness gone—I would faint
leave the erring soul of my fellow-man
with him from whose hands it came.”
THE CROSS now—the crown to-morrow.

_ Aimless Life.

i

1. For two new subscribers and $5.00,
_ Above Boilersin excellent condition. Ap- (with
16 cents to pay postago) we will send | -

he cannot lose.

ness of purpose,

and

SURE REMEDY, ‘+ |
iu
6.“ A Rainy Day at School,» y; Mada, | ©
I
bee
fi
thirty:
i.
‘
194 pages’; or;
ha Res - oeSi etoIt isin used
sveryny4 rare
7.4¢ The Birth-Day; Present,” ‘by Mary
is
Ee
dak
ONE<com Boiler,
Latham. Clark, 174. pages: . Price of. e ach Lh Internally
and Externally;
81-2 x 20 fet, with two Flues13 inches of these books, TAs: ot Fda
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Aud for sudden, Colds, Cenghay Fever,
. Ague,
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tidy
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a
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terial, and five and die without a shelter.

any kind of games of chance. Avoid temptation, through fear you may not withstand
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tion to the price. The postage on a
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—
own acts, If one speaks evil of
you, let:
A cuarisTIAN sailor, when asked why he twelve copies; 12 eents—fifty-copies, 48 ots
Jour life be such that none will believe remained socalmin a fearful storm, said _ This Register has a blank page for memoim. Drink no kind of intoxicating lig- “Though I sink,
1 shall but drop into the 1
hollow of my Father’shand; for he holds tanda for each month; also a fine cut. of
Wen you retireto bed, think over what all these waters there.”
the Star Office Building on the cover.
you have been doing during the day. Make
Orders are solicited from all parts of the
THE
CHARITABLE
man
gives
trifles
which
no haste to be rich, if you would presper;
country.
small and steady
gains give competency, he could not keep to receive treasures which

cannot be essentially injured except by your

-subseribers
for the

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flies 15 inches | 8. + Mgking Something,” 184 page; sor,
| 4, ¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages ; or,
diameter. a
a
4
' “5, *“ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages ; of,

F. Baptist Register for. 1869.
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older,” was the reply.
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and fot the good of:tha Church, a series of
“No,” said the prince. “1 have been to
much
works
willweli maiastado Rn
GARPRO
Hn architectural and engineering
the churchyard and measured the’ graves
So. talked a young: disciple
to himself a more extensive than those which the beau- and there are-manpy shorter than I am.”
‘of Devonshire, A
few week
Sion
Soon a friend, his Sun- tiful Georgianna, Duchess
ady, nursed in pomp and
da; Zschool teacher, came to’ him, saying: Coleridge’s
+ “‘Henry, wotlld you like to work in the pleasure,” carried outat the beginning of
this century in Rome in’ the. interest of an
7)
vineyard
a
evel
ES
archeology.
and
the
arts.
|
The
Princess
is
This
semi-monthly,”
‘published
“by the
3 tenia, eno eager [eeply Jotels was erectingat Jerusalem a campo santo, or
or workt
t
a
Freewill
Baptist
Pri
Establishment,
do ith Jesus’ Rep, Twill,” a
ym cemetery,to be called the * Pater Noster.” for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
“Well, Henry, I want the Christians in Altéironnd the walls of this “bemetery, our enlarged and much improved about the
our class each to take a member of the class Lord's Prayer will be inscribed in letters first of April. It is printed on paper. of a
whois not a Christian,
and pray and labor fifteen. centimetres long, on plates . of very superior quality, and its mechanical
with him. . Ihave
given you Fred Haines.” bronze and in all languages, The Princess excellence is ‘equal to that of any other pa~
NS
Ha nes; ob Jet some one else take has also givena sum of money, to maintain per of its class. All-commnunieations ina priest
for the special service of this sanctended for folication should be addressed
tuary, which will be completed in May,
to Rev. J. M. BArLEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.
and taken possession of at that time by the
All orders and remittances for the yap
France.
of
name
the
in
Consul
4/ Thus’ urged, this young: disciple trem- French
* "| should’ be sent to I.. R. BURLINGAME,
blingly
sought his wild classmate. He was
very N. H.
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- TERMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
lau oh
Teceived ;. his earnest words and
Varieties.
tearful appeals seemed unheeded, yet
Ten copies or more sent to one address; 20.
rm
—
V
left with i glad heart, for Jesus had paid
cents each,—payable in all cases in adTue voice of God may be heardin every vance.
him for his work with his own loving pres:
£00
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ae,
Jesus gave him courage to go again judgment of his hand.’
Posrage,.—The
postage on a single co
to. pray, and never faint, until | DANoT let others say that you are selfish, of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
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learned to love the and care only for yourself.
cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
Saviour.
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‘or any number between one: and 8, when
"Do
Not
live
for
your
own
comfort
and
en“Oh; Mr. B-— "said Henry to his teacher
sent to one address, than on. a single one.
a fow weeks after their first ‘conversation, joyment alone ; live for others.
The postage is payable at the office of de“‘working
forJesus
pays. We deserve no
TrUE eloquence consists in saying all that livery.
he volume begins with the
reward for such little services, but Jesus ig necessary, and nothing but what is neces- first number in April. © ‘Orders are solicitives it all the way along; itis now my BATY.
ed.
ally prayer, ‘Lord, what wilt thou have
No percentage is allowed on money sent
“Imimodest words admit of no defemse.
me to do? *—=Sunday-School Times.
us for the Myrile.
For want of decency is want of sense.”
Sample copies will be sent free on appliBE ALWAYS at leisure todo good; never cation.
A Tectire for Young Men.
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ces of humanity.
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AYOUNG prince, whose mind had learned
1. For oné new subsciiber' and $2,50,
in ‘some deguee to ‘value: religious truth, | Stones 80 inches in diameter, manufactured
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asked: his tutor to: give him suitable instrue- | by Horses & BLANCHARD.
| wewill send any one of the following books,
tion, that he might be prepared for death.
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just ublished,or, immediately to be publish+4 Plenty of time for that when you are

for Christendom, has been rescued from the

because I love him. Twill ask him, and he
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After the Chaos, What?
-

.

Amid

pon

:

fl

the general conflict of religious

"opinion one is prompted
to ask after its is-

sue. Such
a conflict is really going
on all
about us. Doubters abound, and they often boast over their doubts instead of blushing, or stammering,

or sorrowing on their

account. Inquiry is free, and critical, and
persistent, and unsparing. Denial is audacious in spirit even when it is courteous
Paul's logic is challenged,
John’s insight is suspected, and a plain sentence quoted from Christ does not end debate or reconstruct a creed. The old rever-

F
E

aaa

ry

aL

F

_ in manner.

lean upon science who once held fast
to God's promise and asked nothing more.
To quote a “‘thus saith the Lord,” as often

Men drift

into naturalism and question whether there

is really such a thing as the regenerating

contribute

to this end by the example of their sinful
- It seems
to usthat it is time for the chureh-

dn

The act of going beyond proper bounds,
we call extravagance. - It may be applied
to imagination, . expression, or to excess,

prodigality, pleasure, luxury. It seems to
be a predominant tendency of
age in

Fine houses, splendid carriages,

and

feathers that no fowl will venture in. It is
impossible for poverty in rags and patches,
or even in decent but humble costume, to
take its seat, if it should be so fortunateas
to find a place, by the side of wealthin

The poor are so
of superior dress
and “‘the proud man's contumely,”
that they

ex-

naturally avoid

They are pensive dresses seem to be all the rage,
busy framing an objection, or attempting especially the latter. This passion for
to justify their irreligion, instead of crying’ dress is now being carried to such an ex-

WBWriy

|
‘
i
1

by a better in-

is nol to account for this curious current of

inheritance among

afford force for reflection, and may sug-

and finished gentleman,
of the senfor class

correction of someof them.—¢. H. B.

South,

will gain

i

The Levites had no

i

freedom of: choice | ¢

the other tribes, for God was their portion. . gest to Arminians a careful review of many Many years after, when
and a possible Senator, Mr. Seward,
«The laborer is worthy of his hire,”
was of their words and theories,
:

spokenas. an illustration of the doctrine

that ministers
have aright to a living. But |
when they do ‘hot get their right they must

Aid for Beneficiaries.

submit
to wrong, as their Master did. How
large a salary did Jesus receive? He sub-

stoped to loc

W. a fat, dirty,

Never was the destitution of gospel lasisted on the scanty charities of the poor, borers amongus felt more than at the
and even of the poor women. He did not present time. It is an
t to
threaten
to go back to his bench
and tools know that God is raising them up. During
again, wherehe could have as good pay tke year ending June 5, 1869, beneficiaries
‘as any other carpenterin Judea, unless have been aided by the F. Baptist Educathey paid him better. He did not demand tion Society as follows:
that he should have as good a place to live
In the Theological School
19
in ashhis parishioners
had, or even as good
In Hillsdale College
church on this account.
as the birds and foxes. He did not require |
4
Bates College
;
“How far fine clothes may affect the pie- salary enough to leave his aged mother in
New Hampton Institution
4
ty of the devotee, we do not pretend-even to comfortable circumstances, lest she should
Dartmouth College
1
>
conjecture; but we have a very decided be dependent in her declining years on the
Oberlin College .
op) 1
opinion in regard to their influence upon charity of one of his poor apostles. He
the religion of others. The fact is that our knew as many chances to get rich
Total
38
as any of
churches are so fluttering with birds of fine his hearers did. . He knew the location of
The amount contributed to them in this

as late experience shows. Instead of being
effectually restrained by the exorbitant prices, it only met a temporary panic at first to brocade and broadcloth.
be augmented as facilities for accumulation ‘awed by the pretension

were augmented to meet the demands.

ple them they
come

character depends upon

and cannot exist witout it. Our

4 !i

lass ; and shall church ‘members

gain in intelligence and real power, through Js to awaken before they are swept into the
the necessity that is laid upon it, far more whirlpool of destruction. Extravagance in
than
it will lose by giving
up its extrava- dress or anything else cannot be right, while
gances in statement and its seeming hostili- souls are perishing by the example and for
of the means thus consumed,
which
ty to science and reason,—for more or less the want
preaching has been guilty of both,—and beneficence might otherwise supply. If
men will hear a clearer
echo of God's voice thgre were no other reapon than that it
from its lips, and, hearing, will heed the proves an offense to others by the temptatruth which no opposition can destroy, and tion which itholds out, and by the great
which brings a diviner order out of every obstacle which it presents before the minds
of the poor to attending church, it is amply
succeeding chaos.
sufficient to restrain the good. How many
there. are who never think of attending
Extravagance.

ent faith, which adoredin silence and wait- whatever light we view it. Fashion has no
ed for speechand light when it found it- conscience ; passion has no reason. The limit of expenditure is only found at %he limit
self baffled and bewildered in the d
is seen less frequently than it was.
y of acquisition,and sometimes not even there,

provokes defiance as submission.
EE

of the humen back
self-reliant
pulpit will

well.
as ‘any other employment? Will not

his family lose more from such an exam-

+

E

GEORGE T. DAY, . +. +.

tem, and the unsatisfied longing
man heait: for God, will bring
wiser and -humbler after their
and wretched straying.—The

to the workof the ministry? And ishea
faithful minister who will make none, but
who demands that his labors shall
pay as

}

23, 1869.

Sd

Ef

JUNE

Christians.—Christian
will be re- harmony with Christian principle, modesty,
stated in better forms, after rational in- purity, and not such as will foster extravaquiry and scientific demonstration have gance, pride, vanity, and licentiousness.
‘brought their products, .and taught men The love of dress and show, in imitation of
modesty by broadening their fields of vis- the gay and proud and voluptuous, has been
ion.—The failureof every substituted sys- the ob of manys Wain and thoughtless

i

lifeof God in the human soul.

every gbld mine iti the country, and could
lay his “hand on every glittering diamond

period is $1585,65.

Both the number aided

and the amount ,of the appropriations are

and every snowy pearlin earth or ocean. | larger than in any previous year.

New ap-

He knew all the lucrative channels of com- plications are frequently received, and
merce and all the secret springs by which many more would be if there
was hope of
untold wealth could be secured. Bat he a favorable response. Those aided are all
did not threaten to abandon the world to young men of much worth and promise ;
of them would not be able to conits own destruction unless the world would and most

i
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on

that Mr. Hill

has always been true to

salary, He loved his dis- tinue their school preparation without this the flag of his country; and was a member
ciples but he did not promise them all aid. Some have already been obliged to of the first Loyal legislatureof Virginia
good parishes
and fat livings.
suspend their studies in order
to procure with Hon. F. H. Pierpont as
x.

too close a proximity to pay hima good

them. The church being the only place on
this side of the grave designed for the wich
and poor to meet together in equal prostraMatthew Levi held a lucrative office, but
. out with penitent tears, ‘Lord, I believe ; treme that it is becoming quite alarming. tion before Ged, it certainly should always Jesus called him away from it into poverty,
But our means are nearly exhausted; ent prospects
of the Southas better than
It operates not only against religion,—but. be kept free for this common humiliation
help thou mine unbelief.”
and told him it was enough that the disciple and unless we have immediate help, the ever
;
Creeds are steadily shortened, or robbed against marriageand domestic felicity. A and brotherhood.” .
should
fare as well as his Master. Saul of usual appropriations to the various insti- | of
of their old significance
by expositions and man of limited means dare not embark on
It appears very evident that the adoption Tarsus had learning, eloquence, talents, tutions for the present term cannot be
a sea; when he will be under the neglossaries, of denounced as mischievous. such
Under these circumstances, arof a simple attire for church by the rich influence, the confidence of his superiors, made.
New systems multiply, fresh. methods of .cessity of trying to keep up appearances,and would- have a beneficial tendency. It while yet a young man. ;The Master took rangements were made at the late session
! Where the
working out redemption are brought for- becoming bankrupt in the’end
certainly would not lesson their own piety him from them all, to suffer great things of the New Hampshire Y. M., to requestall
ward, men are warned against theology ‘measure of matrimonial love and felicity is and it would increase the attendance of the for his name's sake. And howhe suffered ! our churches in New
| to take a |
and the old Bible, and the earnest call to money, and that poor commodity is wantcollection for this object the first Sabbath
in
Hunger,
nakedness,
perils,
shipwrecks,
poor
who
now
absent
themselves
onac
repentance and the solemn warnings ing, and appearance is substituted, it is
July next. We entreat all our ministers,
stripes,
prisons,
hatred,
shame,
instead
of
countof
dress,
and
thus
level
the
artificial
to fail of the expected result. Nay, if
ungodliness that broke from the
clerks of churches, and the friends of edthe wealth and honor and fame that opened
:
as sure to fail; barriers which now exist.
Messiah's lips, are accounted quite inap- Foneyis plenty, that is quite
upto him in prospect,on the pathwayof ucation generally to forward this object,
propriate to the demands of

th

age.

in the deluge, and fling fossils with g
energy at the first chapters of Genesis.
Buckle makes what we call the moral life
of men the necessary fruit of organization ;
Emerson sends us to intuition for the ideas
and sanctions of duty; and the prophets of
the free Religion of to-day insist that there
is nothing positive and - trustworthy in
Christianity beyond the mere rudimentary
ideas that are common to all the systems of
paganism. And while the outside world

funds.

for it can never purchase the precious boons
‘of the heart. It has been frequently tried
| in vain. Many a one has marriedan heiress at the sacrificeof felicity; and many a

young lady has married a fortune with no

If there isanywhere where the rich and
poor should meet together in one common level, it is in the worship of God and
at the throne of grace, where all are really
on a level of demerit and dependence.

Then let our churches instead of being made
the arena of fashion

ery church member be

whirl of excitement and the glitter of dis-

take care of the outside.

sym-

pathy with these newer theories penetrates
to the center of her circle.
The causes of this conflict and skepticism
are many and various. Doubtless there

ation, and worship.

play, but there is no home—none of the elments which make up a happy domestic

- Low

character, and merit the apeHation of mar-

has been too much of mere traditional faith.
Multitudes simply

inherit

opinions,

hold

and they

their religious
them

without in-

specting the nature of the legacy. Their
theology was not the result of personal
study, but the heedless assent of the mind
to a creed that was labeled orthodox and
had the usual seal and certificate. And so,
when they at length hear an objection
which they cannot readily answer, they are
likely to jump to the conclusion that the old
faith has no foundation in fact, and must go
. down before an assault of logic.
There are others who are caught by what
appears fresh and novel, and so the latest
system gets their endersement. They see
the door of paradise everywhere but at
home, and so they live only a nomadic life
inthe sphere of religion. The familiar is

play.

her

rich

ot

dis-

:

Others without the means either feel
compelled to forego the bliss for which they
thirst, or seek it in some doubtful or guilty
substitute which will inevitably result in
a miserable failure.
pi
We read of the extravagance of female
dress in the days of

‘‘the

round

tires,

the

wimples, and the crisping pins,” of Isaiah’s
time, but that was
no comparison with
these times on which we have fallen.
The
women of those days had not the pre-eminence of position, the independence of
thought, and the abundance of resources
characteristic of the present age.
‘‘Woman’s rights” were not then in vogue. They
had not then invented all the extravagances of style and ornament which have since
come among us. The tyrant had not then
such a complete sway over the mind as she
has since attained.
Courtesans to some
prosy, and so they strike their tents as of- extent made her laws but they had not
with so
ten as they perceive a new camping- then plied their art so extensively,
ground, though every remove has sent much shrewdness expertness, and eclat, as

the Paris mistresses of fashion to-day ply

them deeper into the desert.
Others still dislike the hard, strait, plain,

their trade.

toilsome path of Christian self-denial, and
80 seek a smoother road. They would fling
off even Christ's yoke as galling to their
love of independence. They crave a liberty that is not hallowed by law, they call
the restraint of truth tyranny, and count
the prayer of submission a childish weakness that men should hasten to outgrow.
And, hence, they aim to break down the authority of the statutes which they have not
the heart to keep.

Thewe is, however, a moral phase of this
matter,a right and wrong in fashion as well
asin everything else; and yet we see extravagance steadily encroaching on the domain
of religion. We see it in rich gorgeous
church edifices, and extravagantly dressed
church members, Step by step the en-

And yet others get impatient over their

it is out of fashion and a new one must take
its place, alittle farther removed from
simplicity and plainness. Extra trimmings

conscious imperfections,

or

are

vexed

at

the partial virtues of those about them, or
are pained at the ignorance and evil that
still linger in society; and then they jump
. to the strange conclusion that Christianity

can not bea divine system, since it does

notat once turn life into a blessed poem,

and the earth into a broad and beautiful

Edgg, and'so go over to the camp of its enemies or wound it in the house of its friends.
And among those who deny, or doubt, or
question, there ‘are really more or less who

suffer from real difficalties, and truly mourn
because they lack the strength and repose
of a settled faith, They are eager for the
truth, they have been often cheated with
sophistries, and they must have some great

croachment

has

been

made andis

spreading far and wide not only in the

still
city

but also in the country. It makes no difference whether a garment is worn out or not,

and ornaments

must

be

obtained

without

referenceto the cost or ability to pay the
price. On this account what would not be
extravagance for one may be for another.
Only a few years ago if one should go into strange Methodist or F. Baptist churches, there would be no difficulty at all in’ de-

ciding to what denomination they belonged,
on account of the plainness and simplicity
of place and of dress. But it is not so now.
It not only would be difficult to determine

to what church they belonged,but whether

they belonged to any chfirch.
bers are not

distinguishable from

The mem-

the peo-

ple of the world to a stranger; and indeed
dt is not necessary that there should be any
problems solved for the understanding be- ibadge
or peculiarity of dress; when that is
fore they can reach a confidence for the
kept within the limits of propriety, but when
heart, .
) the attitude of

bot ote,

church

members vie with the fashionable
add to the fierce- elite of society
in the extravagances of dress
‘the
goes
on over religdisplay, thereis something wrong about
“fous opition; ‘but they would ‘hail with and
it. Itshows where the mind is and renders
. gratitude
and tears the ending
of the strife it very doubtful whether
they are seeking
Shi
the kingdom
shat Hw gtk hum 3: Viotors aver the doubts #*first
of God and his righteous.

:
conflic

Let

the

inside of ev-

right, and it will

secure

Salary.
RI

—

where he can receive a comfortable support

he intends to leave the ministry and turn
his band to some other employment.
He
can teach, he says,

or

he

can

open an In-

surance Office, or he can get business as a
traveling agent, or he can go into trade, or
perhaps he could get elected to some office,
ifhe should try. But if the worst should

Brother, your salaryis better than your
Master's.
You donet sacrifice for him
what he has for you. Suffer with him and

in his

own

denomination,

and

he

feels as

though his sacrifices ought to be appreciated and that he has a right to. expect as
good a salary as he could receive in other
business. He feels that gthis is due him,
and his church ought to pay it. And be-

sides this he owes duties to his little family,
wholly incompatible with the idea of grinding them down to a mere pittance

when he

can earn as good a salary as his thriving
parishioners, who seem to grudge the scanty little contributions which they afford towards his scanty little salary. His members would not live as he lives. Their'income is far better than his. And yet they
throw a burden on his shoulders by their
parsimony or indifference, which they
might help bear. Ifisa monstrous injustice.
Well, we sympathize with the good broth-

Forsake him

and he will forsake you. Run away trom
duty and you may find yourself in a storm
at sea, or in the belly of a whale. Cannot
you trust him for your daily

how can you

trust him

bread?

Then

for salvation?

If

you cannot see the prospectof a better reward than wealth, the eye of your faith has

become dim.

If you cannot bear ingrati-

tude from those for whom you labor, you
have not enough of the Spirit of - Christ.
Sacrifice for him, endure

hardness

ly, and you shall have your
M.

come, he thinks he could labor for a living,

and he is not ashamed -to dig. He has
spent mutch time and money in acquiring an
education and fitting himself for usefulness

patient

reward.—A. K.

Curious.
——

can look tamely on and see a minister and
his family live as best they can, on what
they know to be far less than the salary
they must have to meet their unadvoidable

expenses.
acquitted

How such men

expeet to stand

at God’s

has entered the field as he would have en-

tered upon any other profession, the sooner

he isout of it the better. And if in making
up his mind as to his business’
for life, and

even though in entering ufon its duties he

had

a special reference to

that

calling

in which he could be most useful, but no
constraining desire for thé salvation of
souls, and no special sense of duty in enfer-

response for our

All

The

late S.

der the humiliating necessity of taking back
who iscareful
not to say that a patient will

M. Jones.

die,or recover, until
he is quite sure
of the

The death of this dear brother will be
appropriately noticed by others. But
as he
was
a member of oneof my classes in the

Theological school
I would not withhold a
wordof tribute

to his memory.

He was

made unusual proficiency
in his studies, and

was unwearied in his effortsto do good. He

sentiment of a passage in the Greek Testiment almost with rapture. His testimony
in our conference meetings was often deeply
affecting. He was one of the most open
hearted, conscientious persons I ever knew.
When prostrated by disease, he showed
remarkable self-possession and submission.

his mantle fall on other young men

down

by

over-

repentance;

faith as

the gift of God,

and

repentance a fruit of regeneration. But
when they come to deal with sinners direct-

salvation depended entirely upon himself.
It is the Arninian, who talks hyper-Calvin-

ism

an article
en-

"He was glad he came to New Hampton
and entered the Theological School.

May

whom

God is summoning to the gospel work .—J.
J.B.

the ministry would be likely to come from.
In this article I design
to show that no one

place has any special claim.
to the school

over all others.

And that a denomination-

al convention that has been called
for by
two of the writers at least could

;

not prop-

Lewiston has been spoken of as a very
suitable place to locate the School, and it is

the place where if you strike a circle whose
radius

is 5, 10, 25 or 50 miles

it would

probably encirfle more F. W. B. churches
or church members than any other place in
America. Itis the place where the sentiments of the denomination are the most re-

spected by those outside of the church for a
it of miles around, of any place in our
knowledge, consequentlyit would be likely
to have more young men desirous of entering
the ministryat or near home, than any

other place;

yet it has no claim to the

school more than many other places.

One writer says the charter of Bates College preyents our Th
school going
to Lewiston. This is a mistake. There is

Current Topics.
—

are, and where the young men studying for

If erly locate the school.

counsel to sinmers often convey the impression that the sinner is powerless to
come to Christ until he is seized by irrewhelming agonies of convietion.* The Presbyterians and Calvinists generally preach
the sovereingty of God, election, effectual
call, irresistible regeneration before faith or

A few weeks ago I wrote

deavoringto show that the School should
loved the Scriptures fervently. ~ As a schol- | be located somewhere in New England, to
ar he was critical and thorough, and while
be among its friends and where its students
in the class exercise would dwell on the

The Methodists preach free salvation, and
freewill, but in prayers, exhortations, and

sistible forces, and broken

Theological School.

a young man of more than ordinary promise,

it was the will of God that h® should be
restored to health, he would be happy in
prosecuting the work he loved so well. If
it was otherwise ordeced, he equally welcomed this decision. It mattered not to
him whether he should labor a little longer
here in gathering sheaves for his Master or
be called home a little earlier. It was enough
to know that his case was at the disposal
of infinite wisdom and love.
.

Theory and practice do not always
agree. Christians are often better, and
often worse, than their creeds. This is true
in the administration of the gospel, as
wellas in obeying it. The Episcopalians
teach the necessity of regeneration but so
administer the gospel as to content their
people in utter ignorance of its enjoyment.

nothing in the charter of Bates College to

Ee

——OUR AGED MiNisTERS. The fathers
prevent a dozen Theological schools or
are rapidly passing away. Those who sur- J twenty Medical schools being located at
vive are many of them infirm, and will Lewiston or on the six acre college lot even,
soon be numbered
with those who have
if possible, and I go. farther and say in one

gone.

Their active labors have ceased and end of the College buildings if they are kept

yet they live to love Zion and pray for her,
Rev. F. B. Tancer of French Creek, Chau-

tauque Co.,N. Y., writesto let his numer-

distinct from the college itself, and does
not in any manner become a part of the

college. Many months ago, at a time ous friends kdow something of his situa- when they commenced agitating the question. “I was born,” he says, ‘ in 1798,
religious experience, this converted in 1807, licensed in: 1810, mar- tion of separating the Maine State Seminary .
from Bates

in revivals, and Calvinists, who

ad-

vocate radical freewill,

In : relating
same peculiarity

appears.

The

Calvinist

gives prominence to his powers

of judg-

bar we do not know,
ment and choice, while the Arminian gloand yet if a minister is not prompt
in his ries in having been
seized Wy irresistible
payments, they
are prompt to condemn him,
But has God ‘called that brother to the
gospel ministry or-not? If not, and he

a generous

brethren in this their time of need.

His language was, let the Master decide.

En

er, and if the case -is fairly stated, the ly, théyinsist upon freewill, personal rechurch is greatly to blame. We Tear that sponsibility, power to resist the. Holy Spirit, or to yield to his strivings, as if man’s
there is a cruel and wicked
neglect on the
part of men of means in our churches, who

>

sums contributed should be sent to the
treasurer
of the F. Baptist Ed. Soc., Rev. their words and of confessing
the crudeness
ed his living with his own hands.
8.
Curtis,
Concord, N. H.—J. J. B.
Glorious ambition! Covetable renown .
Judas, Demas & Co. looked after the mon-

you shall reign with him.

One of our brethren says he has a low
salary, and he is going to leave his present
shopping, so that she can spend™her thousands per month,as some do in high life, no | field of labor, and if he cannot find a place
better satisfied on account of

and

gewgaws, be the scene of devotion, humili- | ©¥

is thus seeking substitutes for the old gos- riage bliss, which does not grow on any sueh
pelof the Son of God, the church itself soil. It mayafford the lady the means of
finds that indifferentism or manifest

and the exhibition of

Such a
may bring a rich supply
of equipage
dress. The honeymoon
may be spent at
springs, the mountains, or the sea-side, in the midst of the

his early life! Did he threaten to turn Jew
again unless well paid? That he might
preach the gospel without charge, he earn-

.

impulses, suddenly and powerfully wrought
upon, and forced to submit to the grace of
God.* These experiences are often reported
for the good of the impenitent, and do

moreto shape their notions of the process

of conversion than ‘all the theologioal in.
struction of the generations. Hence among
Arminian sinners there is a general idea
that any attempt to come to Christ until seized with an agony of ‘conviction,
would be. mockery and in vain, therefore

ried in 1815, and ordained in 1828.

President C. in one of the streets of Lewisseen happy seasons, but I cannot glory save ton and asked him why they could not keep
in the cross of Christ our Lord.

For three

and a half years I have been unable to
stand ony feet even with crutches, on
the accountof rheumatism.” He expresses
thanks todsis many friends for the letters of

the schools together on the Oberlin principle, and let those students of the Seminary
thap did not wishto take a full collegiate
course, study some of the studies beyond
those taught in the seminary, if theyswere

sympathy which he has received from fully qualified for
them. He with great
them, and which he values very highly and warmth said ¢*Oh, I can convince you
in
reads with great delight, They soothe his two minutes that it would never do,” and
aching heart; and he hopes they will be though he talked
three minutes by the town
continued, He speaks of the death of his clock we were facing, his only allusion
to
worthy, Christian wife and of his conse- the subject was to iivite me to a meeting of

quent

loneliness and

melancholy.

He is

now living with a daughter. where he and

they. wait for overwhelming feeling, much
{ another daughter who is infirm, are await
than Calvinistic sinners do.* The ing the Master's
call. He says, ** I thank
church, we think, can spare him. Bat of freewillers are practically
bound-willers the Lord that Mormonism, 'Adventis
m and
this we will not judge. ‘Still, we have no and teachers of irresistible,
faith in those who will starve out a minis- regeneration, and the championsinvoluntary Spiritualism have never moved me; and
of
ter or Jew him out
of 4 decent living. Nor helplessness, dre really the teachérs human that T have lived to see’ the end of Amerihaye we ‘any argument to make in favor of man ability, and voluntary conversion,of hu- can slavery. Praise the Lord O my soul I”
He expresses thanks for the Star from some
the piety of a church which will .velunta
It isalso worthy of note, that since the Re- unknown hand and solicits his friends
to
rily leave the pastor to bear allithe burformation scarcely one philosopher of note write. We should remember and honor
ens and make all the sacrifices
and refuse to
from the Arminian family has written, clear- the aged.
i
touch them with one of their fingers.

ing upon it, even _thén, the Saviour and the more

College, I chanced to meet

1 have

the citizens of Lewistoft to be held the next
week to take said separation into consider-

ation. Perhaps, the fact that he could convince me 80 easy was argument. enough.
That afternoon, I re-read the charter of Bates

College. Then I saw, or thought I saw,
the writing of Dr, C. in every section of the
charter; I saw, or thought I saw, the Dr.
while writing that charter, pause and look
to New Hampton and there see our Theological school

like the ark of God

fr

before the

erection of the temple of Solomon without a
resting-place or ceiled house of its own,

ly and forcibly in demonstration’ of the
ese Stall sat charchB husmber let that But if the church neglect their duty to- freedom of the human will, while a dozen ~~—Mg. SEWARD.
Our newspaper men knocking at the College door for admission,
nsignificant ‘‘love of a bonnet” destroy the wards a faithfal minister, does.that relieve or more from the Calvinistic side,
pul- industriously follow our effete politicans and, so wrote the section, excluding
a medlove
of Jesus, and ruin the soul? We re. him from his obligation to them, and espec- lished volumes in its defense. In have
our own into. their retiremen
peat, there is a right and a Wrongin dressas ially, to his God for them p

alue
and in other things, andno wise Christian will
suffer the line demarkation
of
to be oblitera.

‘must
yet give us a

~ ghurchof more intelligent and substantial
Am

0

pi lestit obliterate
his religion, as it often
008.

=

The Christian's style of dress should be in
-

—

[J

blind)

« Perhaps the church may find it difficult
to raise the salary. Many of them may be
poorer than they seem to be.
;
But is there no sacrifice due to Christ
from those who have been called by Christ

generation and

country, Tappan, Upham,

Wayland, Bledsoe,

Mahan, Hikock, mighty

men of that family, have published able
works, demonstrating that the will of man
* Bro. G. H. B’s Arminans

are Niterent

with whom we have been acquainted.

*

from

any

t and dig up bits of [ical or theological school from becoming a

scandal or autobiography to gratify public
taste and curiosity. We have the following

part of the College. But Dr. C. was the

“While Mr. Seward was in his sophomore

Maine Central Institate or Storer College,

from Mr. Seward's early life:

year in college he ran away, and opened
an academy in a Georgia town, where he
|

li

founder of the Maine State Seminaryand

the Bates College,
to ‘#ay nothing of the

and who shall say that he ought not to have
them separated as far apart as he pleases?

|

#

G

h

{1

MO.

LH,

"| in the pastorate,
and the earnest devotion of the | India,

‘and

organize

| yu.) ong efficient body. of Christian workers, snd | The Methodist enumerates
Bas become 8 power dn the cityand the: denom- | means
meapyof of grace.
grave,

church of Parish consist-|

Baptis

Freewill

the.
$20,000
can, will.for they?

ing of fifteen members.

A. P. PHINNEY.
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| At the last festivalin honor of

A.D. WILLIAMS.

i
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Min-

Sauust. B. WELLS.

Committeson.

SAMUEL D, TILLMAN,

oi

"Rev.N. Morrison and wife extend thanks to the | there Were no devotees eager to draw the car.

chureh and friends of North Candia, for a friendly
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THY

ganized a church to be known asthe Second attend those dear brethren.

i

d "Eanostion Sosiety.

*
Boh at gir
May Heaven's richest blessings still | There are 70 Congregati
sgational churchésin

The council
met March 15, 1869, and or- ination,

»

Concord,
N. H.

fresh

Postage (extra) 4.cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies.

Truly our lines have fallen in & very pleasant

Or-

‘Remittances of money for our publica- | ist

Although . the church was thoroughly

tions. maybe sent either
in Drafts on New
‘York
or Boston, and made payable to the |

#

order
of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office

experiences
with a

"Brethren pray for us.
your prayers.

good locations
with the money, Strike
high; the only reason if did not go to Haver-

hill,
was that the friends of the school putup

New York.

The

city is receiving

Ordination.

:

.

In A. M. and organized a F. W. B. church of eigh- | followed by the prayers,

not ouly of his own

Dover,
N. H.

The Annual Meeting of the President and Trustees

Ta

Libraey, » Tuesday, June
LOWELL, Sec.
New Hampton Alumni Association.
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il | he halddn
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lucre”—that Providence woulddo well by

it. So if Providence
will do well by it, let
them show what they will do by
pay

over
the money. It would
be a nice place
for the school,—no
better than twenty other
that
places, but if they will raise $100,000
would make it the best place in the world ;

painting
our church during
Quarterly Meetings.
These are signs
—
term
Q. M.—The
Boox Co.
many readers of the Siar will appreciate
of
Cory, Salley nay Lethe scons
a
and for which I trust
we are all gratefulto the
Q. M., the
heavy rains before and during
with
the Master.
Jit
attendance was small. We were favosed
, cor. mes. from
Present appearances indicate
the speedy the laborsof Rev. D. J
|
:
presence and
whose
M.,
Q.
Dane
sud
Book
the
paof another denominational
|introduction
1 cheered
[be lr Bape rig

and endowment, to talk
lucre” is certainly
out of

" place.
But $40,000 at Providence or $20,000 and

alot at Lewiston would be better than $300,

000 on the shores of Lake Erie if a College

per.

Arrangements are nearly

completed

the] for such an enterprise in this city.
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~ Revivals, &c.
Dover, Me. The F W. Baptist church
in Dover, Me. had a day of rejoicing last
Sabbath, June 13,on seeing eight converts
baptized, and with three others, eleven in
interest continues.

The revival

M. H, TarBOX.

CAPE EL1zABETH, ME.

istry, that

June 13th was a

glorious day with us. Eighteen happy converts were buried with Christ in baptism,

and united with the church. One was received by letter. The day was lovely, and
glory filled our souls, as we went into the

sea. ‘The religious interest with usis very
gratifying, and we can but hope, that the
work is only ‘begun, and that we shall yet

contends

earnestly

for the faith

once delivered to the saints, and for the piety of the Fathers of our denomination.
The church is well united, esteeming their
pastor highly for his works of love and self-

my two daughters. In the afternoon I had
the happy opportunity of giving the hand

:

At length,

[but in vain.

ple of his charge. The prospect of future
usefulness both of pastor and people was
never 80 promising as now.
E. M. SAVAGE.
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R. Plummer,

Rev. 8. McKeown, from the Waterville
Q. M.
The hardest were moved and strong men

were led to give their hearts to the Saviour;

4
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COLGATE & CO’S
Aromatic Vegetable Soap, Combined with
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DELAYS ARE DANGEROUS—Always keep on hand a
bottle of Doctor Seth Arnold’s Balsam for the cure of
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unable to get it in time,
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Declamation,

the

Cedar

upon
a Methodist lady, who had been married
Next session with the Stephentown | several years toa Catholic gentleman, but who
Chose Bro. V. Elliott delegate to Y. M. | could not be persuaded to adopt the faith of her

erly appropriate it, they need not call it
any ‘one horse power.”
AN OLD MAN.

Junior Prize

as well as

character of the persons converted, being altogether a very inte

And if they can raise $300,000 and prop-

Baccalaureate exercises Sunday P.
June, 27.—Sermon by the President.

of the work,

a

such

for

. .

June 22.1868,

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. 2., 545 BN. '

Ee

thoroughness

$10,000

Arrangement.

Summer

Jabez Fletcher, Andrew Andrew 8.
H. Fogg,
tes, A. Whitcomb,Benj. Fogg, R. W. Files,
Subs
Wm. F. Higgins.

mage
@
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and another in New England, without one
in their midst, any more than they will with
a religious paper at Dover and another at
Chicago without one somewhere in New
York.

another

and

ei

Special Notices.
BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.

pe Fmpton, N. H., June 15.
ministers; The next session will
held with
The Young Men’s Christian Association of
the church at Calidona, commencing Sept. 3.
J. JOHNSON, Clerk.
Unity. Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Brooklyn proposes to secure the building, in
e church, first Friday in September, as
of an edifice on the Cooper Institute Thorn
that city,
i
Ma
3%. N. Y—The
REN
SSELAER
Q. M., N. Y.—The
y session | plan, with a large public library,a first class’ usual.
to Y. M., Rev. Winthrop Andrews, E.
Delegates

baptized and joined the church within a Wah hel). ith gr
was | reading-room, agrand Christian exchange, and
ng
month, and others are expected to go for- were representedby delegates; and yet itwas a a hall large enough for our most important pubward soon. One strong man in the prime season of refreshing and encouragement. We | lic meetings. One gentleman has already sub-

}
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tized and seven joined the church. These
make thirty-one persons who have been

liams, both of Albany.

af

June 6 there were four more bap-

Our brethren in Western New York will of life, “ill soon commence the work of the were favored with the presence and labors of | geribed $20,000
Bro. Sinclair of New York city; and Rev. T. C. | ,;rp0se.
nevér be satisfied with a school at Hillsdale

Commencement

Mr.

B. %il.
oa tar

Jone) OriaeOr

38

carried out.

church.

op

[Y

ment for a fally manned Theological department in connection with the (Hillsdale)
College. And for the people West to resolve is to mean what they say ;- it will be

held in the new
are gs
Revival meetin

One | Beverly.

Bro. Joy.

beloved missionary,

our

At half past one in
afternoon, the
will meet at their office on Tuesday,
’ | The Tru
wh
about 80
t. th
is th
Our Ministers’ Conference,
the Word of life.
B.C. LEWIS, Sec.
about 80 who aye July 6 at d, P.M.
there are
ought
congregation gathered at the water side, commencing Tuesday previous, was a great suc. | 80dit
on
e Corporators will hold theif annual m
Rev, A. B. Earle was to preach
Christ.’
seeking
|
there
nt
encourageme
and
instruction
The
cess.
and twenty-one happy souls were baptized,
Wednesday, July 7, at 1 olelooks Xe a, nl
to all the | on Saturday evening, and on the next Sabbath. Ch
to give new strength
seemed
received
.
and twenty-four were
welcomed to the

] 3 ONDE.

tists at Chicago, resolvesan émple endow-

day for the old F. W. B. church at this place.

1]

the rule. The rule is place your schools
where they will best accommodate
the most.
The recent convention of Freewill Bap-

pe

to study ; But this is the exception and not

corEORzaYSE
oi.
= BO<s
g

One writer contends
that

med

same money.
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, May 30, by Bev: A. .Candia Village
in mat
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PER ORDER.

friendly | Musi by Laconia Uornet Band.
| ‘The Popehas of late shownand 3 hasveryrequested
disposition toward the Czar,
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2s Comment
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| arousing greal religious excitementin
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Exercises of Theological Sohool,
y

that permission may
school-house.
Gilman schoobhouse, | Cutholic bishops in the empire to sttend the | of be Eeeinted tooe

Laona church, at the

The

the templeof the State Church.

a
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Prize Kelgmations.
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. Sak 6. Examination of Classes.

oa

and in one parish they were allowed to meet in

din

and
so long as we must have money
for

must be built and endowed out‘of

;

——h

"The
June 6, seven.. We have had no extra Rl labora fils cuwieh his bean gathared. The him and restore him to complete health.
umni
of the N. H.
e
lar’ biennial m
meetings, but the above conversions have
uncil.
ro.
Mor:
a- '|
M
Episcopal Church was de- |
A E newnow Methodist
J LL)
ill occurWi
7 | June 8, Mr. George C.
resulted
from personal efforton the part of Som, whoss examination as veil satisfactory. | qicated
at Weir Village, Taunton on Thursday. o’clopk A. M.~Liter
our Sabbath school teachers mainly.
S.
G.
Dr.
Rev.
by
in the after- | The sermon was preached
dination services were
¥
M.
ss Lucy
While the Spirit is thus at work, enlarging
Business meeting snd report of classes, W
Scriptures were read
by Rev. P. 8. Burbank. Hate of Boston. The edifice
cost
$23,000,
The ‘Baptists of Philadelphia have nearly | 9%
his kingdom, generous impulses are mani- Prayer by Rev. J. Mariner; sermon
mambet of the Association
will report at once
by Rev. J.
full information respecting
their
festing themselves in efforts for visible, M. Lowell; ordaining prayer by Rey. J. Fullonton ; doubled their membership since 18560. They tothemselves
and other old students.
have 14,000 members and forty churches.
flatter
Prospects for a full attendance are un
external progress. One gentleman
in our
rge by Rev.P. 8. Burbank ; hand of Fellowship nowA revival
JAMES P. LEWIS.
of great powerhas taken place in
enry
L. L. Harmon ; charge to church by Rev. Dahcurlia, Sweden,
congregation replaces - our old organ, with 24
May 16,. i Dea.
under the labors and prayAnniversaries
at
New
Hampton.
{ benediction by the candidate.
anew and beautiful instrument,
now betist brethren.
In one
L.L. HARMON, Clerk of Council. ‘| ers of four of the
July Si, Lecture before Y. M.
Ev
village above one hundred converts were found | M
|
s—

at Providence uninfluenced
by “filthy

the
against **

Sioiman, Shelburne Falls

Mates College.

He will be

members. The church then chose Bro. J. denominatio4 n, but of all fevangelical
i Christians.
two were baptized, in May five, and teen
April
B. Morrill to be their pastor, under whose faith- He expects to return in the fall. May God bless

"located

Lisbon
Stephen
2nd
ch, Ossipee,
per J Chick

Notices and Appointments.

Prof. E. A. Park has sailed for Europe in

5th, at 10 | down by exhausting literary labors.

Q. M., met at South Kingston, June

:
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We

preventive, where voluntary- abstinence fails.

y

THE COUNCIL appointed by the Rockingham | search of health. That noble man is broken

churchin New York

accessions.

:

effective work, | sending them.
| that this pledge will not do such
and we must have recourse to prohibition as a

M.A. WATERMAN,

Milton Mills, N. H.
,
:

We feel we need
Isaac HyarT.

some

*

i

=f5

rough places in our

‘| more steady faith and even joy. -

keepers

without customers, snd they would | Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
beld.
ace, | Wou
|f8d 10 profit in their business. But we fear Othefwise they will be at the risk of those
D.WATERMAN.
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of drunkards

been kindly anticipated and generously supplied.

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

shops

of tippling
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1a the best article ever known

to

RESTORE GRAY HAIR
ITS ORIGINAL YOUTHFUL COLOR.

falling
out.
and
J wilt prevent the how =r glossy,
stain the skin as others.

does

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR.

LEENT FREE BY MAIL,
R. P. HALL &C0, Nashua,N, H, Pr
For sale by all druggists,
1meow2d
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a
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Re

to her mother, and he to seek in travel forgetfulness of the eruel waking from
bis
transient dream of bliss, 5
They yetlive—for this, girls, is no fauey

—

The

Mountain
BY

&

H.

H.

Ril 1.

sketch—and their
life history may end like
the last chapter of a novel, in the wedded
union of two happy hearts.
;

CLEMENTS,

sl

—

A stream upon the mountain

The latent energies of Eva’s nature may

side

Ran panting o'er its pebbly bed,
Its erystal veins the lands divide

be ‘developed by suffering, she may yet
learn that woman's life has higher aims

As to the fragrant vales they spread.

than the pursuit of the gayeties of an hour,

Ah, gently blessed this beaming eye

and educate herself to fill her true position of
¢¢ Helpmeet” for her husband. Yet who of
you, my young friends, would purchase conJjugal bliss at such a cost? But what pre-

From which a tear of Nature flows,
As loitering
on beneath the sky,
A sweet increase of bloom bestows.
The many ways through which thy arms

vents you from avoiding Eva's painful ex-

Stretch forth in beauty’s vivid gleam,

perience, and fitting yourselves for the holy

All fondle thee with lilied palms,
+ As if they loved thee, gentle stream.

in another chapter, if you do not turn away

In the vibrations of thy will,—

Through all of nature’s waste—repair
Runs large with bounty that ne’er fails;
The booty of the silent hills
Gives compensation to the vales.
That thro’ some age’s conflict runs,

trious,

:

To crown with light.earth’s toiling ones.

Thro’ fields fllumed with rainbow dyes,

The mobnbeams and the silent stars,

Fall o’er thee like a happy dream,—
Above thee spread their golden bars
stream.

So, heart, be strong; ne’er swerve aside
From uleanings that thou must obey,
And take the torrent for thy guide
Till Right shall bear majestic sway.

Nothing Lost.
a

‘The drop of dew

"That trembles on the leaf or flower

might have been, but

So with our deeds, for good or ill,
They have their power, scarce understood ;
Then let us use our better will
3
To make them rife with good;

Like circles on a lake they go,
Ring within ring and never stay,
Oh! that our deeds were fashioned so

That they might bless slway.

The Family Circle.
A Chapter for Girls.
BY 8.8. C.
Be

There are women of ripe years, whose
minds have become so developed and disciplined, by battling with life’s stern realities, that they resemble the
Jnodel woman
of Solomon, discribed in Prov. 81: 10—29.
But with few exceptions, girls are entirely
unused to habits of patient and close rea-

soningon any point, and hence are often
reckoned weak and frivolous, when their
failure to meet the responsibilities of trne
womanhood proceeds, not from incapacity,

but from a false education.

Even Christian mothers, too often
sider the education of their daughters
plete, when they are taught to crochet,
the piano and appear attractive and *

concomplay
lady-

this mistake,

notwithstanding the command to teach our
children (Deut. 6: 7), the divine precepts
and

firm-

ness of purpose to resist the downward ten“* Be not overcome of evil,

Proud of

the uncommon beauty of her daughter, Mrs,
B—— suffered her to grow up, with no
other aim in life than to amuse herself and
attract others; and when she was married
early, to a man of wealth and position, she
congratulated herself on the successful end

Eva

on her

good luck in obtaining such a husband.
But alas! for her daughter a life of misery
and wretchedness was yet in store, and for
her own heart the keenest pangsof remorse
for the superficial training she had given her
child. Esq.C. was a man of talent
and education, he had traveled extensively and had
long associated with persons of cultivation

and refinement,
but he admired the simplicity he foundin rural life, and sought Eva in

her country home, and married her for her
beauty of person and ingenuousness of manin knowl-

edge,he had failed
to learn, that in a wife
he needed a companion of fellow feeling,
with purposes and principles in harmony
with his own, not a plaything for his .admi-

wag

Of the outward gayety of the nuptials he

soon wearied and his heart grew hungry for
the joys of that royal union of soul, that his
fancy bad often pictured, as the * only

bliss of Fonds,
fall;” but w
;

** build

for rum;

you

know

what it has done for us, and you never can,
never will, faste it. Promise me, promise
me, Dick.” Dick promised; he was ready
to say anything to pacify his mother; but,

alas! his promise was worthless ; for, among
all his other lessons in evil, he had not failed to learn the lesson of untruthfulness.
Still, Dick meant to keep his word; for
he could not be inditferent to the bitter lesson of his father’s hard, cruel life and fearfaldeath. In view of that life, he had’ early learned to loathe the very thought of the
cup ; and the teachers of Satan’sschools had
found him one of their most obstinate scholars in Jearning the lesson of intemperance.
for between him and that cup stood his father’s disfigured form, his hand of insane
fury. But Satan at last triumphed in spite
of all, as he ever will over

those who

themselves under his teaching.

put

Dick could

not smoke, gamble, cheat, swear, and have

pleasure in those who did such things, without atlast yielding to the influences around
him by drinking too. Phus when he made
his promise to his mother over his father’s
coffin, he knew, what she did not, that he
had often already drank strong ale and wine,
and sometimes even whiskey and rum.
For two, or three evenings after the funeral, Dick staid with his mother ; and, while the
baby slept, they formed plans for the future ;

the poor desolate heart beginning to build

hope for itself upon the ruins of the past,
all founded and centered in the fond assurance that the son could never be, as the fa-

ther had been, a drunkard. Dick thought
it dull work to stay at home through those
long evenings; for, when a lad has learned
to spend the early hours of the night abroad
with bad associates, the charms of home
and of a loving mother’s presence have lost
their power ; so after a few evenings of unwelcome restraint, Dick found his way once
more to his old haunts. Hours went by,
and the patient mother, busy in repairing a
suit of elothes for her boy, excused

his

ab-

sence, thinking no evil, until it grew very
late ; then, although worried and distressed,
she still comforted herself with the thought,
‘Whatever else he does, he never

drinks,

and, while he does not, there is hope

for

him.”
Past midnight she hears an approaching
step, which she knows is not her son’s,

and

her trembling hand admits the bearer of
evil tidings.
* Dick wanted me tocome and tell you
he won't be home to-night; but he's well
enough off, he says ; you need not worry.”
What mother would rest with such a message ! Cross questioning elicited the facts,—
that Dick was in forced confinement ; having
been taken up for inflicting a serious wound
upon one of his companionsin a drunken
street-brawl, in which he had also been

vid

This is the second edition of a book issued
some years since under a somewhat different
title,” Miss Phelps’s “Gates Ajar” having awakened the public interest in inquiries touching the

5

“Never, never,” groans the mother,

-*Was

nature of the future life, this new edition is sent

yonder, all right #

dial welcome than before. Its title may help sell
it. Ithas interest and merit, though its style
lacks simplicity; and ‘is ‘now and then both
stilted and turgid. Tt 18 certainly’ bold in ‘its

ing? Is the drunkard’s grave just filled over out with the hope that it may meet a more cor
i.

oh Sa

8

ir

She finds the little one awake,

a pe

id. display. Had he
Fie

crying

er left her sleeping babealore, and hastened

heart by the way.
“He was not, cannot have been
drunk;
for he never drinks. It is only this terrible
fighting notion he has got, of which I hope
some of these hard knocks will yet cure

him.”
:
She enters the temporary prison, find a
his prostrate form, trembling

speculations, and its imaginative features of the
other world are ‘thoroughly ‘human, easily com.
prehended,
and their hues are very familiarto

and

those whose knowledge ‘is chiefly of the earth,
earthy.’ Life hereafter is made to appear the

|

continuation

of the

life that mow is, even more

decisively than Milton, or Pollock, or Isaac Tay-

the first time finding relief in tears.
‘Oh, lor has represented it. Its features are largely
why did I not rale him while I could? Why reprcduced from Swedenborg' and his disciples.
did I indulge him so foolishly, and let him The painting goes fai beyond that in “Gates
Ajar” in minuteness of detail, and there is an air
go te the places where Satan teaches all “of
sénsuousness about the associations which are

-evil'even to the

little ‘children PO

baby !

God help ‘me ‘to keep you as I'did not him.»
The next day Dick had his'trial, and was

sént away to the Reform school.

Learn

to Keep

.

House.
‘affect the com-

fort of a family. Whatever position in society she occupies, she needs ‘a practical

She

may

be placed in such circumstances that it will
not be necessary for her to perform much
domestic labor; buton this account she
needs no less knowledge than if she was
obliged to preside personally over the cook-

ing stove and

‘pantry. Indeed,

I

have

thought it was more difficult to direct oth
ers,and requires more experidnce, than to
do the same work with our own hands.
Mothers are frequently so pice and particular that they do not like to give up-any
part of the care to their children. THis is a
great mistake in their management; for
they are often burdened with labor and
need relief. Children should be
early
taught to make themselves useful; to assist
their parents every way in their power, and
consider it a privilege to do so.
Young people cannot realize the importance of a thorough knowledge of housewifery ; but those who have suffered the inconvenience and mortification of ignorance
can well appreciate it. Children should be.
early indulged in their disposition to bake
and experiment invarious ways. It is often but a troublesome help that they afford ;
still it is a great advantage to them. I
know alittle girl whoat nine years of age

made a loaf of bread every week during the
winter. Her mother taught her how much
yeast, salt and flour to use, and she became

quite an expert baker.

Whenever she is

disposed to try her skill in making simple
cakes or pies she is permittedto do so.
She is thus, while amusing herself, learning

an important lesson. Her mother calls her
her little housekegper and often permits her

to get what is necessary for the table.

She

hangs the keye
by her side, and vary musical is the jingling to her ears. I think before she is out of hér teens, upon which she
has not yet entered, that she will have some
idea how to cook.
Some mothers give their daughters the
care of housekeeping, each a week by turns
and

thus

train

them.

Ttseems

to mea

good arrangement and a most. useful part
of their education. Domestic labor is by
no means igcompatible with the highest degree of refinement and mental culture.
Many of the most elegant, accomplished

women I have known have looked well
their Mbusehold duties,

themselves and
ing.— Selected.

and

have

to

honored

their husbands

by so doi

“IT Will if Yon
Re

—

Two

young

Will.”

-

till

ladies in their visits among

the absentees of their Sunday-school class
had to call at a shoemaker's. It was
Monday afternoon, and a sad scene presented itself. The poor wife and. children
atood almost heart-broken. The man had
just returned from the public-house, where
he had been drinking with his companions
ever since the Saturday night. .His mon-

ey was now all gone, his head aching; and
conscience tormenting him. The young
ladies kindly remonstrated with him, and

at last he said that he was.doing wrong.

One of the ladies then advised
him to sign
the temperance pledge.
will if you will”. =~

He

replied,

“I

Now, neither of the Sunday-school teach-

ers expected to have this said to them.
They were in the habit of taking a little

wine

occasionally.

They,

then

reminds

State,” who

says: “If we

however,

re-

some

things

that will

be hereafter

en away,

what

is imperfect will

will

sign,

Mr.——, for your sake.”

ious to ascertain if the shoemaker continued
firm to the pledge, and wended my way to
the door. of the once miserable dwelling.
What
a change! * The room was well furnished, and every thing bore the marks of

comfort.

The father had

been with three

of his children to the house

children, also, not

of God.

His

only regularly attend

the Sunday-school, but also a week-day
school, for which the father was now well
ableto pay. Before I left [read an appropri-

be made com-

but there is no reason to suppose that any further change will be made than is necessary to

qualify the faithful for that improved state, that
their human character willbe altered any fur‘ther than it wants altering, and its dispositions
and whole constitation unnecessarily reversed.”

In point of literary merit, clearness of insight,
effective portraiture of character, and power over
the heart, this volume bears no comparison

with

the work of Miss Phelps; and where one reader
will doubt and hesitute and protest against the
liberties which she has taken with the hints and
silences of Scripture, a score will accuse Mr.
Wood of being irreverent and unorthodox and
misleading. And he is somewhat fanciful and

presuming, while she is humbly and adoringly
teachable, and draws on her spiritual intuitiens

rather than like Mr. Wood on the aflinities of a
somewhat audacious: and not very subtile intellect. It is, however, no improper direction for
Christian thought to take, when it asks what is
before- us in the world at. whose gates we shall

all so soon be standing; and whatever serves to
give the world to come a genuine interest, and
such definite features as reason and Seripture
warrant, can hardly fail to render the present
life more noble; or to scatter some of the shadows that lie in the valley through which we
must pass to the better land.
Mrs. Jay, and
Deacon Colgate, and Mr. Laurens, and Mozart
and Beethoven, and splendid. statuary, and vast

museums, and cathedrals running

over with the

harmony of sublime oratorios, and telegraphic
operations born .of the discoveries of Morse,~
these may not all appear as our author has al
lowed himself to describe them ;—the eyes of the
Seer may have been dim when he peered through

OUR

NEW

WAY

ROUND.

THE

WORLD.

By

Charles Carleton Coffin, futhor of “Four years
‘of fighting,” ete. - Fully illustrated. Boston:
Fields,
Osgood and Co.
1869.
Oectavo. pp.
524.
:

Mr. Coftin has become well known under his
nom de plume SF “Carleton,” as one of the
most racy, intelligent and trustworthy of descriptive writers belonging: to that important
corps of litlerateurs, known as “regular cor

respondents”
counts
‘battles,
during
of such

of our leading journals.

His

ac-

of army operations, sigges, marches and
as they appeared in the Boston Journal
our late struggle with the rebellion, were
a character as to give him a most envi-

able reputation. / Anid the: letters which he has
been furnishing

to that sheet

that extended tour round
been only recently

to

his high

since he set off on

the world

completed,

reputation.

We

which

have

only

has

added

have frequently

quoted from those letters

for the purpose of en-

riehing our own columns,

always finding no little

difficulty in determining
What was to be omitted.
Those letters, abridged, expanded, revised, and
improved in. many ways, are now brought together in this well-printed and splendidly illus{ trated volume.
Passing over Europe in a sin-

gle chapter, he tukes us
Mediterranean,

and

promptly

reserves

his

across the
detailed

de-

scription for those countries that have not been
overdrawn by the letters and volumes of ordinary tourists, Egypt is fairly described, India is

v4,WITS

AE

what

serving as maton?

SENNA A 70

RR

A

i

16 mo.

tiary was

up

many

of its

secrets to his keen eyes and loses its air of mystery under his

revealing

pen;

while

California

and the Pacific Railroad end his journey and signalize his completion of the circuit of the globe.
It is a most entertaining book which he has given us, eminently readable, with a most abundant supply of information both general and specific, and written in a style cultivated and careful enough to gratify a true taste, and yet glowing and popular énough to be attractive to the
masses of readers, The book is sure of many
purchasers, and it will stimulate and inform
wherever

it goes.

SEASONS

ions
disegse

ahd

its

cure ; Wine-making and wires, red and white;
as affecting health of morals.
Wine-drin
By William
J. Flagg. New York: Harper
12 mo. pp. 332. Sold by
and Brothers, 1860.

The anthor
of this tredtise has made himself
thoroughly familiar with the methods of managing the grape in Europe, by means of careful
personal inspection as well as by patient inquiry
inevery part of the great vine-growing sections;
and his observations and reasonings are reported

with both fullness and discrimination.
He
points out the methods that have been most successful in each section, caréfully discriminates
between the general laws of grape-culture and
the special requirements in limited sections, in.
dicates the qualities of soil and climate that arg
favorable for each of the principal varieties of the

grape that are grown,

warns us against presums

his

de-

ANE

WT

TRS

li¢ to

very littlefor any ordina-

or any other writer for the

supply. Whateveris definite-

ent ‘and early ‘life of

out now

trated in such a way as to put the reader in pos-

and then like

jets of sulphury

smoke

sessionof almost every item of information that

repented visits would supply.

¢§

The work is

‘and the
in a crisp, vigorous style, gives. evidence of hav- ‘wirittenin‘& plain and pleasant style,

mechanical excellences:
of the book are: of a

an independent, mind, a strong will, a deep

nse

of justice, a hatred

of hypocrisies and

shams, a gontempt for pomposity and official |

marked

character,

wa

Noi

§

Messrs, Hurd and Honghton have just issued
starch, a wholesome sympathy
for the weuk and.d
sinful, and a settled practical faith in kindness the last installment of their excellent globe edijudicionsly-administered ‘evento real eriminals, tion of the WORKS OF CHARLES DICKENS. Tt
Her statements indicate that prison discipline is is 816 mo.. vol. of more ‘than 1000 pages, and
far enough from perfection even now, that bru-- contains the Uncommercial Traveler, Master
tality and heartlessness still bear rule. in many of Humphrey’s Clock, new Christmas Stories, genour institutions that should aim to be reformatory as well as penal.

y

eral Index of Characters and theix appearances,
and Familiar Sayings from Dickens’s Works,

We ‘have repeatedly commended this edition,

which deserves all the good ‘things which we
pw
/GARTEN:GUIDE, with music for the Plays. By havelever:sald oft. nil wuld Si alti
The same, publishers have. also issued Parts
Mrs. Horace Mapn, and Elizabeth P. Peabody.
“Second edition,
materially “revised.
New
XVIL and XVIII. of SMiTH’S, DICTIONARY OF
York:J. W.Schermerhorn
)
THE BIBLE, edited
bMessrs.
y]
ack
Hackett
and Abmo. pp. 206.

MORAL

CULTURE

OF

INFANCY,AND

KINDER-

bot, which promiseSto Surpass in critical ac-

LIBRARY
OF EDUCATION.
Vl,
1
| curacy and fullness, every other edition in this
thoughts concerning Education.
By John country and in Europe. The work hs been
Locke: Vol. 2, Edtcation, By John Milton.
Vol. 8. The study o% Physiology
in School. carried to “‘ Moses,” and to the 2016th ‘page, =o
By: Horace Mann.
Bame publishers. 1569, that the end beginsto be suggested as'something
Paper
covers, 18 mo. pp. 192, 160, 152. not very remotely. attainable. Price per Part,
THE
DIADEM OF SCHOOL SONGS ; containing
;
songs and music for all grades of schools, a 75 cts.
new

systemof instruction

in

the elements of

musi¢, and » manual of directions for the use
of teachers. By William Tillinghast. Same
publishers,

Square 16 mo.

pp.

160.

#4

These educational’ works ‘need only to be
knownin order to be prized and commended.
The Kindergarten culture, which has chiefly developed itself in Germany, is explained with
great clearness and fullness of detail

ume which

owes

forts of two women who

the joint ef-

are so eminent

among

American educators. The value of this species
of educational training is indicated by the facts

and principles that are stated, rather

in elaborate argument

than urged

and fervid ples.

Objec -

teaching gets a lucid explanation, and the actual

results of effortin accordance with the methods

adopted in the Kindergarten, are stated in such

a frank and ample way that wrong inferences are
quite needless.
-Thefe is probably no other sin:

gle volume in which so much of scientific dem-

onstration, practical instruction, detailed experiment, humane suggestions, . and rare common

sense, respecting the education. of young children, can be found crowded within the same
compass, as appear here

and

give

value

to this

treatise.
Legislators, School Boards, teachers,
parents, and indeed nearly every elass in the
community wouldbe nota little wiser and more
considerate in dealing with the interests of the
young as a result of studying this volume.

The series of cheap volumes, giving the best
thoughts of eminent thinkers and practical teach.

ers on the subject of education, ought to meet a
hearty welcome everywhere, and be bought up
and circulated by thousands in every state. They
will constitute a rare library of educational literature, of the strongest and most solid quality.

In the very

proper effort to issue

the

doggerel, the music has

real char-

to satisfy all reasonable demands.

American

Educational

monthly,

issued

by this enterprising house, stands at the very
head of the educational journals of its class, hav-

ing

papers

adapted

to every

New

grade

of mind

among those who are at all qualified to take a
responsible part in the work of public education.
Its discussions are able and cover a broad field,

and the stimalus it offers toany and every susceptible reader is such that few will fail to real
ize and profit by it.

York:

and adequate.
+

hd

Taintor

Brothers.

"

Plain,

brief

i

OUTLINES OF
SCRIPTURE
HISTORY.
With
marginal> references for Sabbath School Concert
Exercises... No. 1. Life of Abraham.
Pa

per.

Price, 25¢ts.

Hoyt and Fogg.

LITTELL'S LIVING AGE. The good judgment
with which this weekly digest of what is
served up in foreign periodicals is edited, the
intrinsic value of its leading papers, the marked
variety of its contents, and the great amount of

matter worthy of preservation which is brought
together in the courseof a single year, reflect
great credit on the managers, and render every
subscriber rich in its possession. Boston: Lit-

tell and Gay.
EVERY

$oie

SATURDAY loses

nothing of ifs zest,

its popular qualities, {ts mental raciness

and

spice, while giving us now and then papers of
the highest scientific and literary character. Its
prompt reprint of Prof. Haxley’s recent. discussion of one of the theories that divide the seientific
world shows that its readers include culture and
scholarship as well as imagination and the love
of stimulus for the animal spirits.
Boston:
Fields, Osgood and

Co.

!

“LITERARY MISCELLANY.
. Success
or Failure.

low

acter and will not grow stale on the second repetition, and the mechanical work is good enough
The

TAINTOR'S ROUTE: AND CITY GUIDE. Boston
to the White Mountains, Lake Memphremagog,
Green : Mountains, Lake Champlain, Missisuoi -Spriags,
Montreal and %
nsburg.
aper eovers. 16 mo. pp. 73.
ith maps.

in the vol-

its authorship'to

————

Many whom

the world call successful, in

a broader view of life, must be thoyght to
have utterly failed, while others, on whom
the world looks with pity, as subjects of
struggles and great hardships, have attained the highest ends of life. The two conditions are in contrast in the following paragraphs:
Mortimer began life under the usual conditions of poverty
neither friend nor influence to help.
make his mark.

© resolved nevertheless, to
He became industrious,

and industry brought him wealth. He was
sternly upright, and that secured respect.
His generosity kept pace with his gains, and
that won renown ; so that at the age of fifty

he was the richest man in his State, and its
GRANDFATHER'S NELL; or, what happened at
the Toll-gate,
By
the author of “Squire
Downing’s Heirs,” ete. - New York: Robert
Carter and Brothers.
1869. 16 mo.
pp. 363.
Sold by D. Lothrop and Co.
The author of this volume has heretofore written to some purpose, and she has fully maintuined her previous reputation in this her latest
Nell is a chpice young girl, early
production.

her best lessons of life at the mercy

learning

chief magistrate, He grew i. ‘Medical
science was impotent.
*‘Sir,” said his attendant, *‘the brittle thread will snap be-

fore the sun goes down.”

Astonished, he ~

said,**It cannot be’; I shall be up to-morrow”

Every art was applied in vain.

The agita-.

ted form grew weak.
Tiek,tick,the seconds
went, and
before the shadows came, the

catastrophe was upon him. Turningto the
wall, in an agony no
pen can describe, he

seat and out of the New Testament, and she | cried, +My
fife has
a failure"—and
clearly appliesthem in coming for her old blind
was dead ?
\
t
grandfather, in leading rough and mischievous
Christiana entered humbly upon life, and
and wayward Dan, Fisher into the true way of before the sun had reached its zenith was

life, and

in scattering the fragrance of her un-

selfish and loving spirit all about her as the rose
its perfume.
She does not live in vain, nor lose

her reward even on ‘earth, Jt is a thoroughly

ol

Ohuistmas at the Beeches.”

18 mo. pp.

CHILDREN OF MANY LANDS.

By Rev. J. D.

Drops

THE

Strong. 16 mo. pp. 108.
THE CHILDREN’S CHIP-BASKET.
W. Hathaway. 18 mo.. pp. 102.
FROM

THE

BROOK

BY

18 mo.

pp. 196.

By Harriet
N\
WAY.

in the

A

year.

CONSOLATION, in conflict, sickness and sorrow.
Square 24 mo, pp. 96,
The issues of this Soclety have been uniformly
elevated in tone and unequivocal in their
fous teaching.
This last package of books

igi-

cates that there has been no lossin this respect, |
*‘Netherclift” has no excess of vigor or finish,

but tells the plain stag of an instructive life.

“The Cosy-House Tales” are pithy, full of zest,
taking firm hold of conscience and heart. **The
Children of Many Lands” is a series of cheering
and instructive biographies, a little overdone at
times, but human in feature and ever properly

magnifying the grace of God.

‘Drops from the

Brook” and *‘Consolation” are daintily beautiful
specimens of book-making, with their creamy
paper and rich ‘ gilding;
the first filled with juicy
scripture and devout supplication, and the second full of sweet-voiced and deep-hearted hywnns
that must have been bo:n.of a profound and
sound Christian experience, and that can bardly

ministry.

renders

desire,

“the

around the eraterof Vesavius when no immedi
ate and serious eruptionis’ feared. She writes |

8 plain, straightforward

way,

eader to

tenuated.
aud not: much set dawn in malice;
though her critigisms are sometimes as sharp as great’ eruptionof Vesuvins in A, Di 9, are
they are brief, and her‘ indignation, over ineffi. plainly and vividly portrayed;
and then the
ciency, selfishness, inhumanity and tyranny puffs work of exhuming them is described and {llus-

fail to bring strength and comfort to the smitten

scriptions plain by means of abundant wood-cuts,
and glves directions to grape-growers in Amer
ica that are too plain to be misunderstood. His
commendation of wine<drinking here and there,
and especially at the closeof the book, though by
no means. indiscriminate and headlong, is to be

ent a date as to leave

she

ing upon success here by simply adopting the
methods that have been proved valuable else-

where, narrates his own personal experience in

engravings,

‘these cities
is" briefly narrated; ‘the events connected with theirsudden and fearful burial by the

text and prayer for every day

‘IN EUROPEAN

fil

record of veritable experiences, with nothing ex-

Square

THREE

for

and brought the histofy «ofthe discoveries at
| both Pompeii and:
um: down to 0 re-

HOLE SL

_

digested und
provided

skill,

with numerous 4nd ‘well-executed

Woods.

From the American Tract Society, Boston,
now fairly located and at work at its new headquarters, 164 Tremont St., we have received the
following:
NETHERCLIFT:
The story of a merchant, told
4 himself.
By Miss L.
Bates, author of **Paul
enner,” etc. 16 mo. pp. 279.
Tar Cosy-Housk TALES. By I.T. H., author

Japan gives

painstaking
and

Her account reads “xe ‘a

souls that can appreciate and will welcome their

:

widowed and broken,

cried for bread.

and

five little ones

‘It is well,” she said," we

will walk with God.” Long and dreary
years came andy
went —years of care and
suffering and
further bereavement.’ Hard,

hard went the the strife of life, till men said
God was not pitiful.
At fifty she was not

of earth. In her conflicts she had studied
the heroesof faith and endeavor of other

times,

by heart,

The Scripture characters she knew

panion.

Bunyan’s Pilgrim was her com-

The

own. Pa
celestial
my view.

Saints’ Rest had become her

was her exponent. “The
city,” she would say, is full in
Its Flories beam upon me, its

odors ave wafted

to

me, its

sounds

strike

upon my ears, and its spirit is breathed intoy oar and her Jute Deon Jest
, ‘1

have

a good

finished my hig

Thanks be unto God

ave

the faith.

for his unspeakable:

These are no sketches

veritable history.

t,

I have kept
ofthe

fancy,

Tell me, Which

cess P

but

3 suc-

.

Range of the Human Eye.
The range of the hu

ed of from a conside:

eye may be judg-

on which Tivos :

at the same time a good idea of the gcope
of animal stracture. Supposing that an individual of every known species were to

take its stand between tlie two species that
were respectively the next larger and the
next smaller than itself, the smallest known

‘animal at one

extremity

of the line; and

the largest standingat the other; and then
supposing we were to ask

which cresture

degrees of size

above,

occupied the middle place, having as many
below itas

and as

maby above it as below, that place would

be found to

house fly,

instrument

be occupied

What

must

a

by the common

8 opti

that

with a fou frase, tubes and some disks

ti,

'

of

THE STORY OF POMPEII AND HERCULANEUM ;
‘their history, their destruction and their re
mains,
V. H. Davenport Ad

Sane Bait Fron SG
D.

rop and Co,

1869.

16 mo,

pp. 282.

‘The*author of this volume has studied
An exhorts v mastered his subject, and he takes it for grantand
ed
q

d
TT

By

+ He has
a

from

and literature,

#3

BT RE 4

vividness of color,

l

A

eo

wholesome book every way,

bh]

de

BINGE

ol

thoroughly and admirably photographed, China
is set forth with great fullness of narrative and

‘

iad

PRISON:

other, questi

clear of mere

fear for his wound, as she sees him lie with ate psalm of thanksgivingto God for his
blood upon his face, hands, and garments. | mercies, and we then knelt around the family
“Never fear for that ma'am,” said the altar. When we parted tears of gratitiide
kind attendant ; “he has only a little cutm-u prevented many words being spoken; but taken with
not a little yes

Ey
i

ite

the “Gates” which he¢' world have -us believe are | prices, we question whether there =
an-extreme
in using too poor paper. Such gemsof
“wide open:” but if he shall set believers at
thought deserve always a fair setting. But they
work on more scriptural and reasonable lines of
inquiry and in truer methods of spiritual culture, are marvelously cheap at 20 cts. per volume.
The collectionof school songs is every way adand so bring the two worlds into truer and comThe poetry is full of life but ‘keeps
pleter harmony, he will not have written in vain. mirable.

E. J. Lane.

said,

od

RE v.§Ow

There is nothing inthis volume that ‘answers
Wo question, Wino is Sitative Hh actst.an he

plete, what is good will be extended and exalted ;

for the loss of wine.

example, it would more than repay them

, .. . . All

moved from that other, what is evil will be tak-

treating of Vine-culture; Vine

“I

look

that is suitable to thi§ world alone will be re-

flected that if this poor drunkard should be
rescued, by God’s blessing, through their
One of them

one of

The author seems

and human life, as it is here, we may be led to
form, I think, no unreasonable conjectures as to

No young lady can be too well instruct-

knowledge. of household duties.

and

to have accepted and applied the sentiment expressed by Archbishop Whately in his treatise
on “The Future

BR

edin anything which will

portrayed that now

Mohammed and the Koran.

on the highest and purest spots of human nature

“And I will to0,”.said the other. A pledge
paper was procured, and the names were
slightly wounded. He was tobe tried the duly entered.
:
:
next day for his offense. Furnishing her-’
Ten years after, the writer had occasion
self with bandages for his wound, the mothto pass a Sunday in the place. I felt anx-

bad survived the to gain admittance to her erring boy. One
‘to his wife to thought of comfort she hugged to her aching

him a home,” (Prov. 14: 1) he

— 8.

It was certainly dreadful tohave him live;
but, ah! it was far more dreadful to have
him die, without a ray of light upon his
future, as he did soon after Dick’s trial for
house-breaking, Ihave only space to tell
.you that he got a hurt in one of his drunken quarrels, from which a healthy man
would readily have recovered ; but, inflamed as his whole system was. with alcoholic
poison it brought on a fever which speedily
ended his days. His wife wept bitterly over
his coffin, remembering all the love of those
earlier years, and all the blighted hope, the
anguish,and heart-breaking which had come
with the intoxicating cup. Dick, melted in¢ Ah, Dick ! there is one drop of comfort,
only one, in my bitter cup. You know what

In summer’s thunder-shower ;

\

only
him,

her ; and turning to him, she answered,—

Perchance to shine within the bow
That fronts the sun at fall of day;
Perchance to sparkle in the flow
Of fountains far away.

ration and amusement.

Naw,

to tenderness by this grief,strove to comfort

Is but exhaled to fall anew

With all his acquirements

for her.

and whom he had once loved.

And as the leafy months flow’d by,
Thy stream should murmur one dear name,
That rose mid perfume to the sky
To give my heart, on heaven a claim.

ner.

the wretched

had fallen far below the brute; being
a curse to those who had once loved

Its gentle fleeting, though in shade,
‘Would make Time’s lapses a delight.

of her parental teachings, and

and his bright,
of

graceful kitten, who are all as God made
them to be. Dick's father, by drunkemmess

And if my life, like thee were made,
No more to feel a cankered blight,

but overcome evil with good.”

store

indus-

boy, would be a libel upon yournoble horse,
your gentle cow, your faithful dog, your

-

A playmate of the laughing skies.

dencies of life.

ood, Author of *Peter Schlemihl in America,” ete. Boston: Lee
' «and Shepherd.
1869, 12 mo. pp. 854. Sold by
D, Lothrop
and Co. ie i ob
citar fide
gine

it ever alkright-with his father in the morn-

cal powers. were all prostrated. I will not
say he had become a brute; that, my dear

Thy zone of beauty scatters bloom

that inculcate strength of mind,

‘When he

her husband had used the fiery poison of
alcohol so long, that his naturally superior
mental faculties were ruined, and his physi-

The joy and light in thee are wed’
‘With opening roses—evening dews.

made

prosperous man,

years which were in

- Ahd other harmonies ‘infuse, —

mother

Bs

IN

wis

5 bw

&

New York: Hurd and | mb

morring ; it is only a little too much whisky.”

ap

“pp. 193. ‘Sold By Di Tiothrep:

come round all right, in the

“Where, where ?” sobs the mother, for

young wife little thought

And when thy vapors quit thy bed,

Eva's

will

wad}

Pe ARE

4 HTNET

WOMAN

The attendant, frightened to see her face,
speaks again,
or ou
oy
‘He

culture,
RY

look, she turns to’ go.

to her breaking heart.
VY
“Where's Dit ?"a questions the child.

was married, he was 2 fine, healthy,

Breaks down all barriers to be free

like.”

cle from that fearful

compiled in;
together material

cellent hand-book.upon
the best methodsof their

HER

and a fixed gazeof stony agony, viewing.
that face, It is mot the wound; but the
truth is horror to her—soulher boys ‘drunk,
Without a word, without relaxinga mus-

that “his readers desird deflate" and “enrefully

1 tion to eat the grapes as they come from “the
vine, would have beena wiser ending of an ex-

apparently on the

were nowWh

But the mother stands with clinched
hand

Drunkenness.

i

Dick’s father was a ‘drunkard.

Thus Truth’s out-flowing.ministry |

_ Nothing is lost.

were once

iBieelaseagie

Yo

1 shall not read it.”

The creeds of human Wrong fulfill.

But cannot stop thee, gadding

hoy

calling for ¢*Ma,” and Dit.” by turns. The
poor mother sits down, hugging: the babe

from this one saying, *“ O itis no story and

No chains by human harshness wove,

(4

count.”

She closes the door, and goes out. alone,
duties of womanhood—what hinders? - I
have an answer for this, which I will give through the darkness, to her desolate home.

No errors or oppressions move

Singing the joyit feels to roam,

der the edge ofhis hair; itis of slight ac-

PF

Scandal is a bit of false

money,

who passes it is frequently as
originally uttered it.
;

and

he

a8 he who
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if

were

-ener has, for they

ther,

SiS

sh

iss

that was awarded the prize of $500, and is

to: see: out
‘sides, from which:it is-difficult

when one is squeezed
in tight on the seat,

5

a

)

1d.

the me. |
protect,
they cannot

Reh

she

with his back to them... The cars

‘fatold

abr

|

ntlemen,

Di Rela

des Sand_havin
ut them on his ni
Re

whose

short curves.

wiped,
(oy

one

track

gio

deolinod.iins
shor
After the indy 160

has three rails,

elevated in the center. Besides its
ry "driving ‘wheels, the locomotive

~inder

the front
SPX
=" | | under

ei

reptile with legsand glaihat

own

rayiol

power; it literall

got a good grip of the rail, we moved
ease

and

was

The first Prince Menschikoff

to say :

him

carefully—we

are

none in yoar garden, procure

and one daughter, who, through

never

more rapidly than on a straight

kitchen

“a nobloman’s

at

pull, where the locomotive evide

Czar

was

Great

Peter the

grace

are

able

Birra

Not mine, but,thy will be Jones

direction for the preparation of a favorite
when

afterward,

and

the czar’s.

dish_of

ther in Israel.

the cook was absent, the boy saw
in a dish, which he
lace something
:
eved to be poison.
As soon as Menschikoff ‘saw the

him
bepoi
czar

levelis

and

about

m

six thousand

feet above the sea,

The

:

four hundred

and before

we

thewdish

and were immured in this, in the ascent,
descent, and” on the level, for four or five

miles, I should think; dark unpleasant
passages made worse by the smoke and

|

=

erected

his

rapidly
short

bends with considerable velocity. The
brakes were jammed hard down, until I
could smell the odor caused by the fricOn the descent I saw the frownin

Mr.

Fell

is

not

The

a dissenter from
railways, The en-

that a Cape Cod man might envy; and he

lightly

beastly

percussed

over

the back, then lathered
off first with warm, then
a plunge bath is offered
coup de grace. A warm

gave me a great deal of valuable information about the road, which I might here
impart, if your readers cared for valuable
information, which I suppose they do not.
He was takin’ a da h'off for pleasure, he
own to see the work
said, and goin’
on the big bore. "T'was a nasty bit of work
twice over the road daily,
this of runnin
only getting . twelve pounds
as he did, an
a month for the job,especially in the winand

obituary,

ad-

vise the stranger,he is taken by the ¢‘ shampooer™ into the bathing room, where he is
briskly yet not.ronghly rubbed all over, and

with a drawl and nasal twang in his spee

snow

will

over the bathed man; he

the

lungs

and

neighbor.
Iu her sickness, she suffered much,
but rejoiced more.
One more praying soul has
ofned the heavenly ehoir, in praising him who
ath redeemed us by his precious hlood.
She
has left our brother with four children to’ follow
on, cheered with the hope of a reunion in our

passes to the dry:

ing room, kept at the ordinary indoor tems
perature, and there, lying down and wrap-

for fifteen minutes or half an hour more.
By this time the body is restored to its normal temperature, and the bather is free to
pass out doors and about his business, with-

wind.

There had been ‘only six days in the past
winter when they couldn’t run on. account out danger of taking cold ; clean, refreshed,
of snow, and then the passengers had reconstructed ; the whole operation having
been carried over the break on sledges. consumed about two hours. Tf the bather
He explained to me the construction of is a feeble
person, his experience leaves at
the locomotive, the a plication of its power, first a bodily fatigue, that calls for rest and
rakes, and the whole sleep. But otherwise there is no weakenthe working of the
so that I think I can build a road out ing, but rather a strengthening and invigost Hartford, over Prospect. Hill, and ration of the system.
.
to the Tower, if anybody desires, when I
The sweat, without effort. or bodily or
return,
Sealed proposals, enclosing stamp
nervous exhaustion, is the secret and proof
and photograph, can be left onthe Probate of the usefulnees of this bath ; andit cleans
steps. 1 said tothe engineer that I sup- the body, softens and stimulates the skin,
mpossible
for the locomotive, with stirsthe blood,and freshens all the secretions
of the system. These are its manifest titles
three rails, to get off the track.
, his machine got off once to the preservation and restoration of
last winter.” The fact was that the thing health, very féw can be harmed by it; most
got the upper hand of him, and ran away people will find it a delicious luxury and a
it as if it were a means of bodily and mental
grace. In caswith him.
He 8
awith the locomo- es-of chronic rheumatism and sciatica, this
bath has wrought very remarkable cures.

MirToN JEWELL died at Bow Lake, Strafford,
June 4, aged 65 years,11 months, 14 days. ~ Ey
disease was consumption.
He was regarded
a conscientious, honest, Christian man.
His end

As a special remedial agent in such instan-

ces, it may. be resorted to daily or tri-weekly; but as an ordinary stimulant and refreshment,
once a-week is as frequent
as its use

children, will-have such.

is. desirable, Our

baths offered tothem in every considerable t
town and city,butat the present they are op
fined to the large cities—the

fitting

gervice of an establishment for

up

and

their adminis-

tration being necessarily expensive,and re-

quiring, when even patronage is considerible, a chargeof froni onedolla ta one dollar

sing the humbug
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and

winded

ho, Wasa) hort 2%
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of the most

Romdis the blood OO
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This blood of the saint
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is made by reddening sulphuric ether with

A STRIKING THOUGHT.

looked back, and God never
to look ‘forward

Lots:
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xed at a temperature of ten:
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per cent.
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freezing,
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melts
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T. KENISTON.
ROBINSON HOOPER, of Shapleigh, Me, died
very suddenly on the morning of
May 22, aged

49 years. Some ten years ao he gave his heart
to ‘Christ and joined the
¥F. W. B. church in

Springvale.

He was a kind husband,

ent father, a worthy citizen.

that their loss is" his gain,
the writer,

an indul-

His friends feel

Funeral sermon by
WM. H. YEOMAN.

DANIEL W. TITCOMB, son of Oliver and Hannah Titcomb, of Acton, Me,, died in Boston, May

28, aged86 years. ‘The day before his
death he
worked and retired to rest as usual, Between the

hours of two and three, apparently without a
a struggle his spirit hassed away, leaving a wife
and one child, and other dear
friends to mourn
in this sad bereavement.
May God sanctify’ this
dark providence to this deeply. afflicted circle of
friends, and be to them a very present help in

this great sorrow.

writ,

Jine 8. Wiisloy, died in Waterbury

5, of diphtheria, aged16 years,

and

We

Eme-

Center; Jan.

2 months.

That

dreadful disease has pekfgrmed its work of death
in five days, severing in that short space of time
one of the strongest ties of earth. The subject

of this:

memoir

was

the joy

and

light of the

family cirele’from which she was called by her
Heavenly Xather, She was the more deeply and
sincerely lov
y parents and friends because of
character.

Always

ami-

a

and they mourn not as those who have no hope,
As it was evident that her feet were touching

the chilling waters of death, she

oyfully

nounced her faith and trust in Jesus her Sa

An-

our.

Just before she departed she said to her
mother I have ‘‘ come to life,” that she was
and bade her parents meet her: Her funeral
was largely attended, and the assemblage seemed to be one

vast congregation of mourners.
a
»
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KNITTENG MACHINE.

Price $26. The simplest, Qusanash and best Knitting
Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 stitches per
minute. Liberal inducements to Agents, Address,
MACHINE

CO.

Agents Wanted

Boston,

12614
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Tho Foims are plain; Goneise; and fro fromAll ver

biage and useless repetitions; while for
to the w Anta off oe P eople, no
comp lete 3d adaptation
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other work can at all compare
To Farmers, Merchants, Mechanics, Manufactur
ers, and to business men
generally, and to al young
men,it is invaluable.
Send for circulars
information.
y
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CASE & CO., Publishers,
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Hartford,

Bronchitis,

the Blood,

the

most

eflicacious

treatment

Druggists and Dealers in every city,

¢ throughout the United States
Prices: $1 and $2 per bottle.

and

.

large, or Six small, $0,

Tumors, Ulcerous and Cancerous

Rheumatism,
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IMPORTANT
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OTHERS CAN
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, and Sea Sickness;
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externally for Chron-
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Dyspepsia,

Complaint,
Gravel,

Uterine,

Diabetes,
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Affec-

Constipation,
Kidney,
Piles,
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Female

EFFECTUAL

BUILDING UP.

cures.
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REGULATING
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WHEN:

PURIFYING,
Hundreds of

SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

Address,
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NOTICE.
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Liver

sumption, Neuralgia,

. J. WINCHESTER & CO., Proprietors,
36 John 8t., New York.
; 3
ARMERS, FAM
rchase no Rem
NETIAN LINIMENT for

al:o,

skin;

Erysipelas,

‘Weakness, General Debility, Catarrh, Incipient

known. The prompt and beneficial effects of Wi
chester’s Hypophosphites will both SURPRISE and

Canadas,

are UNand

tion;

Diartheea,

Complaints,Chronic Diarrhoea,

In which cases it is

of the blood

Salt Rheum,

Urinary Diseases;

Female

Maladies of Children, &c.,

fro

Full Instrpctions and Practical Forms adapted to
every kind of Business, and to all the
0
4
BY

"

of

for all diseases

ure all serofulous affections, including

Circulars, Information and Advice Free.

To sell anew Law Book for Business Men:
‘

RIVALED

Asthma, Neuralgia, Paralysis, Wasting,
Scrofula, Loss of Strength, Flesh and
Appetite, Dyspepsia and Indigestion,

HOLT,

WANTED—AGENTS— 0 $ELL THE

Debility,

wonderful

cures yet known in the shortest time, and

render it the most appropriate as it is the
SPECIFC REMEDY
General

WATERS.

These Waters are performing the most

AND

HYPOPHOSPHITES
and

which

1y24

SPRING

that

WINCHESTER'S

plate; will work
for hours if supplied with water,
&c. ; free from danger; a'child can work them; Sent |

ENIITING

EXTRAORDINARY TONIC, STIMULATING
INVIGORATING PROPERTIES OF

For Nervous

self-cure,

“MIDDLETOWN
HEALING

|

he-minds of the most skeptical, and hope to thou-

advance orders for

of

78 Nassau St., New. York.

elled efficacy,can hardly fail to carry conviction

THE

discovered a simple means

"

he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp to pay postage.
Address J. H. REEVES,

confirmed CONSUMPTION, and has achieved a SUC| CESS unparalled in the annals of Medicine.

Publishers 8 Booksellers,
337 Congress St. Portland.
;
221
eT
PARLOR STEAM ENGINE:
Tv
Made entirely of Metal; Boiler and Furnace com-

Mags, or 8t. Louis, Mo.

on receipt
of stam efi to Sunday
School Sup'®ts,
GA.
GUES & CO.
Pub’rs, 608 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

spect to any Sewing Machine ever invented.
Price
$25. Warranted for 5 years. Send for circular. Address JOHNSON, CLARK & Co, Boston, Mass., Pittsburgh, Pa., or 8t. Louis, Mo.
A
ID
QUACKS.—A
vi‘tim of early
indiscreth, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
&c.
{paving tried
in vain every advertized remedy,

SODA,

Has been in general and extensive use for the past
TEN YEARS, during which
period it. has been subjected to a most critical test in innumerable cases of

HOYT & FOGG,

AMERICAN

description and

10.00
PER DAY GUARANTEED
Agents to sell the HOME SHUTTLE SEWING MA-

CONSUMPTION!

over 40,000 copies.

AMERICAN

a full

CHINE. It makes the LOCK STITCH, ALIKE ON BOTH
SIDES, has the under-féed, andis equal in every
re-

Great Curative Properties of this Remedy,and its un-

No. 102 Nassau Street, New York.

A Guide to the study of

Palestine, with
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BIGLOW

Address,

ESTINE

Published.

Street, N. Y.

:

WALTER

. . $1,50.

LEE & SHEPHERD,
PUBLISHERS, BOSTON.
4
6 BY 0 FEET,

Important to Oonsumptives and

JEWELS.

free with instruction for $1,00,

. Cloth,
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sands who are liable to or are sufferin
sidious malady, that a Remedy has

received

WOOD,

plate illus-

prompt, 80 certain, and so potent in its action,
**Cure is the rule and death the exception.”

The publishers have

Open,

NOW READY.
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New York, anew,
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‘successful
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trated subscription book.
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safe

The Gates Wide
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just issued in connection with

& MAIN,

Mrs. HARRY PEAKE died in Orange, May 16, b.

of numb palsy, aged 60 years.
EMMA S. only daughter of Alvin 8,

and
°

~

Funeral, Sunday, June 6, at the church.

Count, y Rights
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HOW THEY LIVE IN HEAVEN,

space of one Map, and by means of the Reverser,
either side can be thrown front,and any part brough!

SABBATH SCHOOL “BOOKS,

We have

Europe,

instantly; private Rooms

mode of treatment for the last ten years in fhe City of
New York.

Railroads to date, and the latest alterations in the
various European States, These Maps are neededin
every school and family in the land—they occupy the

of

NEW ENGLAND.

and five children.

and

arge, show every place of importance,

J.J. M.

as can be found in

America

America with the United States portion

‘We have constantly on hand a large and choice va
riety

Continents,

ire

cost; no charge for medical advice; extreme pan re-

moved

cannot speak too highly

§4.

“om an immense scale.
Colored—in 4000 Counties.
reat Maps, now just completed,

and Sabbath school requisites,and on as good terms,

able, gentle, mild and Joving. her society was
d mich sought for by all who
knew her, ahd she
°
only to be known to be loved. Her
miracles o were numerous, and enemies none, The parents
have lost this
theasure, feel that * the
rine: " which who
cannot return to them, but they can go to Shi
her, »

ng

and rose
and ‘boiled
boile ol ifhe

He leaves a wife

the lovely traits of her

A. Miracle.

asked
on of the term. ** hoe iosguid fo Juve been
they have two or three kinds of wine, and
the gentlemen

i

bath.

g half for each

was peace.

Two.

BOOKSTORE.

J. M.

ErisuA BROWN died in. Weare, N. H., May 20,
aged 94 years, 3 months,20 days. His wife died a
few months before him. They had lived together
as husband and wife near 70 years.
Funeral service by the writer.
N. B. SMITH.

rests

and

ed in blankets, cools, and ‘dries

“ Father’s house on high.”

Agencies

Wanted—$10 a Day.
FOR
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Svery letter written to DR. R. L. WOLCOTT is open
ed with his own hands, and practical adviceis given
to all who ask for further inform ation, free of cost,besides Pamphlets and Circulars, He uses no Narecotics, and a child can drink anything kre prepares with
impunitiy, His Remedies, PAIN PAINT for Pain and
Annihilator for Catarrh] Consumption, Colds in the
| Head, Weak Nerves, &C.,-aré—on Sale at all firatclass Drug Stores in the Union. or sent directly from
DR. R. L. WoLCoTT’s office, 181 Chatham
Ne
Y.; free of Express charges, on receipt of
5, or upward at each order. All who come treated free of

PATENTREVOLVING DOUBLE NAPS

her

School

Sunday

highest degree conducive to sound health.

4ud Agents, for the BANE OF CALIFORNIA

$10 MAPS

will
sleed-

We leave the readers of ‘this ‘paper to decide: for

LEES & WALLER,
LLOYD'S

aper to day,
Bip nth

themselves whether to continue in the old heathenish
custom of dosing or SHopt ideas founded on natural
law, which cannot be otherwise than safe'apd in the

Oregon, Idaho, and in the Mining

TWO

15

every oy tha
Thousands
when they

almost every Neighborhood, than would
fill the largest printed volume, and many of these cases pro-

other property on the Pacific

istricts of Nevada, through the Bank gnd

"Agents

Eh

brightness frum

nounced hopeless before they used his Remedies?
Who tells the truth—this is the question—DR, WOLCOTT or the old School?
:

as above,
on the most favorable terms,

Her

~ Adbertisemnds.

ed the duties of a Christian wife, mother and

and finally washed
cool water, while
to the choice as a
sheet is now thrown

art of California,

ad

§

x

langu
e,
thi H0sh absurd {0 heal
raining) pracce.
Xor every
person without a
excep
who has Aad tl most of these Te
A
by their experience
the truth of every word,
DR. WOLCOTT must be right or wrong. DR. WOL«
cOTT is publishing truth or falsehood to the World.
If his Anti-Medical doctrines are falée, why is it that
he gains the patronage of the most.
1
cal men, including many of our leadi
hysicians,
and retains their custom Fou
?
How is it
possible for him. to offer
fre tests of his Remedies in
open daylight, before the world, unless it accom.
plished results? How is it that he has a larger practice and patronage than.any Hospital in ‘the world?
How is it that he has more Certificates of Ges with
genuine names attached from every city,
village, and

Francisco.

ing Lands, City
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soone

roses

ves:

'iure rose up and condemned, in the most eloquent

Coast, will be paid by Telegraph or otherwise in any

living

in

that both

felt

we

"

onsiblo that intelligent being GO aid
}
and have thoir Senses, and
yet submit to such
a
transparent farce in filling
own bodies with
‘Drug poison year after year, while their whole na-

VIRGINIA CITY,
LD
AUSTIN;
WHITE PINE,
RUBY CITY, Idaho.
A GENERAL BANKING AND EXCHANGE BUSINESS TRANSACTED BY THE BANK
:
D AGENCIES.
for inyestment in Farm
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departure we heard a grand-daughter testifying
to the new life'in Jesus and saying that the last
God-ward,

=

Bi

$5,000,000, GOLD,
- 1,200,000,

well. - In later years

and in dying, the saints are blest,

ELIZABETH, wife of Dea. Jefferson Willey,
died in this city, May 12, aged 58 years. Her
words were few, buther good deeds were many.
She lived a devoted life, and faithfully discharg-

on

San

the fruits of this lengthened period of Christian
life were not wanting, and those who knew her
had the testimony both of her lips and her life
that it is good, not only to have the Christian
hope when the end of time is approaching, but
to come as a pilgrim to the end of the jouruey.
Sitting by her bedside when disease and weakness were fast releasing the body from its service and when the mind through this lack of
service was hindered, words of faith and love
would restore, for the Foment: powes to use the
bring clear redissolving tabernacle and would

and

tS

It is
of that child?
the eyes

Bank of California,

The

May all his dear friends meet him in heav-

after

am

Ia chesesong man, now Ww

What

Biber tsements.

immedi-

end was peace, and when a few weeks

ng

A

certainlyfollow,

Dnt

‘will be furnished

L. R. BURL

words and the last scene of her dear relative’s life
were the means of leading her thoughts inward,

Verses are inadmissible.

DE

oo woman ? What takes the fire

Street

‘sponses from the spirit yet lingering within.

cash

single square can well be afforded to any single

or 150 degrees; from here, having sweated
sufficiently, of which the attendant

them with

eto

pu

atmeal

re

of other publishers, -and

N. BROOKS.
en.
MaRrTHA, wife of Dea. Lucius Powers, died
in Somerville, Mass., Feb. 10, aged Tl years, 10
She was converted in the winter of
months.
d F. W. B. church at New
with the
1833 and unite
Darham, N. H. In noticing the death of her
husband, Dea. Lucius Powers, which occurred a
few years since, Rev. R. Dunn wrote in language
praise, of the more than common
of deserved
spiritualityof the life which had then closed upon earth. “It was the favored lot of our sister to
walk with and enjoy the Christian counsel and
affectionate regard of this good man for many
years. An old diary Kept by her husband during
a temporary absence reveals, not only the devoutness of his own life, but: affords glimpses of the
family at home which indicate that our sister in
her care for her own and the souls of her children

work

iG

thes

P What Makes

‘Bean. ‘was

He was

Pe a

1

ee an Br wil 4

are ready, or will -be filled with the books

ately conveyed to his home where he was cared
for by a“ faithful physician and nursed by his
wife, daughter and others doing all that could be
done to restore his health. After lingering two
weeks, much of the time in an upconscious state,
no doubt met
he quietly passed from earth and
his death-divided ones in heaven. He was a kind
husband, an indulgent father and a sincere Chris-

began the Christian

shoes

of the mi
who re;
live iohear Diugs as universall

and unconscious in the street.

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

ter room, whose therffiometer stands at 140

J

oF business homeward when he had completed
one half the short distance, he was suddenly
stricken with general paralysis and fell helpless

"Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries publishedin the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany

or all kinds of Fruit she 1

Ponts, Tumaps, and the Hundred

ed brother and of his hope in Christ, of the happy reunion above. While walking from his place

Obituaries.

fatness. HespendsperhapsWilf an hour here,
and then moves for fifteen
$inutes or another half hour into ap adjBining and hot-

gineer was an excellent specimen of an
intelligent, illiterate English mechanic,

the

°

he lies down and dreams and sweats; in a
few moments the poresopgn and drop their

was concerned, but a dissenting
He is certain
the ordinary style of

Bath.

The patient or bather enters naked into
a well ventilated room of a temperature of
115 to 130 degrees; his head is wet, and

He

an- American.

Turkish
—

gineer at all, except so far as this in

with

was

fortune

series, viz:"

Dover,
N. H.

of the Pine

ame

Hk.

and see how 1t.looks? Perhaps you are costive!

can send us their orders which will be filled
with our own - publications ‘as fast as they

referring to the promise made to his dear depart-

the same time embellished with ornaments of
mother-¢*pearl—in those times’ valued more
highly than gold—and with a profusion of
precious stones. The ceilings and woodwork were inlaid ‘with ivory and gold, and
the roof of the grand banqueting-hall was
constructed to resemble the firmament. It
was contrived to have a rotary motion, so
as: to imitate the motion of the heavenly
bodies.
The vaulted ceiling of ivory
opened and jet in on the guests a profusion
of flowers, and golden pipes sprayed over
them the most delicate perfumes.

d’Essillon, on

knew him well, lived near him in the north
of England, and said ho was not an en-

ter,

em-

made and his decendant®are a powerful family in Russia to this day.—Zion's Advocate.

thc Arc
above the abyss through which
foams and - roars, connected with the road
by a thread of a suspension bridge over
garge, called the Point du Diable.
talked with
a locomotive driver
on our train by the way (an Englishman,
as they all are on this road,) who insisted
that

seeing his

er; the first step to his rapid

doi

Pills produce moisture or cure, the complaint?
a
iil robithe Stomach of Moisture, ‘and never add a
drop. ‘For they are dry and have none to.
No:
costive
one swallows ti em but is weaker and more
afterward ffrom the loss
oss of the! vitalizing

rcs

EAK
church in Manchester, his~oice was ofte n,
80in exhortation and prayer in nearly all 0
cial meetings of the church when present, often

walls was also profusely decked, being at

barrassment, took the plate and offered it
to a dog, who swallowed all its contents.
But a few moments afterwards it began to
run and howl, then staggered, fell, and
soon expired. The boyar was secured, but
next morning was found dead in his bed:
Menschikoff had not to sell rolls any long-

The summit station
sheds, and is gloomy enough.

forts of Brumons

and
and

Butt

Raman

‘of every
ten, Hundreds of P
nt.
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when

to Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholefew yearssince he went sale prices, Address
Lo a v .
life with his son-in-law,

for the final meeting. . Bro.

labored

of the emperor was decorated in a style of
excessive gorgeousness. It was roofed entirely with golden tiles, and ‘with the sane
precious metal the marble sheathing of the

to the table,

returning

dish,
offered the
to sit. by his side

same as the emperor, who,

Through the chinks of the boards
I could%ee the snow piled up h
more

the czar

ak

Parties designing to get new Sabbath
school Libraries, or to replenish old ones,

FRANCIS G. BEAN died. in Manchester, N. H.,
March 11, in the fiftieth year of his age. At the
age of twenty-three he Rromised his dying twin
brother to meet him in heaven, which pledge he
Jasredly kept in view, and as constantly-lived and

a mile in breadth—Nero

e right

1

Sabbath school.

‘On. that part of the ruins of Imperial
Rome lying between the Palatine and the
Esquiline
Hills—a space which was more

length.

explained

Menschikoff-

partake with him. ‘The nobleman colored,
and said it became not a subject to eat the

ches in many places,
tection against ava
and against the falls of snow for long dis-
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are first class books for the family and the

n. A
S. Allard, with whom he died, We sorrow not
that he is gone, since he ‘departed as he lived,
trusting wholly in the merits of Christ for: sal-

to spend_the evening of

sisted of magnificent buildings raised on
the shores of'the lake. The various wings
were united by galleries, each a mile

up, and with’ a smiling face, made pretence to take the boy into an adjoining

assed into a covered way, built
at the sides and arched with iron,

of these long

Peter got

His wife Econo Wn

great grand

dense woods, aftér the manner of a solitude or wilderness.
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vation, and is now at rest. Funeral services conducted by Rev. J. Runnells and C. Hurlin.
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strongest yi
en eve the brute Son #
tion shun it with abhorrence; when a power
ourselves—when all Nature cries against this most
besotted and dangerous practice 2 Stop let. us
J

“THE CHrST CHILD,” ‘Good Little Mit-

to her
He leaves behind, six
homs some three years.
children,
grand
children, and thirty-seven

“Golden House,” as he called the new palace in which he fixed hisabode. The vastwagon could. The shortest curves are in the streets, he cried out his rolls ‘more, ness of extent and the varied magnificence
on a radius of only 6ne hundred and loudly than usual, and even began to Sug of this imperial residence and its ornamental
grounds almost surpass belief; and if the
twenty feet; thatis, our train would run and approach the ezar, to make himse
etails that have come down to us respectround a circle only two hundred and forty seen. Peter called him, and asked him
Our track was all the some questions, to which he answered so ing it were not too well authenticated to
feet in diameter.
I will keep admit of doubt, they might be regarded as
time in sight, behind and befote, running happily that the prince said,
along the steep hillsides, and constantly thee jn my service.” Menschikoff accept- fabulous. Within its enclosure were comdoubling, like a compressed letter S.
ed the offer with joy. At dinner-time prised spacious fields, groves, orchards,
Our view was for the most part
without orders, he. enteréd the banquet- and vineyards; artificial lakes, hills, and
terrupted

was a fa-

truly

and his reason=~in imbecility. He,
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he overheard the nobleman give special

ed more, and we rose more
grade on the road .is one
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PLUMMER & WILDER,
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WANTED--AGENTS ! Ladies or Gentlemen
to well our popular allegorical engraving enti
¢ From Shore to Shore”—suggestive of Life's
ourney from Childhood
to Old Age. A perfect
B

B. RUSSELL,

55 Cornhill, Boston,
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The India Museum,in London, dates back to
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ard line, at New York, last week, she was boardwho

among

the passengers
found two persons suspected of having false bottoms to their trunks,
and the officers © went for them.” Examination
proved their suspicions to be well grounded, and
$40,000 worth of rings,

watches

and diamonds

changed
hands in a twinkling. The feminine detective officers of the Custom House were equally alert, and captured on the persons of two gai.
ly dressed damsels on the same vessels $5000
worth of jewelry.

There were weeping and wail-

ing in consequence. ‘A calamity was upon them.
Reports from Delaware state that the whole
of that small commonwealth abounds in strawberries at six cents per quart, and that blackberries and peaches promise very large crops.
The area of Minnesota is 84,000 square miles,
or 54,760,000 acres larger

land States.

than the six New

i

4

One million postage stamps are daily used in
the United States.
The wheat crop in Georgiai§ now being harvested, and both in quantity and quality it surpasses any previous crop for many years,
At the St. Albans butter market on Tuesday,
prices ranged from 30 to 85 cents.
Two women in Vincennes,
Ind., had made .arrangements
for a prize fight, and were stripped
ready
to commence operations, when the town
Marshal appeared and arrested them.
The alilits ot the fanale gus Yo ony a secret is provedby the conduct
of a St. John’s girl,
who did not tell her lover that she was worth

* four millions in her own right until after the
marriage.
2
The British government is greatly reducing

its

military force in the colonies.

There is serious trouble in the colonial parliament at Melbourne.
President Sarmiento declared in his opening

that day, which was regarded
day’s work.

as a very

good

THE PARISIAN shop-keepers have

come

to

an

to increase the amount of dissipation, the day
being merely made universally available as a
holiday.
But so far as people are inclined to

make it truly a Sabbath, the intermission of
labor will give a much-needed opportunity. If
the Government would but cease to hold elections
and reviews on the Lord’s-day,'a still greater scandal would be removed.
IN AUSTRIA they deal promptly with clerical
gentlemen who disobey the new laws. Bishop
Lenz [the Bishop of Lins?] ely refused obedi-

ence to a summons to appear
court,
the policese
brought
him to the court.

Ho

a secular
him, and

finds that the Aus-

trians are in earnest,
and that things
are not now
in his country as they were but yesterday.
SOMETHING NEW.—A Belgian bell-founder
has cast a large church-bell of aluminum. The
sound of the metal is astonishingly clear and
penetrating, resembling that of glass. The bell,
moreover, notwithstanding

its

size,

is so

light

that it can easily be rung by a child.

Aluminum

is one of the lightest metals

being

known,

only

one-fourth as heavy
as silver, andis unsurpassed
for sonorousnes.
.

For

MANY

story

generations

men

have

read

the

of Socrates and the hemlock—how

he

drank it by public decree and died. But now
scientific
men have decided
that it was not hemlock

at all that he drank, as this is not poisonous

enough for such business. The Greek word .is
Koneion and the Latin Cicuta, and. these have
been translated ‘hemlock. But the real plant
from which the extract was made, our savans
think was cicuta vivose L,which contains gdead-

petunias, and found that both the white

and vio-

action. It always gave great vigor to the red or
violet colors of the flowers, and the white petu-

ae

|
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Brazil fo se- Wiha iain ping

the State
the Spanish
| with
pro?

Jalandls

wich

st Washington,in
Departmn,: min
gouim
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people

cot:
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-

in the soap water or wash.

Many

persons who

admired them thought they were choice new varieties from the seed. Yellow flowers appear to
be insensible to the influence of charcoal.

In some parts of the

country iast year, the caterpillar proved sbun. | Sotton
dant and destructive,
while in others they were
few and unobserved. Thisis often reversedin
different years, and we advise orchardists to‘ex- |
amine the trees in time.

Old Bread.

%

Corn

:

Fodder.

——

A correspondent writing to the Canada Farm™
er says he keeps a dairy of 26 cows,
the milk being disposed of ata cheese factory; that last
June he sowedan acre of corn in drills,
and began cutting and feedingto the cows daily the
firstof July. When September rains came, he
omitted the corn

feeding

four days, and

the re-'

sult was a diminution
of 52 pounds of milk a day.
The

corn feeding

was again resumed, and in four

days, the cows gave their customary quantity of
milk.

The increased

flow of milk

doubly

paid

the cost of feed given. Thisis an important
fact,
and should induce dairy-men to provide this kind
of feed for their cows at a season when pasturage
is short. In fact it would seem that the former
may be profitably substituted for the latter under
any or all circumstances, as the yield of green
corn fodder to the acreig very great, and the
cost of producing it comparatively light.
Let dairy-men heed this and provide for fodder

somewhat

overbaked,was

———

an

0 the aid of

as he is, against

his

Here is a recipe which

excellent defence

against

it.

nimble

is said
At

all

events atrial ofit will not involve much expense,
nor will-it:do harm should
it prove unavailingas

never
set them with their own eggs, but procure

eggs from a distance. The benefit
of thus
ing your stock is a secret little understood,
but
admitted by all successful breeders.

Early chick-

ens are much sought after for the table, but for
layers brqods hatched in August
are far preferable. Be careful to
the young broods

from rats, weasels
and other fe
04 by
by shuttiog
them up at
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old be wil soon leat to
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preservation, has also
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Gathering Rhubarb"

Ce ese

Great -care should be taken in pulling the
stalks for market or domestic use,
as in many
cases great damageis done through ignorance
and carelessness. Do not pull off a stock roughly, for in so doing the crownis fractured
or removed altogether. Move the leaf carefully from
side to side, pull it gradually, and it will come
away without injuring the crop.
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been

worn

out.

Break

Now grind one end square and true for the head
end, and form the cutting edge by grinding at the
other end. Thrust the cutting end in a charcoal
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and as soon as you see a light straw color on
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part
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edge
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bend rather than break.— Hearth and Home.

* Pretty Plants for In-door.
—

Take a common tumbler or a fruit can, and fill
it nearly full’ of soft water. Then tie a bit of
coarse lace or cheese-sacking over it, and press
down into the water, covered with a layer
thread-like roots going down through
the lace into the water, and the vines can be trained up to
twine around the window, or, what is prettier,
a frame
may be made for the purpose. Hereis

another pretty thing with but a little trouble:
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Take a saucer and fill it with fresh green moss.
Place in the

center a pine cone, (large size,) hav-

ing first wet it thoroughly. Then sprinkle it
thoroughly with grass seed. The moisture will
close
the cone partially, and in a day or two the

tiny grass spires will appear fu all the interstices,
and in a week you will “have a perfect cone of
beautiful verdure. Keep secure from frost, and
give it plenty

of water,

and

thing of beauty” all winter.

you

will

have “a

BR

a

a

Don’t give to horses even the smallest piece of
Itis
a safe and

proper

the week ending, June 16, 1869.
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your horses and of trouble to your stock generally.
garget root.

For

article

for

cows that have disordered udders, but it is death
almost to a certainty, to a horse.
Don’t émpty the refuse brine from the pork
barrel on young fruit trees, because you happen
to read that salt is good for them. Salt
is good,
especialiy
for plum and peach trees, but like a
sharp-edged tool it should be handled carefully.

Don’t wash fruit trees with a very strong de-

coction of potash—such as a couple of ‘pounds
to a gallon of water—as was lately doneby a
large fruit grower to kill the moss on his pear
trees. It will kill the moss surely, and a
likely the trees too. ¢
Don’t work in the heat without some protection against sun-stroke besides a straw hat,
A few hickory leaves or some layers of paper in
the crown of the hat are good non-conductors.
Don’t try the eight-hour rule with yourself or
your men in haying-time. It may do on Uncle
Sam’s farm, but it will swamp you, and your

brates with a wide snd free motions The several
grades of watches have more than a general resem.

blance each to its pattern; they are perfect in their
uniformity,
and may be bought and sold with entire
confidence as to the qualities we assign to them,
An Eaglish watch-maker,in
a recent lec-

The aggregate of profit is the end kept in view—not
the profit on any single watch. And, acting on this
principle,
with reduced cost of production and an
ever-widening

are also favorable to the excellence of our work.
Ourartisans
long ago ceased to be novices. Time and
effort, under a superintendence
which combines the
subtleties of science with the strength of practical
skill, have produced
a body of artisans whose efi
ciency is for the time pre-eminent. We have the
best workersin every department
that are available
—workers
whose expertness and experience would
be alone sufficient to secure for Waltham its high po-

sition.

Among other tributary
causes, hay be stat

ed the readiness
with which each succeeding invention and improvement
has been tested,
and if approved, adopted. We are always ready to examine what-

ever experience
or art, or skill may suggest, but we
adopt nothing until experiments have demonstrated
its excellence. In
of this rule, we have

These constant efforts to perfect in all ways, and
by all means,both
the machinery of the factory and
the construction
of our watches, have placed within
our means the production of a greater variety in
grade and finish than other American makers have
attempted. In the manufacture
of very fine watches
we have no competitor in the United States and only
very few in Europe. -

The various styles of these watches have under
gone the severest trials in the service of Railway En-

people is the best proof of the public approval, and
must be accepted as conclusive
of their guperiority

id discriminating watch-buyers,

the United States.
An illustrated description of the Watches

Factory, ex.¥
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leaving only the wrapped part above ground.
The odor of the turpentine does the business
“Ihave tried this for four years,” says a correspondent of an ‘exchange paper, “with-uniform | Giio
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raising, ing the ends’
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. 8, Coupon Sixes,

in turpentine, and stick one or two in each hill

ARE

WATCHES,
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Protect your melon, squash, and cucumber
vines thus: Take sticks four inches
long and one |halfinch
in diameter—pine is best. Wrap one inch
of one end in a piece of cotton or linen. Dip this

of the watches,
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farm too, in a very short time.

L

#0 since

the important
matter of price is also very greatly in
favor, being at least twenty-five per cent. cheaper,
quality for quality, than those made elsewhere in

the American Watch Company of Waltham, will be

Y

:

under the presspre
of the lightest main-spring, vi-

gineers, Conductors
and Expressmen, the- most exacting class of watch-wearers, and the presence of
over 400,000 Waltham Watches in the pockets of the

YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.

ExMess ¥bbl12 00 a 0 [Sinan ine!

Things Not. to do.
of

New

the

and valuable inventions of the last fifteen years,
whether
home or foreign in their origin. We have
thus acquired
the exclusive possession of the best
and most valuable improvements
now known in connection with watch-making, and secured for the
Waltham factory a force and completeness not shared by any similar éstablishments
in the world.

Crm
LF

and certaintyof movement
which proceed from

perfect adaptation of every piece to its place. Instead
of a feeble, sluggish, variable action, the balance,even

brought
to our aid all the mechanical improvements
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qualities,
which by the old methods of manufacture
are unattainable,

The conditions which make this cheapness possible
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by greater simplicity, but by a precision in- detail,

and accuracy
and uniformity in their time-keeping

, comparing
annual manufacture is double that of all other makers in this country combined,
and much larger (than
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of England.
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fire, in the cook-stove, until one inch in length is
red-hot. Now cool half an inch of the edge in
cold water, which will render the edge quite
too hard. Watch the color of the steel
as the
different shades appear near and at cutting edge,
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off one end, so

that a piece will be left about eight inches long;
heat it in a charcoal
fire to near redness, and let
it cool gradmally. Then the steel will be soft.
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tool that they have but little use for. Therefore,
to get a cheap chisel, that will subserve
all the
purposes required, make use of a large flat file,
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Farmers and gardeners frequently need a good Oats. ....
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cold chisel for light work, such as cutting off riv- | Shorts
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ets, nails, or pieces of hoop-iron. A piece of bar- Fine
Middlings
33 00 §84 00
steel, and forging it into proper shape, will cost
Bale
hay,
¥
ton
from fifty cents to one dollar. Those persons who
want the use of a cold-chisel only once a week or
¥
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a Cold Chisel.
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| brief mention of the considerations which induce us
to press them upon the attention of intelligempwatoh-
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These general claims to superiority are no longer
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Don’t be in such haste to cut and house English
grass that it will be liable to heat in the mow and
become musty, to the great danger of heaves in

Repelling Flies from Horses.
the.horse, powerful

Mackerel, ige 1¢
Shore...ese «
Alewives..... 5

the large iron shovel with which they were neat.
ly laidin rows. The loaves were but slightly
overbaked by the lava heat, having been proteeted by a quantityof ashes covering the door,
Thereis no baker’s mark on the loaves; they
are circular,
about nine inches in diameter, rather flat, and indented (evidently
with the baker’s
elbows)in the center, and are slightly. raisedat
the sides; and divided by deep lines, radiating
from
the center into eight segments. They are |
now
of a deep brown color, and hard but very
light. In the same shop were found
561 bronze
and 52 silver coins. A mill with a great quanti-

corn to supplement the season of short pasturage.

It is an act of humanity to come

Coal 1ar8e { 30 § 7 5050-|

A curious discovery has just been made at
Pompeii. In a house in course of excavation,
an oven was found closed with an iron door, on
opening which
a batch of eighty-one loaves, put
in nearly eighteen hundred years ago, and now
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twists in the mest, and destroyedby

bluish or almost black

with us with u floor ot
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nias became veined with red or violet tints: the
violets became covered with irregular spotsofa
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surface, plunge the chisel into cold water. By
this means, you will get a cold chisel sufficiently
hard on the edge to cut iron, and so soft and
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‘been neglected. Take
a long light pole and ate
tach a sponge,
swab or brush
to the ‘end. Early
in the morning, when they arein their nests,
swab them with strong .soap suds,
or thin lime
wash. Or, they may be wiped off by a few

before the ground freezes. This is working
soil pretty hard, but with high manuring, it pays
much better than to have the land idle. The tur

to be

this
Should
gd thie

This is the time to kill these

With a steel tooth cultivator,
the

It 18 SAID that the first locomotive ever run
was
a rude construction, finished in 1804, by a

ledthe Parliamentof | sentative of a great Government.
expelfrom

PictoUessessasl

SZKESES

right time.

to the horse: Take two or three small
draw a load of iron from Pen-y-darronin Wales a defence
visional government at Asuncion for the benefit to navigation,
a distance of nine miles. Treve- handfuls of walnut leaves, upon which pour two
of the Paraguayans.
thick started amid the shoutings
and laughterof or three quartsof cold water; letit infuse one
Mr. Burlingame will soon go to St. Peters- an incredulous multitude. He had a bet pend- night, and pour the whole next morning into a
ing of £1,000 with one Homfray, that he would kettle and let it boil for a quarter of an hour:
be fit foruse. No more is redraw the load with his locomotive over this dis- when cold it will
FOREIGN,
a sponge, and before the
tance. After going about five miles, his engine quired than to moisten
Phoarmy snd uavy, and thé civil aisle.
ran against a bridge and was badly damaged,
but horse goes out of the stable, let those parts which
throughoy t Spain are taking the oath to respect not
so badly but that the engineer completed
the are most irritablebe smeared over with the liand obey the new Constitution.
journey and won the bet,but he could not get quor; viz., between and upon the ears, the neck,
flank, ete.—~ Zions Advocate.
The French Government offers to transport, ‘his engine back.
without cost all 2aborers who will go to Algiers
WE HAVE from Washington
what. looks like
for the harvest.
positive knowledgeof our lost Minister, McMaPoultry.
‘Prince Arthur will visit Canada and ‘perhaps hon—and that is, ht cannot be found. The Bra——
zilian authorities
represent that they have taken
, the United States, next fall.
If you have
not already attended
to it, cleanse
“Sandwich
Island advices report another earth- every pains to forward him his Government's| and white wash your poultry house. Let their
dispatches, and have only been thwarted by the boxes be often replenished with hay. If you
quake.
v
#oon to erect a mouiiont ot Paraguayan dictator, Commander Kirkland in- would have
a good supplyof eggs through the
dorses this statement with his suspicions, which, summer, you must let your hens out oeccasionalAin
inn 3 i
Mrs. Stillman, who
place Minister McMahon in such a ly. An hour before sunset is a good time, when
popularity in Greece by her efforts if veritable,
situation
of hermetical concealment as can nei- ‘hey can be watched and kept from doing misin behalf
of the Cretans.
of hens
Advices from Melbourne report that several ther be becoming nor homorable to the repre- chief. If you would keep up your sfock
speech
that the allies would soon establish
a pro-

0

————

ground
can be stirred three inches deep, and very
little space be left for the hoe. Some sow turnip seed at the time.of cultivating;
say about the
1st of August, and get half
a crop of turnips,
which have the ground after the cucumbers have
done bearing. Cucumbers
can be pickedin six
weeks from planting, and the season will last
from four to six weeks,or until the first frost,

ly poison.

Welsh engineer, named Trevethick,
and used to

:

3
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The Orchard Caterpillar.

sometime selected. Plow and harrow thoroughly, and mark out rows running both ways 41-2
feet apart. Put in the hill
a large shovelfulof
well-rotted compost, and cover it with an inch or
two
of soil. - Plant from five to ten seeds in a hill,
and thin out to four after the plants
are six inches high. If the weather is dry,. the manure
should be thoroughly drenched in the cart before
it is dropped
in the hill, Itis usualto cultivate
the crop but once, just before the vines fall over.
Much labor
is saved by doing this just at the

let colored flowers were equally sensitive to its

agreement to close their places of business on
Sunday. The first effect of this will probably be

Ramage:

6, 1869,
tart...

ground for the pickle patch, ‘though sward is chard, if the previous cutting off of the eggs has

nips do not exhaust the land more than the
There seems to be no diminution
in the tide of -for a term, his work as a teacher, his residence
abroad will be largely in the interestof education. weeds that would be certain to grow on land eulto America.
For one week over six
tivated but once. Cucumbers
are not an exhaustthousand men, women, and children left Liv- He will sail on the 26th inst. by the Anchor Line
and a good season,
Steamship, Europa, for Glasgow, proposing to ing crop. With good culture,
erpool
for New York.
make an educational tour of Systm, on his 300,000 pickles are raised upon an acre,and the
Under the direction of the President, troops way to Germany.
farmer expects to clear about
300 dollars. Some
have been ordered to the Cherokee
neutral
make a good deal more, but green hands can
IT
IS
STRENUOUSLY
declared
in
the
War
Delands, in compliance
with the request
of the
hardly.expect as much. The crop is usually
that the Secretary of Waris carrying
Governorof Kansas, to enforce the civil law partment
bargained for at the factories, at the
his effort for the reduction of employes too far.
and prevent the rule of mob violence.
of the season,
and it is carriedto the depot or
This may be true, though the tendency has noProf. Marsh of Yale College has discovered in generally been in that direction. But the most landing every day. One-half the vines are picked on alternate days, thus keeping the force conthe tertiary deposits of Nebraska the minutest
serious feature that we observe
in the order about stantly employed. Ittakes about four men or
fossil horse yet obtained. It is only two feet which the complaints are so loud, is that the men
high although
full grown. This makes the sev- discharged are men who fought for the Govern- boys for an acre during the picking season. The
enteenth species of fossil horse Siscyvared on ment during the war, and that the men retained cucumbers are usually assorted into three sizes,
the largest
for table
use and the two smaller ones
this continent.
have already been kept for half a generation
for the factory.
Gen. Jeff. C Davis is to- be recalled from th e in the public: empoyment. Other things being
equal, it seems to us that service in the field
command
in Alaska. It is chargediagainst him
that things are very disorderlyin our new pur- constitutes a “better title to continued support,
Effect of Charcoal on Flowers.
by the Government than service in the Depart
chase,
the officers and soldiers under him being
——
dissolute, lawless,
and cruel. He was
a good sol- Jments.
A correspondent of the Revue Horticole, says
dier in the civil war, and it is to be regretted
IT IS CONTEMPLATED to take an ocean steamer
that
not long agohe made a bargain for a rosehis reputation
should be damaged by a want of up the Mississippi river to St. Louis. This is not bush of magnificent growth and full of buds,
He
firmness
in time of peace,
a new thing. The old bugbear that propellers or
waited for them to blow, and expected roses.
It is becoming quite fashionable abroad, to other sea going steamers could not ascend the worthy of such a noble plant and of the praises
color the hair a golden yellow. It i§ oftentimes river was pretty thoroughly disposed of during bestowed upon it by the vender, but when it
a long process which brings the hair to the prop- the war.
bloomed
all his hopes were blasted. The flowers
erhue.
It has to be bleached with chlorine,
“In 1865 the Alantic and Mississippi Steamship were of a faded hue, and he discovered that he
chloride
of soda, &c. Itis expected that ladies Company prepared to make a direct connection had only a middling multiflora, stale colored
on this side of the water will soon follow suit.
between Boston and St. Louis. The company enough. He therefore resolved to sacrifice it to
When
fashion utters her mandates who shall
went so far as to make an offer for the steamers
some experiments which he had in view. His
Merrimac and Mississippi.
We can see no diffi- attention had been directed to the effects of char
dare to disobey.
culty in the way of carrying
out such a scheme,
coal, as stated in some English publications. He
General Sheridan has been ordered by the Pres: The
navigation .of the Mississippi river is as then covered the earth in the pot, in which the
ident to treat all Indians outside the four great feasible for large size steamers of deep draught
rosebush was, about half an inch deep, with pulreservations as hostile,
and to proceed vigorousas the lakes.
verized charcoal. Some days after he was aston1y against those in: Kani, in order to protect |
TEE CHINAMEN have ten smuggling opium ished to see the «roses which bloomed, of as fine
a
into San Frantisco. On the arrival of a Chinese a lively rose-color as he could wish. He deterEx-@overner Gibbs, of Oregon, who went to steamer on the 20th ult. it was noticed that the. mined to repeat the experiment, and therefore
that State with General Joe Lane in 1851, and Celestials appeared particularly anxious about when the rosebush had done flowering he took
was one hundred and fifty-one days in - the jour- their baggage, and the examination by the In- off the charcoal and put fresh earth about the
ney from New York to Oregon, has come back spectors was conducted with corresponding care roots, and waited for the next spring impatiently
overland, making the trip in about nine days.
and attention, with gratifying results. Trunks,
to see the result of the experiment.—When it
boxes, &c. were broken to pieces, and
thin bloomed the roses were at first pale and discolorThe Boston wool market is unusually lively at
boxes of opfimn found artistically placed in the ed but'by applying the charcoal as before ‘they
the present time. For the last four weeks the
bottoms,
sides, and lids. It is estimated that soon assumed their fosy-red color. He then tried
sales of domestic wool have averaged over a millsome $15,000 worth of the drug was seized on the powdered charcoal in large quantities upon
ion pounds per week.
On the arrival of the steamer Java, of the Cun-
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PrOF. W. H. YoUNG has resigned his position
in the Ohio University, and goes out as United
States Consul to Baden. Though suspending,

now to be taking such lessons, and next fall you
can buy your stock turkeys for breeding the
next spring.

ity of our large cities, especially New York, for
making pickles. [tis a very good crop for farmers, as it can be raised after the other crops are
all planted. The usual time of putting in the
seed
is from the 25th of June
to the 5th of July.
An old corn stubble,
in good heart,is suitable

Mouian.
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It isa good time

S28EUBESE

Thursday night, and resolved to celebrate the
annexation of Lithuania to Poland on the 11th of
August. A medal will be struck in Berlinto
commemorate
the event.

is experienced
in the business,

ps

An explosion, causejunknown,

the 10th of June.

at work. But
General Thomas has ordered
the military ex- took place while the men were
from the pit, andit is
escaped
miners
the
of
few
ploration of South-Eastern Navada,with the vie
twenty were
' tothe establishment of military pests forK the ro | reported that one hundred and
killed.
tection
of miners.
The Spanish Comes by a very strong vote lias
By direction of the Secretary of War, leavé of ordered the establishment of a regency with
absence
for one year, with permission to go be- Marshal Serranoat its head. The emperor Nayond the sea, is granted to Major General Daniel poleon has written a letter to one of the Dawly
E. Scikles.
:
elected deputies quite complimentary to himself
The Polish exiles in New York held a meeting and the government.

!
———
Cucumbers
are extensively raised in the-vicin-

For tin ‘week
We
wl

OMB

The fifteenth amendment to the Constitution
has been ratified by both branches of the Florida
legislature, the vote
in the Assembly being 26 to
18, and in the Senate 18 t0 8.

again, and having, according to the official narra

tive, calmed itself with its own loyal lullaby,
there can be no reason for holding it as too hosfor concession. The terms of Count Persigny’s
late letter clearly mark what the emperor is expected to de.
«A sad disaster in a coal mine at Meathyr Tydril, Wales, is reported as havig occurred on

.

«| plenty of directions how to manage turkeys, but

| it issafer to takes fow lessons of some one who |.
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dist,

Brevet Major-Gen. Wm. Buoy baving declined the appointment of Governor of the Soldiers’
Home, the official order of the War Department
assigning him to that duty has been revoked.

1867.
Napoleon can adopt no othér prudent policy
consistent with his own needs and those of
France, than one of downright respect to the results of the late elections. Paris being quiet

;

as a Farm Crop.
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Boston Waokateia Fuicus.
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It took three hy
‘and fifty-three ballotings
to decide who should succeed’ Elisha B. Washburne in Congress.
:

packets

in

1866, and 486,649,152

in

:
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and

letters

856,706,622

Cucumbers

domestic birds; but after

periodit is the hardiest. The books contain
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Telegrams from the South report heavy rains

being builtin London.
The Austrian Post Office sent out

+ | tenderest
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The Supreme Court of Georgia has decided
(Judge Warren dissenting)
that negroes in that
State are eligible to office.

Baron Lionel de Rothschild bas given $120
000 towrds a Jewish synagogue, which is now

:

The

+ ote

couple
of years, but was opened in the Palace of

(Minn.) Minister to Sweden.

officers,

The turkey from the time
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Thé Presidenthas appointedC. C. Andrews | the New India Office the middle of May.

ed by a couple of revenue

tors sal oe
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In consequence
of removal it was closed fora
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